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Chapter 1

Introduction to the Economics of Reputation

1.1. Introduction

William Shakespeare observes that "[r]eputation is an idle and most false imposition: oft
got without merit, and [ost without deserving."~ Game theorists view an agent's reputation as
a summary of other agents' current beliefs about the agent's compliance strategy or set of
strategies in connection with various commitments (Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)). The higher
its opponents' expectation about how reliably an agent will maintain its commitments, the
better this agent's reputation. In business, agents are exposed to both hidden information
(adverse selection) and hidden action (moral hazard). Occasionally, reputation for credibility
is valuable in solving or mitigating the economic consequences of these problems. An agent
can become credible by consistently providing accurate, valuable infotmation or by always
acting responsibly (Sobel (1985)). In this thesis, firms gain reputation from selecting either an
auditor with a reputation to provide high quality audits or by applying for listing on the
prestigious New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). This chapter provides an introduction to the
merits and economics of reputation of an audit fitm, as reputation is the central theme in the
three essays in this thesis.

1.2. Mechanisms Leading to Reputation

It is commonplace in economics that severe limits exist to contracting and that (therefore)
reputation matters.'` A good firm can distinguish itself from a bad firm by signaling its quality
to the market or by attracting scrutiny. This signal, however, will be considered credible by
the market only if the bad firm chooses not to mimic the good firm by also sending the same
signal.3 Spence (1973) shows that if this signal's cost is higher for bad firms than for good

~ W illiam Shakespeare (1604), The Tragedy of Orhello, The Moorof Venice, Act II Scene 3.
Z For an early expression of this view, see Fama (1980).
3 This is a salient issue in auditing research. Consider, for instance, the demand for high quality audits in the
market for new stock issues. Two theoretical studies examine this demand with opposite predic-tions. Datar er al.
(1991) derive a model that predicts a positive relationship between the riskiness of the new issue and the demand
for a high reputation auditor. Alternatively, Titman and Trueman (1986)'s model suggests a negative relationship
where the demand for a quality signal from a high quality audit firm decreases as corporate risk increases. In
other words, theory leaves room for both good and bad type client-firms to select a high reputation auditor. From
theory, mimic behavior, therefore, is realistic.
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firms, the bad type may find that it dces not pay to mimic. Under this condition, the signal

sent by the good type could be credible.
Theoretically, three reputation mechanisms related to agency relations can be

distinguished. The first mechanism establishes reputation through an agent's ethics, either
through altruism or fear of God (Weber (1905)). The second mechanism is through
commitment (i.e., opponents can establish ex ante that the other agent's highest utility ex post
is to be credible). An agent with a better reputation is more likely to refrain from
opportunistic short-term behaviour in order to preserve the benefit of having a good
reputation. Third, reputation can also be gained through repeated interaction. I characterize an
audit firm's reputation as a Bayesian belief using a simple game theory model. Reputation can
be thought of as the situation when agents (e.g., clients) believe a particular agent (e.g., audit
firm) to be something (e.g., a provider of high quality audits) (Cabral (2005)). I start with a
simple model that depicts audit firm reputation as a Bayesian updating process by uninformed
agents. Next, I allow the audit firm to take actions (i.e., to invest in reputation) that influence
the clients' beliefs that the audit firm is a provider of high quality audit services.

1.2.1. A Simple Model

Theories of audit firm size (e.g., DeAngelo (1981)) conjecture that audit quality varies
systematically across audit firm size. Under the assumption that actual audit quality is
unobservable or at least costly to evaluate by users of corporate financial statements, one
response for users is to develop surrogates for audit quality. Audit firm size serves as such a

surrogate. Rob and Fishman (2005) show analytically that in a market with informational

frictions, firm size is positively related to investment in quality and the average quality level a
firm delivers.

Suppose that an audit firm can be of two types: low or high quality. A high (low) type

audit firm performs a high quality audit with probability a„ ( a~), where 0 ~ a~ ~ a„ ~ 1.

Client-firms aze assumed risk neutral and accept a price (audit fee) for each audit firm's
service equal to their willingness to pay. For simplicity, without loss of generality, the net
benefit to a client-firm from a high quality audit is 1 and 0 from a low quality audit. Let ,u be

a client's belief that an audit firm is of a high type. Then, dients are willing to pay

P-~aH }~1-,u~c

This expression shows that price p is increasing in ~[ , the belief that the audit firm is of the

high quality type. This posterior can be referred to as the audit firm's reputation. The greater
an audit firm's reputation, the more clients are willing to pay for the service rendered.

Let Et~ be the initial prior that the audit firm is of a high type. In contrast to, for example,

a buyer~seller model or an investor~sell-side analyst model, the actual quality of the audit
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performed (i.e., ex post) is mostly unobserved or costly to evaluate by the market. DeAngelo
(198 t) argues that it cannot be the case that audit quality is unobservable (i.e., infinitely costly
to evaluate). After all, in that case the market for audit services would `collapse' as in Akerlof
(1970). Suppose that an audit firm's track record consists of M high quality audits and N low
quality audits. Agents can obtain this type of information via public sources (e.g.,
newspapers), own experience, or via word-of-mouth. For example, information on audit
firms' litigation rates is publicly available (e.g., Palmrose (1988)). It follows that the clients'
posterior that the audit firm is of high quality is given by

koaN (1- aH ~"

~ - f~oaH (1 - ay )" -~ (1 - ~lo ~(XM (1- a~ )"
.

In other words, for a given prior ~t„ an association exists between an audit firm's track record

(number of Ms and Ns) and the audit firm's reputation, f[ . Observe that ~ is increasing in M

and decreasing in N. As ~[ is increasing in M, so is the price a client is willing to pay for the

audit. By the law of large numbers, ,u converges to 1 or 0, depending on the audit firm's type

(for a„ ~ at ), and the audit fee converges [o ay or a~ , respectively.

1.2.2. Investing in Reputation

Notice that in the above model, the audit firm does not play an active role. Recall, an audit
firm's track record is based on past performance. In this setting, all action is from the client's
side, through Bayesian updating of beliefs. In this section, I consider the case where a; is

endogenous ( i.e., a function of the audit firm's effort to perform a high quality audit). I
consider an audit firm that improves its reputation by pooling with other high quality audit
firms.'

Suppose that an audit firm exists for T ~~ periods.5 In each period, the audit firm
performs high quality audits with probability e. Let f(e~ be the cost function of effort with

the following properties: f(0~ - 0, f~(0~ - 0, and f "(e~ ~ 0 . Again, assume that client-fitms
are willing to pay 1 for a high quality audit and 0 otherwise. In addition, let clients be unsure
about the type of audit firm they face. An audit firm can be a type that always provides high
quality audits (a "high" type) or a"depends" type that performs a high quality audit with
probability e. Under the assumption that clients are risk neutral, the price for an audit is

' Pooling means that agents can improve their reputations by joining with high type agents. Alternatively, an
audit firm can also improve reputation by separaring itself from low type audit firms (not shown in this chapter).
In other words, agents can improve reputation by showing they are not of a low type.

5 The model hinges on the game ending at time T. The end-period effect is a bit contrived, but the point of this
model is to show that even with a finite number of periods you can have reputation effects. If the number of
periods in infinite, then simple trigger strategy equilibria will create `reputation' effects (Cabral (2005)).
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determined by their belief that the audit firm is of a high type. Let ~o be the client's prior that

the audit firm is of a high type. In the remainder of this section, I will refer to the clients'
belief that the audit firm is of a high type as the audit firm's reputation.

First consider the case where the audit firm exists for only two periods, T- 2. Suppose

that at t- 1, clients expect a"depends" type audit firm to make effort to perform a high

quality audit at level ê.b In this case, in the first period clients are willing to pay
f[~ f(1-~[~ ~ê. ff a low quality audit is observed in the first period, potential clients can infer

that they are facing a"depends" type. In the other case, however, clients will update their
belief that the audit fitm is of a high type,

~o
ft, - 1~,

~o t (1 -,uo Ic

At t- 2, clients expect a"depends" type to choose e- 0. This is regardless of what happens at

time t- 1. Conditional on not observing a low quality audit in the first period, clients are

willing to pay ~t, in the second period. Taken together, the audit fitm's expected payoff is

V-~u}(1-,uo~~t(I-e~Ofe ~a f(e~.
f~o } (l - ~o ~ -

The first-order condition (FOC) for this expression with respect to e is given by

~`~ - f'(e).
,~~ } (l - ao ~ -

Given the properties of f(e~, a corner solution exists. Under the assumption tha[ f ~(I~ -~, a

unique interior solution exists which is a maximum.~
From the expression for an audit firm's expected payoff we can learn that current gross

payoff is independent of e. The first-term on the right-hand side dces not depend on e. The

payoff from a high effort level (i.e., from an investment in reputation) will come in the second
period through a higher second period gross payoff. An important feature of the FOC is that

6 In practice, usett are assumed not to have the technical expertise to evaluate the quality of the audit service
provided ( Kotler and Bloom ( 1984)). Hence, users cannot be expected to be capable assessing how much effort
is needed to do a high quality audit. Users, however, can adopt surrogate variables that are ( imperfectly)
correlated with effort and audit quality. Again, audit firm size meets this purpose. For example, larger audit firms
are found to benefit more from economies of scale in the production of audit services (e.g., Dopuch and Simunic
(1979)), and to possess a comparative advantage in monitoring individual auditor behaviour (Watts and
Zimmerman ( 1981)). Both can have a positive effect on effort and, hence, on audit quality.
' The fact that f~(1~ is very high for one audit firm is not inconsistent with another audit firm choosing e- l.

For example, larger audit firms aze azgued to supply audits of a higher quality since they benefit more from
economies of scale in the production of audit services ( e.g., Dopuch and Simunic ( 1979) and Benston (1985)).
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the left-hand side is increasing in ~t~, . This suggests that the better an audit firm's initial

reputation, the greater incentives this audit firm has to invest in its reputation. The intuition is
that the higher ft„ , the more the audit firm has to lose from forfeiting its reputation.

Next, consider an audit firm existing for T ~ 2 periods. If a low quality audit performed
by this audit firm is detected, the audit firm will be identified as a"depends" type. Let V, be

the audit firm's future expected value conditional on the audits performed not being of low
quatity. In the last period, V, -~[,-, and eT - 0. For 1 5 t ~ T, V, is given by

V, - ~~-~ } (1-,u~-~ ~~ ~ f e,V,.~ - f (e~ ~ ~

with the FOC (with respect to e, )

V~.i - .f ~(e~ ~ .

Consider the reputation dynamics on V when moving from period t- 2 to t- 3. If T is
very lazge and ~[,.-Z -,cc,-, , then V,-, - V, . Since ~tZ - (,u, ~(,u~ f (1-~t, ~ez ~~ ~ ,u~ , V3 ~ Vz .

Thus, the value of the audit firm increases after a period of not observing a low quality audit.
Finally, from these two conditions we can infer that e3 ~ e2 . This shows that the level of e is

increasing in ~~, the audit firm's reputation at time t. Audit firms with a high initial

reputation have greater incentives to invest in repu[ation. As ín the two-periods model, the
intuition is that the higher ~t, , the more the audit firm has to lose from forfeiting its

reputation.

1.3. Economic Consequences of Reputation

Reputations have bottom line effects. Although the benefits of having a good reputation
are many and varied, they come down to one thing: a good reputation increases credibility
potentially leading to higher payoffs. In this section, I illustrate the economic consequences of
reputation (gauged using a market-based measure) by a review of the scant but growing
accounting literature. Reputation can be gained and lost. The effects of establishing reputation
have been studied with different units of analysis in the accounting literature. For example,
the reputations of individual sell-side financial analysts, investment banks, and CEOs (or,
management, in general) have all been subject to reseazch. Hutton and Stocken (2006)
examine the effect of management's forecasting reputation on investors' reaction to
management earnings forecasts. Managerial forecasting reputation is measured from prior
forecast accuracy and frequency. They find that investors aze more responsive to these
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forecasts when the firm has a good reputation (i.e., for firms frequently issuing management
earnings forecasts and repeatedly reporting accurate forecasts).

Francis et al. (2006) and Malmendier and Tate (2006) measure CEO reputation using
proxies capturing the public's interest in this individual CEO. Francis et al. (2006) study the

association between CEO reputation (proxied by the extent of press coverage) and the quality
of the firm's eamings. They document that more reputed CEOs are associated with poorer
eamings quality than are less-reputed CEOs. This dark side of having established a`good'
reputation is also documented in Malmendier and Tate (2006). They study the economic
consequences of CEOs winning awards on firm performance and CEO compensation. They
find that award-winning CEOs thrive after gaining this `stardom' reputation. That is, these

CEOs extract significantly more compensation following the award. The downside to these
success stories is, however, that after winning these awards, [he incidence of earnings
management increases significantly and that firms of award-winning CEOs subsequently
underperform relative to a matched sample of firms.

Chen et al. (2005) and Fang (2005) study analyst and investment bank reputation,
respectively. Chen et al. (2005) test a model of investor learning about analyst reputation
(proxied by the predictive ability and the length of analysts' forecast records). They document
that investors' reactions to forecast news are increasing in analysts' reputation. Fang (2005)
studies the relationship between investment bank reputation and the price and quality of bond
underwriting services. She finds that high reputation banks obtain lower yields and charge

higher fees, but issuers' net proceeds are higher. These findings suggest that investment

banks' and analysts' reputations are informative of issue and forecast quality, respectively.
Taken together, these studies show that investments in reputation pay-off economically.

Economic agents, therefore, have clear incentives to worry about their reputations. The
economic consequences of losing reputation can be massive, even to established firms.
Consider the cases of two such firms: Johnson 8i Johnson and Arthur Andersen.g On

September 30, 1982 reports of five deaths from cyanide ingestion were traced to a production

lot of Johnson 8z Johnson's Tylenol capsules. Despite drastic actions to head off reputation
losses (e.g., promptly pulling back all Tylenol capsules from retail shelves), Johnson 8c
Johnson lost value. In the 14 days before the news of the tampering became public, Johnson
8z Johnson shares were worth an average ~8.26 billion. In the 14 days after the incidents,
Johnson á Johnson's market value dropped to ~ 7.13 billion. A reputation loss of ~1,13
billion (14 percent). This example clearly illustrates the damage accidents and crises can
cause to a firm's reputation.9 One of the main differences between this example and that of
the next is that Johnson 8z Johnson survived. Arthur Andersen, a former Big Five audit firm,
did not.

8 Data on the Johnson á Johnson case aze taken from Fombrun. C.J. (] 996). Reputation: realizing valae from rhe
corporate image, Harvard Business School Press ( page 93-96).
9 It is a priori not clear what private information is revealed by the cyanide incident that makes investors revise
their expectations about how reliably the firm will maintain its quality commitments.
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On October 16, 2001, Arthur Andersen's independence from the Enron audit began to be
questioned. Andersen had provided significant non-audit services to Enron in addition to its
fees associated with the Enron audit. Nearly eight months later, on June 15, 2002, a federal
jury convicted the once prestigious audit firm of a single count of obstructing justice
(shredding significant documents). As from August 2002, Andersen was barred from
conducting and reporting on the audits of SEC-registered companies.

Chaney and Philipich (2002) study the impact of [he Enron audit failure on Arthur
Andersen's reputation. The authors examine Arthur Andersen's clients' stock market impact
surrounding the three days following the audit firm's admission that it had shredded a
significant number of documents related to the Enron engagement. They find that Andersen's
other clients experienced a statistically significantly negative market reaction. This evidence
is consistent with investors downgrading the quality of the audits perfonmed by Arthur
Andersen. Andersen's shredded reputation caused a loss in its clients' reputations. The audit
firm soon collapsed and worldwide local offices merged with offices primarily from the --
now, Big Four audit firms.

Krishnamurthy et al. (2006) and Barton (2005) study the way former Andersen clients
responded to their firms' reputation losses. Krishnamurthy et al. (2006) shows that former
Andersen clients (partially) recovered their reputation loss by switching to a high reputation
auditor. The authors examine investors' reactions to Andersen's clients' announcements to
dismiss Arthur Andersen as their auditor. They find that clients that switch to a Big Four
auditor are associated with significantly higher announcement returns compared to former
Andersen clients switching to a non-Big Four audit firm. Barton (2005) 6nds that former
Andersen firms being more visible in the capital markets tend to be more concerned about
engaging highly reputable successor auditors. He finds that visible clients changed to a Big
Four auditor sooner than other former Andersen clíents.

The Andersen example illustrates the impact Andersen's reputation loss had on its clients'
reputations in the stock market. Except for Enron, all other Andersen clients can be
considered victims. Their reputation was tarnished together wi[h Enron's and Arthur
Andersen's. Occasionally, however, management's own actions have a direct influence on the

firm's and the manager's own reputation. Consider, for example, Milbourn (2003)'s model
predicting that stock-based pay sensitivities are strictly increasing in a CEO's reputation.
Given the fact that stock prices represent the expected cash flow that will be earned in the
future, the possibility that the CEO will be fired and replaced with another CEO affects the
involved firm's stock price. The reason is that the firm's terminal cash flow depends on the

ability of the firm's CEO in place at the end of the game. Therefore, the stock price naturally

reflects the probability that the incumbent CEO will be fired and replaced in the future. This

is where perceptions of CEO ability (interpreted as a CEO's reputation) play an important role
(Milbourn (2003)). Empirical evidence supports the model's prediction of a positive relation
between stock-based pay-sensitivities and CEO reputation. In contrast, Fich and Shivdasani
(2006) study the impact of a bad reputation from financial fraud for outside directors. They
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find that outside investors do not face abnormal turnover on the board of the firm sued for

fraud but experience a significant decline in other boazd seats held. The departure of fraud-
affiliated directors is associated with valuation increases for the firms involved.

In sum, reputations matter. Although it is generally costly to establish a reputation,

empirical evidence supports the conclusion that reputations are used by stock mazke[ investors

in discriminating between "good" and "bad" type firms. Therefore, reputations have economic

value. Some s[udies, however, also show that a good reputation can have adverse effects: a

reputation is sometimes established without meri[. Evidence documented in Francis et al.

(2006) and Malmendier and Tate (2006), for example, suggests that `good' reputations are not

necessarily established in a`good' way.

1.4. Outline and Preview

This thesis consists of three empirical essays. The running theme of these essays is the

economic consequences and merits of reputation. I discuss the main contributions of the three

essays next.
The first essay is entitled Self-Selection of Auditors in Private Firms: The Costs and

Benefits of Auditor Reputation. This study examines the trade-offs management of private

firms make between the expected benefits and costs of selecting a large audit firm. The

benefit of hiring a large audit firm is assumed to be lower borrowing costs. The cost of hiring

a large audit firm is higher auditor compensation. Given the geography of the audit market,

the costs of selecting a lazge audit firm (that is typically located further away than a small

audit firm) are increasing in client-auditor distance. Evidence documented in this study is

consistent with Hogan (1997)'s finding of a differentiated market for audit services where

management of private firms selects the type of auditor minimizing the sum of expected

benefits and [he costs. This study contributes to the audit literature and to a growing literature

on the issue of geographical distance in selection processes and performance of economic

agents.
The second essay is entitled On the Use of Aggregated Data in Audit Quality Studies.

Studying systematic differences in audit quality across audit firm size has been a very

productive research hypothesis since the eazly 1980s. Previous studies examine the effect of

audit firm size on audit quality with the client-firm as the unit of analysis. I show that drawing

inferences at the audit firm level from client-firm level analysis is valid only under a

restrictive set of conditions. I observe that these conditions are not satisfied. Using 20,860

client-firm-year observations from 4,172 non-financial firms, I compute client-portfolio

characteristics for 52 non-Big Five and 5 Big Five audit firms at the audit firm level. When

changing the unit of analysis from the client-finn to the audit firm level, I find that Big Five

audit firms do not systematically provide audits of a higher quality. Further analyses support

the conclusion that client-firm effects account for the observed audit firm size effect in
analyses with the client-firm as the unit of analysis.
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The third essay is entitled Commitment to NYSE Standards by former NASDAQ Firms.
This paper examines the consequences of commitment to the stricter NYSE standards on
former NASDAQ firms' information environments. Using characteristics of analyst forecasts
to proxy for a firm's information environment, this paper makes two contributions. First,
time-series analysis shows that former NASDAQ firms switching to the NYSE have greater
analyst coverage and increased forecast accuracy. This change in these firms' information
environments occurs within a relatively short event window around the decision to commit to
the NYSE standards. In addition, I document that increased disclosure is associated with
higher market valuations. Second, consistent with major market reforms having taken place
over the years, I find that this commitment effect on former NASDAQ firms' information
environments is not persistent because of narrowed differences between NYSE and NASDAQ
standards over time. The findings support the conclusion that the decision to be subject to
NYSE standards by former NASDAQ firms has a positive effect on these firms' information
environmcnts.
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Chapter 2

Self-Selection of Auditors in Private Firms: The Costs and
Benefits of Auditor Reputation

2.1. Introduction

Selecting a high quality auditor~o can be beneficial to a client-fitm for different reasons.
Clients retaining a large audit firm are found to be associated with lower borrowing costs
(Pittman and Fortin (2004)), higher eamings response coefficients (Teoh and Wong (1993)),
higher rankings of disclosure quality (Dunn and Mayhew (2004)), and reduced underpricing
(Beatty (1989)). These benefits, however, coincide with higher costs of óiring a large audit
firm. Several studies document that larger audit firms charge higher audit fees compared to
smaller audit firms (Watkins et al. (2004)). In the auditor selection process, management is
argued to trade-off these expected benefits with the costs of hiring a large audit firm. The
auditor type selected, then, is considered the best possible outcome from an optimal decision
making process. Using a sample of Belgian firms, I examine the trade-offs management of
private firms makes between the costs and benefits of selecting a large, high quality auditor.
The benefit of hiring a large audit firm in this study is assumed to be lower borrowing costs,
consistent with Blackwell et al. (1998), Mansi et al. (2004), and Pittman and Fortin (2004). In
Belgium, banks are the most important providers of external finance to small and medium-
sized private firms (e.g., Degryse et al. (2004)). The cost of hiring a large audit firm is higher
auditor compensation. Given the geography of the audit market in Belgium, the costs of hiring
a large audit firm are increasing in client-auditor geographical distance.~t The settlement
policies of larger audit firms in Belgium are such that these fitms only maintain a relatively
small number of local offices that aze strategically located. This implies that when
management has incentives to select a larger audit firm, this audit firm dces not necessarily
need to have a local office available in this client-firm's vicinity. Therefore, traveling costs

~o Larger audit firms are argued to supply audits of a higher quality since larger audit firms have fewer incentives
[o behave opportunistically (DeAngelo (1981)), possess a comparative advantage in monitoring individual
auditor behaviour (Watts and Zimmerman (1981)), benefit more from economies of scale in the production of
audit services (e.g., Dopuch and Simunic (1979) and Benston (1985)), spend more on auditor traíning facilities
and programs (e.g., Khurana and Raman (2004)), and have more wealth ('deeper pockets') at risk from litigation
(Dye (1993)). The presence of voluntary differential audit quality (above the legal minimum) is documented in
empirical studies along a number of dimensions, such as audit firm size, industry specialization, office
characteristics, and cross-country differences in legal systems and auditor liability exposure (see Francis (2004)
for an extensive an overview).
~~ For the U.S. audit market, both Choi er al. (2006) and Jensen et al. (2007) document that audit fees are
increasing in client-auditor distance.
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charged by the audit finn to an average client are expected to be smaller for local, small audit
firms compazed to a distant, large audit firm, all else equal. Auditor traveling costs have an
important impact on total audit costs (e.g., Chan et al. (1998)) and aze considered in practice
by management in the auditor selection process. For example, instructions included in
corporate proposal evaluation templates require audit firms to include all costs, including
travel expenses from and to the client, in their bid proposals.12 I observe from the data that
clients typically retain local auditors. Some clients, however, select differently and hire a
distant rather than a local auditor. This paper studies why clients show different preferences in
the auditor selection process. The evidence documented in this study supports the conclusion
that geographical client-auditor distance is an important factor considered by management
when selecting a specific type of auditor. I find that the propensity to select a lazge audit firrrt
is decreasing ín geographical distance after controlling for other determinants of the auditor
selection process as identified in previous studies. More importantly and consistent with
expectations, I find that clients incurring higher audit costs from selecting a distant instead of
local large audit firm benefit more from retaining this high reputation auditor. That is, I find
that these client-firms aze associated with significantly smaller borrowing costs.

This study contributes to a growing literature on the issue of geographical distance in
selection processes and performance of economic agents. This study addresses an important
stage in the auditor selection process that is until now overlooked in the literature. Besides
choosing a specific type of audit firm, management also chooses an audit partner in a specific
local audit office. I find that decisions made at this stage influence the propensity of one audit
firm type to be selected over another. Recent studies (e.g., Ferguson et al. (2003), Francis et
al. (2005)) recognize that individual audit engagements are administered by local audit
partners and Krishnan (2005) shows that audit quality differs across local offices within one
audit firm. Studying and documenting evidence of client-firm self-selection at this stage of the
auditor selection process contributes to Reynolds and Francis (2000). They find a significant
audit quality effect at the local office level, but not at the national level. The literature on the
geography of economic performance and selection processes is increasing at a fast pace. The
general consensus from these studies is that asymmetric informational (dis)advantages
between distant and local economic agents affects their performance. Local compazed to
distant agents are argued to possess informational advantages due to improved monitoring
capabilities or access to private information. For instance, Coval and Moskowitz (2001) find
that fund managers earn substantial abnormal retums in their geographically proximate
investments. Malloy (2005) shows that local financial sell-side analysts aze more accurate and
impact stock prices more than other analysts. Consistent with the geographic dissemination of
information hypothesis (L,oughran (2007)), I find that the economic benefits of hiring a lazge
audit firm is dependent on a client-firm's geographical location. I find that retaining a lazge
audit firm helps in reducing information asymmetry between a borrowing firm and a lending

~Z A recent study into the audit market in Europe shows that European publicly listed companies change auditors
for logistical issues (i.e., nearness of audit office), among other reasons (EC (2006), pp. 58).
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bank with rural client-firms but not necessarily with companies located in urban geographical
regions.

Recent studies recognize that client-firms are not randomly distributed across large and
small audit firms (e.g., Copley et al. (1995), Weber and Willenborg (2003), Chaney et al.
(2004), Khurana and Raman (2004)). These studies test and control for potential client self-
selection bias using a classical econometric selection model (e.g., Heckman (1978), Heckman
(1979), or L.ee (1979)). This study differs from these papers in the attempt to identify
economic factors on which large audit firms are perceived to distinguish themselves from
smaller audit firms. This study closely relates to Hogan (1997). She studies the costs and
benefits of audit quality in the initial public offering (IPO) market. In her study the benefit to
an IPO client-firm of hiring a large auditor is assumed to be reduced underpricing, consistent
with Beatty (1989) and Balvers et al. (1988). The cost of hiring a large audit firm is higher
auditor compensation. She finds that managers of IPO firms select the type of audit firm that
minimizes the sum of underpricing and auditor compensation costs. In contrast to Hogan
(1997), I study small and medium sized private firms. Studying private rather than public
firms is appealing from several perspectives. For instance, small and medium sized firms tend
to have relatively concentrated ownership structures compared to publicly (isted companies.
Therefore, these firms can efficiently communicate among certain s[akeholders via private
information channels (e.g., Burgstahler et al. (2006)). At the same time, however, smaller
firms are more difficult for outsiders to evaluate and will be more likely to face credit
ra[ioning (Stiglitz and Weiss (1981)) or different borrowing conditions (Petersen (1999)).
This suggests that the auditor reputation effect can be different across private and public
firms. Evidence documented in this study with privately held firms is consistent with Hogan
(1997)'s finding of a differentiated market for audit services in the IPO market. I find that
management selects the type of auditor that minimizes the sum of the expected benefits (i.e.,
lower borrowing costs) minus the costs (i.e., higher [raveling costs) from hiring a distant large
audit firm.

The reseazch design in this study comprises of three steps. In the first part of the paper I
examine whether geographical client-auditor distance affects the auditor choice process.
Using a cross-section of 3,227 private firms, I find evidence supporting the hypothesis that the
probability of selecting a large audit firm is decreasing in geographical distance. The second
part of the study examines the effect of retaining a large audit firm on a client's cost of debt.
Engaging a high reputation auditor may contribute to the efficient resolution of contracting
problems by producing valuable information about borrowers and potentially lowering the
monitoring costs of debtholders. A small number of recent studies examines the effect of
auditor reputation on a client-firm's borrowing costs (Blackwell et al. (1998), Mansi et al.
(2004), and Pittman and Fortin (2004)). These studies dichotomize client-firms into clients of
Big Six versus non-Big Six audit firms, or, alternatively, into audited versus non-audited
client-firms. In contrast to these studies, I examine auditor reputation effects for clients of the
second-tier audit firms. Following Schaen and Maijoor (1997), I identify the second-tier audit
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firms as the ten largest audit firms in Belgium immediately after the - at the time - Big Five

audit firms. These second-tier audit firms are likely to have established a regional (but not
necessarily national) reputation of being a provider of high quality audits. Consistent with

evidence documented in previous studies, I find that private client-firms retaining a large

second-tier audit fitm are associated with smaller borrowing costs. This finding supports the

conclusion that lower expected borrowing costs is an economic factor that managemen[ may

want to consider when selecting a specific type of audit firm. The study concludes with the

analysis of the trade-offs management makes between this expected benefit and costs of

hiring a large audit fitm.
The study proceeds as follows: in the next section I develop the hypotheses that aze tested

in this study. Section 3 describes the sample selection procedure and how variables are

computed. The empirical findings and a number of sensitivity and specification checks are

presented in section 4. Finally, sec[ion 5 concludes.

2.2. Hypotheses Development

2.2.1. Client-Auditor Distance

Previous studies into the auditor selection process examine the determinants of

management's discre[e choice between a large and a small audit firm. The auditor selection

process, however, consists of several stages (Francis and Wilson (1988)). I argue that

management chooses an office-based audit partner as well as a specific type of audit firm.

Whereas Francis et al. (2005) find that the office-based engagement partner is typically

located in the same city as the clients' headquarters, this is not necessarily the case for

Belgian private firms. In Belgium larger audit 6rms only maintain a relatively small number

of local offices that are strategically located in one of the few lazge cities. This implies that

when management has incentives to select a larger audit firm, this audit firm does not

necessarily need to have a local office available in this client-firm's vicinity.13

In the process of selecting a specific type of auditor, management is found to trade-off the

expected benefits with the anticipated costs of hiring this type of auditor. Several studies

indicate that hiring a high reputation auditor is beneficial to a client, from different

perspectives. For example, Pittman and Fortin (2004) examine the impact of auditor choice on

a firm's borrowing costs for young firms and find that retaining a high reputation auditor has

a significant negative effect on a firm's borrowing costs. Other empirical examples show that

13 In contrast to the U.S., Belgian auditors are licensed to perform audits throughout the country. However,
Belgium is divided into two regions, Walloon (French speaking) and Flanders (Dutch speaking). A client-firm
]ocated in Flanders is unlikely to hire a French speaking auditor located in Walloon and vice versa. Hence,
occasionally, management has to make an additional choice between the nearest large audit firm located in
Walloon or in Flanders. In addition, the benefits of hiring a Flemish instead of a Walloon auditor for a Flemish
client-firm are expected to be higher. As a consequence, the net effect on auditor choice of introducing two sub-
audit markets in the research design is ambiguous. Under the assumption that this Walloon-Flanders effect on
auditor choice is small for client-firms located in urban areas, unreported analysis for this sub-sample of client-
firms suggest that the Walloon-Flanders effect on inferences is small.
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hiring a high reputation auditor is associated with higher earnings response ccefficients (Teoh
and Wong (1993)), higher rankings of disclosure quality (Dunn and Mayhew (2004)), or
reduced underpticing (Beatty (1989)). These benefits, however, coincide with higher audit
fees. The audit fee charged to a client is a function of the direct audit costs when performing
an audit with a specific client (i.e., the audit production function), a fee premium for the type
of auditor hired, and other components like reimbursement of expenses (e.g., lunches) and a
mileage allowance. With respect to the fee premium, evidence suggests that larger audit firms
charge higher audit fees compared to smaller audit firms (see Watkins et al. (2004) for a
review of this literature). Audit firms charge their clients for the number of kilometers the
audit team members have to travel to and from the clients' premise.14 This implies that the
traveling cost component in the audit fee is increasing in client-auditor (geographical)
distance. To get an idea of the economic impact of traveling costs on the total audit fee,
consider the following illustration for Belgium, the empirical setting studied in this study:

Audit firms charge their clients for the number of kilometers their personnel has to travel to the client. Of
course, these expenses depend on the number of audit team members involved with a client-firm and the

frequency of visiting the client's premise, among other things. Suppose that a client is located in Bastogne
(in the south-east of Belgium) and wants to hire a lazge, high reputation audit firm located in Liège (located

to the north-east of Belgium). Given the audit complexity and size of Ihe client-firm (say, lazger than 1,5
million Euro of total assets), the audit partner decides to visit the client daily with three audit team-members

(each of them traveling separately) for two weeks during the mid-year interim audits and for two weeks
during the concluding audit at year-end (for ease of convenience I abstract from meetings between the audit
partner and client's management). A commonly used rate per kilometer traveled by car is approximately 20
Euro cents. The audit firm will chazge the client then with approximately 85 kilometers~' (i.e., the one-way

distance between Bastogne and Liège) amounting to 2,040 Euro on an annual basis. Suppose that the total
audit costs for this illustrative firm amount to 35,500 Euro when hiring a Big Five auditor and 16,700 Euro

for a non-Big Five auditor.1ó Management is expected to trade-off the incremental expected benefits with the
incremental higher audit costs of hiring a large rather than a small audit firm. As there are: (1) a fee

premium for hiring a high reputation auditor, and (2) higher traveling costs since this auditor is typically
located further away than the local, small auditor. In casu, the increasing traveling costs when hiring a large

audit firm in percentage of the audit fee charged by a small local (large distant) auditor amounts to
approximately 12 (6) percent. This amount is expected to be economically significant, especially for smaller

firms. For the average sample firm located 40 kilometers from the auditor, this percentage amounts to
approximately 6 (3) percent, annually.

~" Evidence suggests that competition in the Belgian audit mazket is not perfect. Willekens and Achmadi (2003)
study the Belgian audit market for privately held companies. They find that audit pricing is significantly
associated with the incumbent auditor's market shares "(and thus to some extent his market power)". They
conclude that "it is not clear whether this finding implies that there is a lack of price competition in the mazket or
whether the price premium is due to product differentiation (pp. 450)." In addition, Willekens and Achmadi
(2003) observe that the Belgian [nstitute of Auditon (IBiUIRE) monitor the competitive structure of the Belgian
audit market by reviewing pricing practices of its members. The [BWIRE believes that "fierce competition
would have a negative impact on auditor performance and audit quality (pp. 439)."
~s Approximately 14 percent of the sample firms in this study retain an auditor located more [han 85 kilometen
from the client's premise (with a mean [medianJ client-auditor distance of 40 [30]). For about 20 (12) percent of
the sample firms serviced by an M10 (non-M10) audit firm the client-auditor distance exceeds 85 kilometers.
16 Chaney et oL (2004) shows that U.K. firms with total assets larger than approximately 1,5 million Euro pay an
average audit fee of 16,700 Euro (35,500 Euro) when retaining a non-Big Five (Big Five) auditor.
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It is also possible that the client considers the opportunity costs of auditor travel time. These
could be higher for larger audit firms paying higher salaries to their auditors. Traveling from
Liège to Bastogne by car takes about 52 minutes (for simplicity ignoring the possibility of a
traffic jam).

I assume that initially each client has an equal opportunity to hire a high reputation
auditor. Evidence documented in Johnstone and Bedard (2004) suggests that audit fitms
screen potential (and existing) clients in their client accepta[ion processes. In fotming
hypotheses in this study, however, the audit firms' acceptation processes are not considered
explicidy. This can be justified by the following two arguments. First, at this stage of reseazch
very little is known about the selection criteria used in auditors' client acceptation processes
or whether audit firms in general, or large versus small audit firms more specifically, apply
similar or different selection criteria. However, I expect that some of the criteria used in
auditors' client acceptation processes are closely associated to or the same as those found in
the auditor selection literature (that are used as control variables in this study). Second, even
though information asymmetry (giving cause to adverse selection) is increasing in client-
auditor distance, I assume that audit firms can screen their potential clients easily and at
relatively low costs.

Following Hogan (1997), I expect management to weigh the expected (incremental) audit
costs (i.e., typically higher traveling costs and an audit fee premium) to the expected
(incremental) benefits of hiring a high reputation auditor. Using mathematical notation,

suppose that the expected benefit from hiring a high (low) reputation auditor is b(b ), where

b is strictly higher than ~. When hiring a high reputation auditor rather than a low reputation
auditor, audit costs change because of the fee premium (p) and a possibly different traveling
cost component t(t for the typically local small audit firm and t for the presumably more
distant large audit firm). Given the settlement policies of large audit firms in Belgium it seems
reasonably to assume that i? t. Then, management will hire a lazge audit firm if and only if

~ S~b-b~-p, (1)

where i-t-t.~~ The probability of hiring a large audit firm, then, decreases if t' increases,

all else equal. It is therefore hypothesized (in the alternative form) that:

Hl: The probability of hiring a lazge audit firm is decreasing in client-auditor distance.

~~ [ implicidy assume that the expected benefits of hiring a specific type of auditor aze independent of client-
auditor distance. Discussion in section 4.3.4 suggests that this is not necessarily the case.
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2.2.2. Auditor Reputation and a Client-Firm's Borrowing Costs

Engaging a high reputation auditor is expected to contribute to the efficient resolution of
contracting problems by producing valuable information about borrowers (Jensen and
Meckling (1976)). Economic theorists (for example, Stiglitz and Weiss (1981)) suggest that
information asymmetries and agency costs may explain why capítal does not always flow to
firms with profitable investment opportunities. Other economists (for example, Diamond
(1984), Diamond ( 1991), and Leland and Pyle (1977)) describe how large ins[itutional
creditors can (partially) overcome these frictions by producing information about the firm and
using it in their credit decisions. By enhancing credibility of information about the firm,
hiring a (high reputation) auditor potentially lowers the monitoring costs of debtholders.
Theoretical studies (for example, DeAngelo (1981) and Datar et al. (1991)) azgue that large
audit firms concerned about protecting their investment in reputation capital have more
incentive than other audit firms to supply a high-quality audit.

A number of empirical studies examine the effect of auditor reputation on a client-firm's
bonowing costs. Blackwell et al. (1998), Mansi et al. (2004), and Pittman and Fortin (2004)
relate the informational asymme[ry between a lender and a borrower to the audi[or choice in
debt mazkets. Using data on bank loans to small private firms, Blackwell et al. (1998)
document that audited firms pay significantly lower interest rates. Mansi et al. (2004)
examine the association between auditor quality ( proxied by audit firm size) and the cost-of-
debt financing from the bond mazket and find that auditor quality is significantly negatively
related to the cost-of-debt financing. Pittman and Fortin ( 2004) document that young U.S.
IPO-firms hiring a Big Six auditor pay lower interest rates than firms not hiring a Big Six
auditor. I hypothesize ( in the alternative form) that:

H2: Retaining a large audit firm is associated with lower borrowing costs.

Since management is supposed to trade-off the expected costs and benefits of hiring a

specific type of auditor, I argue that the expected benefit (b' -6-b) from hiring a large audit

firm is increasing in client-auditor distance. That is, E~b~ t"~~ E~b' t`"~, with i" (t` )

representing the client-auditor distance with a large audit firm at a high (low) level. Therefore,
I hypothesize (in the alternative form) that:

H3: The expected benefit (i.e., lower borrowing costs) from hiring a lazge audit firm is
increasing in client-auditor distance.

2.2.3. Geographic Dissemination of Information

Loughran (2007) argues that information is more easily and less costly available on local
firms than information on distant firms, and urban companies are local companies for more
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people. This proposition is supported by evidence from several recent studies. Loughran and
Schultz (2007) show that compared to urban firms, rural firms aze less likely to conduct
seasoned equity offerings consistent with the greater information asymmetry in rural firms.
Coval and Moskowitz (2001) find that mutual funds earn significantly higher returns on their
holdings of firms located within ]00 kilome[ers than on [heir distant-firm holdings. Ivkoviz
and Weisbenner (2005) find that retail investors earn 3.2 percent more per year on local
stocks than on their other investments. These observations, combined with the fact that urban
companies aze local companies to more people than ruraUsmall city companies, suggest that
information on urban stock is more readily available [o more investors than information on
other stock. Urcan (2007) finds that compazed [o urban firms, rural firms provide better
quality corporate disclosures (i.e., rural firms' earnings show higher ability to predict future
cash flows, are more persistent, exhibit higher response coefficients for stock returns, are
more timely in loss recognition, and small positively values are less likely reported). This
evidence is consistent with the interpretation that better disclosures reduce the informational
disadvantage of distant investors in urban areas relatively to local rural investors. Evidence in
Loughran (2007) is also consistent with the slow spread of information in the theoretical work
of Hong and Stein (1999).

Following Loughran (2007) I assume that more information is readily available to lending
banks (typically located in urban cities) about urban client-firms compared to more distant
rural client-firms. This suggests that retaining a large audit firm helps in reducing information
asymmetry between a borrowing firm and a lending bank with rural client-firms but not
necessarily with urban client-firms. Therefore, I hypothesize that:

H4: Retaining a large audit firm helps in reducing information asymmetry between a
borrowing firm and a lending bank with rural client-firms but not necessarily with
urban client-firms.

2.3. Sample Selection and Research Design

2.3.1. Empirical Setting and Sample Selection

The geographical distance between a client and the auditor as examined in this study is
documented in Belgium. Belgium has a surface of approximately 30,500 squaze kilometers
and is one of the smallest countries in the world. The maximum distance from north to south
(west to east) amounts to approximately 190 (230) kilometers. Even though distances aze
typically small in Belgium, traveling costs are important on the margin, especially for small
firms (Degryse and Ongena (2005) make the same observation). The data used in this study
are from the 1999 BEL-First database. This is a database maintained by Bureau van Dijk
containing detailed information on all Belgian enterprises supplied by the central bank of
Belgium. The BEL-First database is unique in that i[ provides information on clients' and
their auditors' addresses. It should be noticed, however, that for large international audit
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firms, BEL-First only includes the address of the head office. For this reason I excluded

observations from client-firms of the - at the time - Big Five audit firms (i.e., Arthur

Andersen, Deloitte, Ernst 8z Young, KPMG, PricewaterhouseCoopers) and of BDO.18 In
addition, every so often client-firms employ more than one audit firm. For example, some
client-firms hire a Big Five audit firm next to a non-Big Five audit firm. If this is the case

(i.e., a combination of a Big Five with a non-Big Five auditor), then I consider this firm to be

serviced by a Big Five audit fitm. If a combination of non-Big Five audit firms with a client is
observed, the first audit firm listed is taken as a client's auditoc Finally, BEL-First

occasionally registers a mandatazy under the category Auditors. To scrutinize the sample for

this, I checked a person's affiliation with an audit firm (in case of sole practitioners) or a

partnership being or not being an audit firm using the publication of Belgisch Staatsblad (i.e.,

the official journal of the Belgian government) as of March 25, 1999. In this publication, the

member lis[ of the Belgian institute of auditors (Instituut der Bedrijfsrevisoren) as at

December 31, 1998 is announced. In Belgium, membership of this institute is mandatory for

all auditors. If an individual or a partnership could not be traced in this publication, it was

excluded from the final sample. Following these criteria, the final sample comprises 3,227

client-firm observations serviced by 163 audit firms (both sole practitioners and audit
partnerships). Finally, an observation is included in the sample to estimate the borrowing

costs model if data on all identified variables (see equation (3)) are available. The number of

observations used in estimating the borrowing costs model varies because of procedures

controlling for extremely influential observations.

2.3.2. Client-Auditor Distance

The geographical distance between a client and its auditor is calculated based on a client's
and the auditor's postal code. I employ PC-based MS Mappoint to track the shortest traveling
distance between a firm and its auditor.19 Address recording errors in BEL-First and
incomplete map coverage in Mappoint cut down the final sample. The observed client-auditor
distance for the final sample of firms ranges from a minimum of 0.5 kilometers to a maximum
of 223.5 kilometers. The average (median) sample firm is located around 40 (30) kilometers

~e This issue of local office address recording 'errorrs' in the 1999 BEL-Firsr database may also affect other audit
firms present in the final sample with more than 1 local office ( that is, typically lazger audit firms). This, of
course, leads to measurement error in the client-auditor distance variable. In that case, the client-auditor distance
variable is overestimated. Potential overestimation of the client-auditor distance variable for larger audit firms
works against finding a negative association between [his explanatory variable and hiring a larger audit firm.
Using a logarithmic specification of this vaziable controls for outliers due to imprecise measurement of the
client-auditor distance variable.
19 This study does not impose an order on the two stages in the auditor choice process: the stage of choosing
auditor type and the stage of selecting a local office. Management may first decide on the maximum a priori
acceptable client-auditor distance and then bases the choice of auditor type on the audit firms that meet this first
criterion, or vice versa. In addition, 1 take the distance between a client and the auditor as chosen by the client. I
do not measure client-auditor distance between a client and a nearby alternative auditor (of whatever type). [ do
control for presence of a Big Five auditor and an M10 auditor in a client's postal code zone by including the
COMPETITION variable. Unreported analysis indicates that this COMPETITION variable is significandy
positively correlated with presence of a Big Five auditor and an MIO auditor in a client's postal code zone.
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from its auditor. The logarithmic specification allows for a decreasing marginal effect of
client-auditor distance on the choice of auditor type. Statistical tests for the functional form of
the DISTANCE variable to the auditor choice process, presented in section 3.4, indicate that
this relationship is in fact non-linear.

2.3.3. Classification into Large and Small Audit Firms

Observations from clients of the international audit firms (i.e., the Big Five and BDO) are
excluded because only the addresses of the head offices are available in BEL-First. That is,
for these client-firms I cannot measure the actual geographical client-auditor distance. In this
study, an audit firm is classified into a large or small audit firm category based on this audit
firm's rank in the list of 25 largest audit firms in Belgium as published in Schaen and Maijoor
(1997). These authors rank Belgian audit fitms on the basis of the sum of square roots of each
firm's client sales, number of affiliated auditors, and the number of clients in the audit firm
client portfolio.ZO Ten out of these 25 audit firms have international audit firms (i.e., the Big
Five) as their partners or are incorporated by these international audit firms before 1998 - the
year of observation in this study. 5 of these 25 largest Belgian audit fitms are not present in
the final sample. I do not take the number of observations per audit firm as present in the
sample as a basis for the classification between large and small audit firms since this likely
introduces classification bias.Zt Table 1 clearly indicates that this latter classification
procedure does not necessarily lead to the same classification as in Schaen and Maijoor
(1997). The identity and some descriptive statistics of the remaining 10 largest Belgian audit
firms (called M10) are reported in table 1. The M10 audit firms render services to
approximately 21 percent of the sample client-firms. Intetnational audit fitms incorporate four
out of these ten M10 audit firms in yeazs following 1998. For the other 6 M10 audit firms,
consultation of information provided by [he Belgian Instituut der Bedrijfsrevisoren (as
published in Belgisch Staatsblad) as at December 31, 1998 indicates that all audit firms aze of
approximately equal size (in terms of number of auditors affiliated) as at December 31, 1987.
The group of non-M10 (i.e., the smallest) audit firms comprises 153 audit fitms (both sole
practitioners and audit partnerships) with an average of 16.8 sample clients.

Zo This classification procedure ( especially the classification rule based on the sum of the square root of clients'
sales, for being a client-specific characteristic) may amplify potential self-selection bias. This issue is examined
in section 4. Theoretical studies on the effect of audit firm size on audit quality ( e.g.. DeAngelo ( 1981)) suggest
that audit quality is an increasing function of audit firm size. Using data from Hollander (2007), I find that that
second-tier audit firms in Belgium outperform third-tier audit firms in terms of audit quality (not reported in a
table).
Z~ I test the robustness of the inferences to an alternative classification procedure (see section 4.4). Inferences are
found unaffected.
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Table 1
Identification and descriptives per audit firm type

Number of
affiliated auditors

N Sample 1987a 1998"
qo

Panel A: M 10

Audit firms listed in alphabetical order :

1. Andre Hosre 8c Co Reviseurs d'Entreprises 1 ~l 3 4
2. Bedrijfsrevisorenassociatie Lippens Rabaey á Co 71 2 4 4
3. Callens Pirenne Theunissen 8c Co Bedrijfsrevisoren 120 4 7 5
4. Deh~at~.r Bovijn Fornville á Co 38 1 7 5
5. Fransolet Bt Cie 4 ~1 6 PwC`
6. Hendridcx van Woensel 8c Co 82 3 6 PwC`
7. Hermant-Dodemont á Co 203 6 6 8
8. L,tryten Gysemans Meynendonckx 8c Partners Bedrijfsrevisoren 7 tl 3 5
9. Tysmans van den Bergh á Co Bedrijfsrevisoren 135 4 4 EáY`
10. Vandenborre Ramvsen á Co 1 ~l 8 BDO`

662 21

Panel B: non-M ] 0

Number of clients serviced by the non-M 10 audit firms (as presen[
in the final sample in this study): 2,565 79

3,227

The group of non-M 10 audit firms comprises of a total of 153 audit firms with on average 16.8 clients (standard
devia[ion of 24.2 clients). 36 audit firms (i.e., approximately 24 percent of the non-M10 audit firms) service only
1 client (that is, as present in the final sample in this study). 44 firms (i.e., approximately 29 percent of the non-
M10 audit firms) service more than 19 clients (again, that is, as present in the final sample in this study).

The M10 audit firms are the ten Iargest audit firms in Belgium after the Big Five (Deloitte, Emst ~ Young [EBtYj, Arthur Andersen,
PricewaterhouseCoopers [PwC], KPMG) and BDO.

' From Schaen and Maijoor (1997): these authors identified the 25 largest Belgian audit firms in 1987 (wi[h reference to these firms'
intemational partners, the then Big Nine, KMG, Arthur Young, Price Waterhouse, Arthur Mdetsen, Touche Ross, Coopers 8c Lybrand,
Deloi[te, Haskins 8c Sells, Peat Marwick, and Emst Whinney) ranked on the basis of the sum of square roocs of client sales. Their table 2
(page 156) also includes the number of affiliated auditors with the audit firm and the number of clients in the audit firm client portfolio.
Nspection of that table shows that employing these ranking measures individually dces not necessarily lead to identical ranking orders.
ólnformation from Betgi.sch .S'raatsblad (i.e., the official joumal of [he Belgian govemment) as of March 25. 1999.
` Incorporated in one or intemational parmership with one of the largest intemational audit firtns in Belgium.

2.3.4. Auditor Choice Model

To study the impact of client-auditor distance on the auditor choice process, I analyse the
following cross-sectional auditor choice model (ignoring firm-subscripts):

y~ - a~ t a, SIZE t a2 DISTANCE f a, LEVERAGE t a4 COMPLEXITY

t as PUBLIC t ab GROUP t a, COMPETTI'ION f Industry- and Year fixed-
effects f e

(2)
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with y- 1 if y~ ~ 0(i.e., selecting a large audit firm);

- 0 if y~` ~ 0(i.e., selecting a small audit firm),

where y~ is a latent variable, representing the residue from the expected benefits minus the
audit costs from hiring a large audit firm. That is, if y~` is non-negative and larger than zero,
management is expected to hire a large audit firm. On the other hand, if y~` is negative or
equal to zero, management is expected to hire a small audit firm. The independent variables in
equation (2) are measured as follows:

SIZE Firm size, measured by the natural logarithm of one plus total assets as in
the year of observation, in thousands of BEF;

DISTANCE The natural logarithm of one plus the shortest traveling distance in
kilometers between client and its auditor (based on postal codes)zZ'Z3;

LEVERAGE The ratio of total debt outstanding over total assets, as in the year of
observation (winsorized at 95qo from above);

COMPLEXITY - 1 if a firm has subsidiaries in the year of observation;
PUBLIC - I if a firm is listed on a stock exchange in the year of observation;
GROUP - 1 if a firm is part of a group of firms (e.g., `interlocked companies' in

Davison et a[. (1984)) ;
COMPETTTION Indicating the level of competition (i.e., the number of audit firms

present) in a fitm's first-digit postal zone with values ranging from 1
(lowest level of competition) to 8(highest level of competition);

Industry The type of industry a firm is categorized to based on first digit NACE
code;

Year The year of observation.

In addition to the control variables SIZE, LEVERAGE, COMPLEXITY, PUBLIC, and
Industry effects, typically identified in the literature as determinants of the auditor choice
process, I also include GROUP and COMPETTI'ION in the regression model.

22 In the empirical tests of model (2) in section 4, 1 include both Ln(1tDISTANCE) and its square as explanatory
variables. [n footno[e 23, I discuss statistical tests for the functional form of the DISTANCE variable. These tests
indicate to include both into the regression model to capture the non-linear relationship between geographical
distance and the auditor choice process. The intuition for the non-tinear relationship is, first, that sample
descriptive statistics indicate that for some client-firms a large audit firm's local office happens to be located in
its vicinity, whereas for others it does not. This clearly suggests a non-lineaz relationship. Second, up to a certain
threshold (for example determined by the size of the client-fum and the associated expected audit fee or other
economic incentives), an increase in client-auditor distance will make managers decide to retain a local small
audit fum. Beyond this threshold, however, the propensity of managen selecting a distant large audit firm can be
greater. Finally, relatively small client-auditor distances likely have a smaller effect on the auditor selection
~rocess compared to relatively larger distances, all else equal.

3 I test for the functional form of the DISTANCE variable using a specification link test for single-equation
models. The basic idea behind this test is that if the regression model is properly specified, one should not be
able to find any significant additional predictors except by chance. The predicted value squared from the main
regression is significant indicating that the model suffecs from omitted variables or that the link function is not
correctly specified. A Box and Tidwell (1962) regression uses power transformation on independent variables to
find the best power for model fit based on maximal likelihood estimates. This procedure indicates that the
D[STANCE variable is statistically significant with a p-value ~ 0.01 for being a non-linear term (with the null
hypothesis that this variable has a linear term). To find an appropriate transformation for D[STANCE, [ used
fractional polynomial regression techniques. This procedure suggests to include both the Ln(1tD[STANCE)
variable and its square as explanatory variables in the regression model.
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Because of economies of scale, management is expected to hire the same audit firm for all
firms being part of a group of firms (e.g., `interlocked companies' in Davison et al. (1984)).
Since this behaviour affects the likelihood of hiring one type versus another type of auditor, I
include a dichotomous variable GROUP in equation (2) to control for this effect. A firm is
earmarked as being part of a business group if another company has more than 24.9qo of
direct or total ownership. In addition, I also include a variable to capture differences in level
of competition between audit firms in a firm's vicinity. The COMPETTTION variable
indicates the level of competition based on the number of audi[ firms present for the sample
firms in a firm's first digit postal code zone.'̀~ Possible values range from 1(lowest level of
competition) to 8(highest level of competition).

Descriptive statistics for the variables used in the auditor choice model are presented in
table 2. For the full sample, approximately 20 percent of the client-firms select an M10 audit
firm. The average leverage ratio is 60 percent. Nearly 30 percent of the client-firms has one or
more subsidiaries and is classified as being more complex than a firm without subsidiaries.
Only a small number of firms (20) are publicly listed. Finally, the average sample-firm is
operating in a more than moderate level of competition. For about 20 percent of the sample-
firms a local office of a Big Five audit firm is present in a client's postal code zone (not
reported in a table).

2.3.5. Borrowing Costs Model

In the second part of this study I analyse the association between the selected type of
auditor and a client-firm's borrowing costs to test the second hypothesis. To test this
hypothesis I use a variant of the following borrowing costs model (ignoring firm-subscripts):

INTEREST - ,Bo t~3, SIZE t~Z M 10 f~3, DISTANT t~,, M lOxDISTANT (3)

f,BS LEVERAGE t~6 CAPSTRUC t~, BOND f~3a VOLUNTARY

f~3y AGE f Industry fixed effects f~

The interaction term, M l OxDISTANT, is included in the regression model to test the third
hypothesis. The variables in equation (3) are measured as follows:

IlVTEREST The ratio of costs of debt to the average of total long- and short-term debt
outstanding to credit institutions (both average of balances in current and
previous year) as in the year of observation;

M10 - 1 if an audit firm is retained from the 10 largest audit firms in Belgium
just after the Big Five (i.e., Deloitte, Emst 8c Young, Arthur Andersen,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG) and BDO;

24 I document similar findings with COMPETITION compu[ed using two digit postal codes and using the
Hirschmann-Herfindahl index measuring audit firm conceniration in two digit postal code zones. The pseudo R-
square is 28.77 and 33.01, respectively, compared to 6.50 for the regression model including COMPETITION
computed using first digit postal codes only.
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BOND The annual yield on a 10-year Belgian govemment bond in the year of
observation (data from European Central Bank);

DISTANT - 1 if client-auditor distance is larger than 20 kilometers;
CAPSTRUC The ratio of plant, property and equipment ( PPE) to total assets as in the

year of observation;
VOLUNTARY - 1 if the auditor is hired on a voluntary basis ( given Article 15 in the

Wetboek van Vennootschappen) and 0 if the auditor is hired because of a
mandatory audit, with Article 15 criteria measured in the year of
observation only;

AGE Age of a client-firm, measured by the year of observation minus the year
in which the firm was founded.

The dependent variable, INTEREST, measures the interest rate on a firm's outstanding
debt. This variable is computed as the ratio of costs of debt (from the profit and loss account)
to the average of total long- and short-terrn debt outstanding to credit institutions (both
averaged over the beginning value and closing value as in the year of observation). The
DISTANT variable is measured discretely in the second part of the paper in contrast to the
continuous measure in the auditor choice model. First, in the second compared to the first part
of the paper I want to measure the relative effect of hiring a distant versus local large audit
firm. A discrete variable better meets this purpose. Second, a discrete rather than a continuous
variable better controls for potential measurement error in the distance variable. The
DISTANT dummy is arbitrarily set to 1 in case the client-auditor distance is larger than 20
kilometers, and 0 otherwise. In section 4.5 I study the sensitivity of the findings reported
based on the 20 kilometers cut-off value to alternative definitions of this DISTANT dummy
variable.

The covariates are selected based on the three previous published studies on the
association between auditor reputation and a firm's borrowing costs, namely Blackwell et al.
(1998), Mansi et al. (2004), and Pittman and Fortin (2004). Client-firm size (SIZE) is
included in the botrowing costs regression model since interest rates aze expected to vary
inversely with firm size because of economies of scale in loan production costs, because loan
officers aze found to consider large firms as less risky, and to have greater reputations in debt
markets. The logarithmic specification allows for a decreasing marginal effect of firm size on
the loan's interest rate. LEVERAGE and CAPSTRUC are two credit risk control variables.
Typically, client-firm leverage is expected to be positively associated to the interest rate, as
firms with high debt usage face hígher bankruptcy risk. The way the dependent variable is
measured in this study (using debt outstanding to credit institutions only in the denominator),
makes that a negative association is expected.25 Since no data is available on actual loan
conditions, such as collateral provided, I use CAPSTRUC as a proxy for firm-specific credit
risk to a lending bank. I expect higher levels of CAPSTRUC to be negatively associated with

~ A firm's debt ratio is simultaneously determined by the client's demand for credit and the supply of credit
from a bank and other sources. LEVERAGE is measured as the ratio of total debt over total assets. Total debt
consists of debt outstanding to credit institutions and other debt (OD). Client-fu~ns with cash flows available
from other sources than banks ( i.e., a higher OD) can borrow from less expensive sources ( e.g., use Vade credit).
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the dependent vatiable IN'I'EREST. To control for macro-economic year and industry-specific
factors, the yield on a 10-year Belgian government bond and dummy variables for the 10
different industry classes (based on first digit NACE codes) are included.

Finally, I include two firm-specific variables VOLLJNTARY and AGE. The
VOLIJNTARY variable is set equal to 1 in case a client-firm dces not meet the criteria for
obligatory hiring an auditor as enumerated in Article 15 in the Wetboek van Vennootschappen
(i.e., the Belgian company law) for the year of observation.2ó If management decides to hire
an auditor on a voluntary basis, this may serve as a signaling device to indicate the quality of
the (financial) information provided by management to the bank (and to other s[akeholders of
the firm). At the same time, however, it may also be the case that having the financial
statements audited or reviewed by an independent auditor is part of the conditions the lending
bank has set to grant a loan in the first place and~or to grant a loan under (more) favourable
conditions. In both cases, I expect the dummy variable to be negatively related to the interest
rate. AGE is included in the regression model to proxy for the level of information asymmetry
between a bank in general (i.e., both incumbent and not incumbent) and the client-firm
(because the firm has a longer reporting history and hence more information is readily
available about this firm) andlor the strength of the relationship between a firm and an
incumbent bank. Blackwell et al. (1998) document a significant negative ccefficient and
argue that competitive pressures force lending banks to charge lower interest rates to
borrowing firms that have longer and successful credit histories.

Descriptive statistics reported in table 2 indicate that the average cost of lending amounts
to 13.34 percent (i.e., 5.86 percent above the highest annual yield on a 10-year Belgian
govemment bond for the sample-period).27 Furthermore, approximately 62 percent of the
firms retain a DISTANT auditor (i.e., located outside a range of 20 kilometers from the
client's premise). The average sample-firm has an age of 21 years (with a minimum
[maximum] of 0[97] years). Finally, approximately 56 percent of the sample firms hire an
auditor for non-mandatory reasons. Notice, however, that this high percentage dces not
necessarily imply that the retained auditors render audit services to this group of firms in all
cases. Rather, given the large number of `voluntary' cases, it seems likely that some of these
firms aze not audited but have hired an auditor for non-audit service reasons (for example, to
compile the financial statement). In addition, this variable is measured for the year of
observation only, potentially leading to measurement error.

Z6 According to Article 15 in the Wetboek van Vennootschappen, an audit by an independent audit firm is
mandatory for all firms with the number of employees equal to or exceeding 100. In addition, an independent
audit is also mandatory for firms meeting two out of the following three criteria: total sales exceeding BEF 200
million (with fourty BEF equal to 1 USD), total assets exceeding BEF 100 million, and~or number of employees
exceeding 50. These criteria are tested for each sample firm in the year of observation.
Z~ As can be observed from table 2, the sample covers firms that have interest rates ranging from nearly 0 to a
maximum of 25.49 percent (that is, at maximum I8.01 percent above the highest annual yield on a]0-year
Belgian government bond). Winsorizing the dependent variable at the Sth and 95th or lth and 99th percentiles
shows qualitatively similar results with respect to the main variables of interest (not reported in a table).
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2.4. Empirical Findings

2.4.1. Univariate Analyses

Univariate analyses reported in table 3 provide some preliminary evidence with respect to
the hypotheses tested in this study. Table 3 reports that firms serviced by M10 audit firms

face statistically significantly lower borrowing costs. The average (median) firm serviced by a

non-Ml0 auditor is charged with an interest rate of 13.48 (13.52) percent, whereas the

average (median) firm with an M10 auditor has a cost of lending of 12.97 (12.96) percent.
This difference is statistically significant at p ~ 0.05 or better. To assess the economic
significance of the results reported in table 3 with respect to auditor reputation, consider a
typical client-firm with a median loan size of approximately BEF 81 million (USD 2 million).

When hiring a M10 (non-M10) audit firm this illustrative client-firm pays an interest rate of

13.49qo (12.82010). On an annual basis, this saves this M10 client-firm approximately BEF
550,000 (USD 13,500). Thus, the effect of auditor reputation is economically significant. The
average (median) client-auditor distance with a non-M]0 audit fitm is 3.2104 (3.4190)

compared to 3.0902 (3.7283) with an M l0 audit firm. This difference is statistically

significant at p ~ 0.05 when employing a mean-test, but not when employing a median-test.
Approximately i l qo of the non-M10 clients retain an auditor with a local office available
within 5 kilometers from where the client is located. This number is approximately 24qo for
M10 clients. Client-firms retaining an M10 auditor are statistically significantly larger

(measured by Ln(1fASSETS)) compared to those hiring a non-M10 audit firm. It is also

interesting to observe that the level of competition between audit firms in an M10 client-

firm's vicinity is significantly higher compared to an average (and median) non-M10 client-
firm. Finally, older client-firms typically tend to hire an M10 audit firm more often. The
average firm age of an M10 (non-M10) client is 25.5 (20.2) years. Results from multivariate

analyses are presented and discussed in the following sections.

2.4.2. Auditor Choice

Regression estimates for the auditor choice model are reported in table 4. Regression
diagnostics show no indications for model misspecification or multicollinearity. Reported are

the ccefficients and their respective z-values from the z-test employing both logit (models I

through III) and probit (model IV) estimation.28 All regression models show reasonable

explanatory power, with different measures for goodness-of-fit.

zs The problem of overdispersion is centrat to all GLM models having discrete responses. Overdispersion in
discrete response models can cause standard errors to be underestimated. Possible overdispersion can be
recognized by observing the value of deviance (or Peazson chi-squared) divided by the degrees of freedom. The
quotient of either is called the dispersion. Small amounts of overdispersion (i.e., statistic has a value larger than
1) are usually of little concern. If the dispersion statistic is greater than 2, then an adjustment to the standard
erron may be required (Hardin and Hilbe (2001)). For model 1l1 (table 4) the dispersion is 0.9831 (based on
deviance) and 1.0143 (based on Pearson chi-squared).
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Table 3
Summary descriptives by selected auditor type

M 10 - 1 if an audit firm is retained from the 10 largest audit firms in 8elgium just after the Big Five (i.e., Deloitte, Emst 8c Young, Arthur
Andersen, PricewaterhouseCoopen, KPMG) and BDO. Ln(ItDISTANCE) is the natural Iogatithm of one plus the shottest traveling
distance in kilometres between client and its auditor (based on postal codes). Ln(ItASSETS) is the natural logari[hm of one plus a firtn's
total assets as in the year of observation (in thousands of BEF). LEVERAGE is the ratio of total debt outstanding over lotal asse[s, as in the
year of observation (winsorized at 959o from above). COMPLEXITY - I if a firm has subsidiaries in the year of observation. PUBLIC - 1 if
a firm is listed on a stock ezchange in the year of observation. GROUP - I if a firm is a part of a business group. COMPETiCION indicates
the level of competiuon (i.e., the number of audit firms present) in a firm's first-digit postal zone with values ranging from I(lowest level of
competition) to 8(highest kvel of competition). INTEREST is the ratio of cos[s of debt to the average of total long-tertn and shon-tertn debt
outstanding to credit institutions as in the year of observation. DISTANT - I if client-auditor distance is greater than 20 kilome[ers.
CAPSTRUC is the ra[io of plant, property and equipment (PPE) to total assets as in the year of observation. AGE is age of a firtn, measured
by the year of observation minus the year in which the fum was founded. VOLUNTARY - 1 if the auditor is selected not because of a
mandatory audit.

Small audit firms I,arge audit firms Difference
(non-M 10) (M ] 0) tests

Variable N Mean Median N Mean Median Mean' Medianb

Ln(1 tDISTANCE) 2,567 3.2104 3.4190 660 3.0902 3.7283
Ln(1tASSETS) 2,567 11.6472 11.7714 660 11.8283 11.9156
LEVERAGE 2,567 0.6096 0.6668 660 0.5893 0.6311
COMPLEXITY 2,567 0.2932 0 660 0.3036 0
PUBL[C 2,567 0.0054 0 660 0.0090 0
GROUP 2,567 0.4869 0 660 0.4848 0
COMPETITION 2,567 5.9066 6 660 6.31I1 7
INTEREST 2,271 0.1348 0.1352 563 0.1297 0.1296
DISTANT 2,271 0.6323 1 563 0.6003 1
CAPSTRUC 2,271 0.2406 0.1560 563 0.2471 0.1402
AGE 2,271 20.2043 15 563 25.5346 18
VOLUNTARY 2,271 0.5653 1 563 0.5666 I

' Sígnificance levels based on simple r-test.
"Significance levels based on Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) [est.

.~r ~~~

~rs ~x~m

kr. r.

i4i~ ~M~M~k

As is reported, in all cases the model Wald Chi-squaze is statistically significant at p ~ 0.01.
Other goodness-of-fit statistics for model III (table 4) indicate that this model leads to an
approximately 80 percent correct classification rate. The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic based on
10 groups shows a p-value greater than 0.05 (in fact, 0.3415), indicating a good fit (Hardin
and Hilbe (2001)). The pseudo R-squared is rather low compared to extant reseazch (at most
approximately a pseudo-R2 of 6.5 percent). I have two possible explanations for this latter
finding. First, in contrast to previous empirical studies I do not study the choice process
between hiring a Big Five (or any predecessor) versus a non-Big Five audit firm. It seems
reasonable to believe that the choice process between a Big Five and a non-Big Five auditor
versus a choosing from the group of non-Big Five auditors (i.e., between second-tier and
third-tier audit firms) is different. That is, it is well possible that other factors than those found
in the literature studying the choice between a Big Five versus non-Big Five auditor play a
role in this latter auditor choice process. Second, this study is not based on a sample of
switching firms.
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Table 4
Regression estimates auditor choice model

Regressions are estimated with logi[ (models I through nq and probit (model IV) estimation methods. Regression ecefficients are reported
wíth robust standard ertors. The dependent variable, M10, equals I if an audit firm is rctained from the 10largest audit firms in Belgiumjust
after the Big Pive (i.e., Deloitte, Emst ~ Young, Arthur Mdenen, PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG) and BDO. Ln(ItDISTANCE) is the
natural logarithm of one plus the shottest vaveling distance in kilometres between client and its auditor (based on postal codes).
Ln(1 fASSETS) is the natural logarithm of one plus a firrn's total asse[s as in the year of observation (in thousands of BEF~. LEVERAGE is
the ratio of total debt outstanding over total assets, as in the year of observation (winsonzed a[ 959. from above). COMPLEXITY - I if a
firtn has subsidiaries in the year of observation. PUBLIC - f if a firm is listed on a stock exchange in the year o( observation. GROUP - I if
a firm is a part of a business group. COMPETITION indicates the level of competition (i.e., the number of audit firms present) in a firm's
first-digit postal zone with values ranging from I(lowest level of competition) to g(highest level of competition). The rvalues of the ~ test
of equality of the ecefficient to zero aa reported in parentheses.

Estimation procedure Logit Probit

Model 1 [I 1[[ IV

Intercept -0.8442~' -1.9531~M~` -0.2314 -0.0474
(-2.16) (-4.38) (-0.22) (-0.07)

Ln(ItASSETS) 0.0755~`~`~` 0.0936~"~- 0.1187~`~~` 0.0640'~`"
(2.47) (2.78) (3.37) (3.27)

Ln(1tD[STANCE) -1.2138~`~" -1.4480~`~`~` -1.3974"~` -0.8407~"~`
(-9.58) (-11.16) (-10.47) (-10.52)

Ln(1tDISTANCE)Z 0.2101M~`~` 0.2670~~" 0.2626'~`~` 0.1580~`~`~`
(8.99) (11.01) (10.49) (10.74)

LEVERAGE - -0.3270'~ -0.4037'~` -0.2265~`~
(-2.07) (-2.44) (-2.42)

COMPLEXITY - -0.0800 -0.0866 -0.0454
(-0.75) (-0.79) (-0.73)

PUBLIC - 0.0991 0.1636 0.1433
(0.18) (0.28) (0.44)

GROUP - 0.0540 0.0410 0.0233
(0.59) (0.44) (0.44)

COMPETITION - 0.1964~~~ 0.1803'~`~` 0.1047~`~`~`
(7.30) (6.44) (6.70)

[ndustry controls
Year dummies

Included Included
[ncluded Included

Wald-test of joint significance of
Ln(1tDisrance)andLn(1tDisrance)2 92.58~`~" 122.93~`~`~` 107.61'~`" ]07.89""

Number of observations 3,227 3,227 3,227 3,227
Wald Chi-square 96.18 157.66 221.86 229.22
Prob ~ Chi-squaze ~0.01 ~0.01 ~0.01 ~0.01

Significance levels are indicated by "' for p 5 0.01, " for p 5 0.05, and ' for p 5 0.10.

That is, for some (and perhaps most) of the firms present in the sample the auditor choice
process may have taken place a relatively long time ago. This implies that the (recent)
explanatory variables as used in this study are not necessarily highly correlated with the
historical auditor choice process. It should be noticed, however, that client-auditor distance is
conceivably less subject to time than is, for example, firm size.
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The first model presented in table 4 is a simple two-factor model with only client-auditor
distance (both the natural logarithm of (1 plus) client-auditor distance and its square) and fitm
size as explanatory variables. Within this model, I find that firm size is significantly positively
associated with the likelihood of retaining a lazge audit firm. The ccefficient for the
Ln(1fDISTANCE) variable is significantly negatively different from zero. Suggesting that
the likelihood of retaining a large audit firm is decreasing in client-auditor distance.
However, above a certain cut-off value, increasing distance between the auditor and the client
increases the likelihood of retaining a large audit firm. With a t-ratio of 8.99 the null
hypothesis that Ln(1fDISTANCE)2 has a zero ccefficient is safely rejected. The model Wald-
chi square statistic increases from 10.87 to 96.18 when including Ln(1fDISTANCE)z as an
additional variable. Given the presence of both Ln(1fDISTANCE) and its square in the
specification, one cannot interpret their coefficients in isolation. A Wald-test of the joint
significance of Ln(1 tDISTANCE) and Ln(1 tDISTANCE)z shows that the sum of the two
variables is significantly different from zero at p c 0.01.

Including more covariates improves both the economic and statistical significance of the
client-auditor distance variable. Additionally controlling for industry and year fixed-effects
model II) only marginally influences inferences. For model III (table 4), the Wald-test of joint
significance for the two distance variables is significant a[ p c 0.01 and the Wald-tes[ statistic
increases from 92.58 (model I) to 107.61. These results indicate that client-auditor distance is
an important factor in the auditor choice process.29 The marginal effect of client-auditor
distance on selecting a large audit firm, evaluated at a]0 kilometer distance between a client
and the auditor amounts to negative 0.0463 ( significant at p ~ 0.01, with standard errors for
marginal effects calculated using the delta method). Estimating the marginal effects at
different points (i.e., increasing the number of kilometers) shows that the mazginal effect
changes from significantly negative when evaluated at a 10 kilometer distance to significantly
positive when evaluated at increments of 10 kilometers (e.g., the marginal effect evaluated at
30 kilometers is positive 0.0484, significantly different from zero at p ~ 0.01). Again, this
confirms the non-linear relation between client-auditor distance and the auditor choice
process.

Consistent with previous studies ( e.g., DeFond ( 1992), Clazkson and Simunic (1994)), I
find that more leveraged firms are less likely to hire a large audit firm. The other control
variables, COMPLEXTTY, PUBLIC, and GROUP are all insignificantly different from zero.
COMPETTTION is sígnificantly positively associated with retaining a large audit firm (with
an odds ratio of 1.1975). This finding is consistent with the explanation that larger audit firms
aze more to settle a local office in a region with a higher demand for audit services (also see
the univariate results reported in table 3). In that case, observations with higher scores for

z9 Regression model 111 in table 4 shows a Wald Chi-square of 150.84 (significant at p ~ 0.01) for the joint
significance of Ln(1tDISTANCE) and Ln(1tDISTANCE)' when truncating the sample from below (10~7c, at
4.23 kilometers) and from above (l0010, at 95.15 kilometers). The signs, magnitudes, and significance ]evels of
all o[her regressors remain materially unaffected (N - 2,574). Similar findings are documen[ed when truncating
the sample at 5 percent and 1 percent, both from below and above (with N- 2,795 and 2,944, respectively).
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COMPETTTION, distance-related costs are likely to affect these client-firms' decision to
select a large audit firm to a lesser extent. Finally, model IV in table 4 also reports regression
estimates when employing probit regression techniques. As expected, all variables have the
same signs and statistical significance levels. The magnitude of the coefficients drops on
average by a factor 1.75.

2.4.3. Borrowing Costs

In this section, I examine the effect of auditor reputation, auditor proximity, and the
interacted effect of both on a firm's borrowing costs. Regression estimates for the borrowing
costs model are reported in table 5. Models I through N in table 5 show the estimated
coefficients and their significance levels (based on robust standard errors) employing ordinary
least squares (OLS). Model I examines the effect of auditor reputation on a firm's borrowing
costs and tests hypothesis 2. Model II tests hypothesis 3 testing whether firms hiring a more
distant (local) large audit firm benefit more (less) from retaining this type of auditor. Model
III examines a possible direct effect of auditor proximity on a client's cost of lending.

Auditor Reputation

Regression model I in table 5 reports on the effect of a large audit firm's reputation on a
client-firm's borrowing costs. I find that client-firms retaining a large audit firm ( i.e., an M10
auditor) are associated with significantly lower interest rates. Hiring an M10 auditor lowers a
firm's borrowings costs by 0.75 percent (or 75 basis points). This finding is consistent with
the literature studying the reputation effect of Big Six auditors on a firm's borrowing costs in
Pittman and Fortin (2004). They report a statistically negative ccefficient of 0.0143
employing pooled OLS and negative 0.0116 for a size-matched sample. In addition, larger
firms and older firms are found to statistically significantly pay lower interest rates. Again,
these results are consistent with previous studies arguing that information asymmetry between
borrowers and a lending firm is decreasing in client-firm age. The economic impact of firm
age compared to the effect of hiring an M10 auditor is small, however. The statistical
significance of the firm size variable is dependent on the inclusion of the VOLUNTARY
variable. Regression diagnostics indicate that the VOLUNTARY and Ln(1tASSETS)
variable are collinear. In a model specification ( not reported in a table) without the
VOLUNTARY variable, Ln(1tASSETS) is not statistically different from zero at
conventional significance levels. Interestingly, client-firms that retain an auditor for non-
mandatory reasons are found to pay lower interest rates. Unreported results show that the
economic and statistical effect is stronger when management voluntarily hires a larger audit
firm, suggesting that voluntarily hiring a high quality auditor signals the quality of the firm.
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Table 5
Regression estimates borrowing costs model

Regression estima[es are based on ordinary least sqttares and are reported with robust standard errors. The t-values of the r-test of equality of
the ccefficient to zero are reported in parentheses. Models I through BI repon estimates for the full sample. Model IV reports estimates for
the sample of observations dated in 1997 and 1998 only. Extremely influen[ial observa[ions are marlced based on Cook's D int7uence
statistic. The dependent variable, tNTEREST, is the ratio of costs of debt to the average of total long-term and short-term debt outstanding to
credit institutions as in the year of observa[ion. M10 - 1 if an audit firtn is retained from the 10 largest audit firms in Belgiumjust after the
Big Five (i.e., Deloitte. Ernst ~. Young, Atthur Andersen, Pticewatzrhouse-Coopers, KPMG) and BDO. Ln(ItASSETS) is the natural
logarithm of one plus a firm's total assets as in the year of observation (in thousands of BEF). LEVERAGE is the tatio of total debt
outstanding over total asse[s, as in Ihe year of observation (win.wrízed at 95`k from above). DISTANT - 1 if client-auditor distance is greater
than 20 kilometers. CAPSTRUC is the ratio of plant, property and equipment (PPE) to total assets as in Itte yearof observation. BOND is the
annual yield on a 10.year Belgian government bond in thz year of observation (data from F.uropean Cenrra! Bunk). AGE is age of a firm,
meacured by the yeaz of observation minus the year in which the fitm was founded. VOLUNTARY - I if the auditor is not selected bzcause
of a mandatory audiC

Model 1 II III IV

In[ercep[ 0.1468~`~`~` 0.1439'~`~` O.1518~`~" 0.1532~`~`"
(9.67) (9.46) (9.97) (9.75)

Ln(1tASSETS) -0.0022~"~` -0.0022~~`~` -0.0029~~" -0.0022~~"
(-2.70) (-2.73) (-3.62) (-2.69)

M10 -0.0075 ~` ~ ~` -0.0011 - -0.0012
(-3.17) (-0.30) (-0.33)

DISTANT - 0.0048~`~` 0.0030 0.0052'~`
(2.05) (1.48) (2.21)

M10 x DISTANT - -0.0103~" - -0.0099"
(-2. I 3) (-2.04)

LEVERAGE -0.0081~`~` -0.0082~`~` -0.0069' -0.0088'"
(-2.08) (-2.11) (-1.77) (-2.25)

CAPSTRUC -0.0043 -0.0040 -0.0056 -0.0035
(-L11) (-1.03) (-1.44) (-0.90)

VOLUNTARY -0.0092~"' -0.0095"~` -0.0108~~" -0.0095~"'
(-3.46) (-3.58) (-4.07) (-3.57)

AGE -0.0001'~`~ -0.0001~`~`~ -0.0001~"~ -0.0001'~"
(-2.98) (-2.99) (-3.27) (-3.02)

BOND 0.5356"~`~ 0.5407~`~`~ 0.5568~`~`~` 0.3492
(2.67) (2.70) (2.77) (1.62)

Industry controls [ncluded Included [ncluded Included

Number of observations 2,724 2,724 2,724 2,689
R-squared 0.0263 0.0284 0.0271 0.0272
Adjusted R-squazed 0.0206 0.0219 0.0213 0.0207

Significance levels are indicated by """ for p 5 0.01, "" for p 5 0.05, and ' for p 5 0.10.

When analysing regression model ID with the dependent variable winsorized at the lth and
99th percentile or the Sth and 95th percentile (not reported in a table) the M10 variable is
significantly negatively associated at p ~ 0.05 with a firm's borrowing costs.

The Trade-off Between Costs and Benefits of Audit Quality

Model II in table 5 reports the results from the test of hypothesis 3. It is expected that
firms hiring a more distant (local) large audit firm benefit more (less) from retaining this
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auditor. To test hypothesis 3, an interaction variable M10xDISTANT is included in regression
model ( 3). This interaction variable measures the effect of hiring a distant relative to a local
M10 auditor. I find that the interaction term M10xDISTANT is statistically significant at p ~

0.05 with a negative coefficient of 0.0103. This effect is stronger compared to the average
reputation effect of hiring an M10 auditor of negative 0.0075 as documented with model I in
table 5. This result is consistent with Hogan ( 1997)'s finding that management trades-off
expected benefits and costs of hiring a specific type of auditor. As expected, I find that client-
firms incurring higher audit costs (since traveling costs are increasing in client-auditor
distance) benefit more from hiring a distant, large audit firm compared to client-firms
retaining a large audit firm at a smaller client-auditor distance. This trade-off effect is not only
s[atistically but also economically significant. To assess the economic significance of the
resul[s reported in table 5 with respect to the interaction term M10xDISTANT, consider a
typical client-firm with a median loan size of approximately BEF 81 million (USD 2 million).
A distant ( local) M10 client-firm pays an interest rate of 12.62qo (13.12010). On an annual
basis, this saves this client-firm approximately BEF 400,000 (USD 10,000). Thus, M10
clients that incur higher auditor travelling costs since no M10 local office is available nearby

the client face economically significantly smaller borrowing costs. In other words, these
clients act rationally in choosing a M 10 auditor at greater distance.

Degryse and Ongena (2005) document evidence consistent with managers of Belgian
companies considering traveling costs when selecting a bank. They document a direct effect
of geographical distance between a borrowing firm and the lending bank on a firm's

borrowing costs. This is consistent with theoretical papers highlighting the importance of
geographical distance in explaining the availability and pricing of bank loans ( e.g., Lederer
and Hurter ( 1986)). In this study I examine the auditor choice process. It is possible, however,
that the auditor and the lending bank selection processes are simultaneously determined on
the same ( economic) grounds. Unfortunately, simultaneity in both selection processes, cannot
be tested in this study due to data restrictions. Showing, however, that auditor proximity has
no significant direct effect on a firm's borrowing costs alleviates concerns about a mechanical
association between geographical distance and a client-firm's cost-of-debt (following Degryse
and Ongena ( 2005)). Studying a possible direct effect of auditor proximity on a client's
borrowing costs is also interesting from another point of view. Hauswald and Marquez (2006)
develop an analytical model in which the precision of the signal about a borrower's quality
received by a bank decreases with distance. Client-firms, then, hiring a more distant auditor
arguably benefit more from retaining a large audit firm compared to a small auditor. A large
audit firm will improve the precision (or, equivalently, will reduce uncertainty) of the signal
as provided by the borrowing firm to the lending bank. To study the effect of hiring a distant
versus a local auditor on a client's borrowing costs I use a dichotomous variable equal to 1 if
the client-auditor distance is larger than 20 kilometers and zero otherwise (results are found
materially unaffected by taking alternative measures for DISTANT). Model III in table 5
reports on the direct effect of auditor proximity on a client's borrowing costs. I find that the
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DISTANT variable is not statistically associated with a firm's cost of lending a[ conventional
significance levels.

2.4.4. Geographic Dissemination of Information Hypothesis

To [est hypothesis 4, I categorize firms into urban (number of observations - 723) and
rural (number of observations - 2,111) firms. A client-firm is classified as an urban firm if
the firm is located in one of the fifteen largest cities in Belgium according to the number of
inhabitants per city (data from National Institute for Statistics in Belgium). Following
Loughran (2007) I assume that more information is readily available to lending banks
(typically located in urban cities) about urban client-firms compazed to more distant rural
client-firms. To test for auditor reputation (hypothesis 2), auditor proximity, and the expected
benefit of retaining a more distant large audit firm (hypothesis 3) conditional on the
geographic dissemination of information, I re-run regression models I, II, and III as in table 5.
I find (not reported in a table) that the M10 variable is significantly negatively associated with
a firm's borrowing costs for the rural sub-sample, but not for the urban sub-sample. This
suggests that retaining a large audit firm helps in reducing information asymmetry between a
borrowing firm and a lending bank with rural client-firms but not necessarily with urban
client-firms. Following model II in table 5, the interaction term M10xDISTANT is only
statistically significant a[ p ~ 0.05 with a coefficient value of negative 0.0157 for the rural
sub-sample, but not for the urban sub-sample. Finally, as in model III in table 5, the
DISTANT variable is insignificant in both sub-samples. Together these findings suggest that
the benefits of hiring a specific type of auditor are dependent on a client-firm's location (i.e.,
being a rurai firm or not).

2.5. Robustness and Sensitivity Tests

2.5.1. Alternative Classification Procedure

In this study, I classify an audit firm as`large' based on the Schaen and Maijoor (1997)
study into the structure of the Belgian audit mazket. In this section I introduce an alternative
proxy variable for audit firm size to test the sensitivity of inferences to this alternative
construct. For this purpose, I start with all observations in the 1999 BEL-First database with
an auditor involved. An audit firm is classified as lazge if the number of client-firm
observations exceeds 100. 16 audit firms meet this criterion. I find that all but one audit firm
(namely, Vandenborre Ramysen á Co) classified as M 10 in table 1 aze among the 16 lazgest
audit firms in Belgium after the Big Five and BDO with at least 100 client-firm observations.
This means that the remaining 6 large audit firms aze not categorized as large in this study. 4
of these 6 audit firms aze not present or present for a relatively small number of observations
in the final sample. There aze a number of reasons for this to happen. First, in case of dual
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engagements these audit firms are often not the first audit firm recorded under the item

Bedrijfsrevisoren in 1999 BEL-First (see section 3.1 for a discussion of the sample selection

procedure). This is the main reason. Second, especially for two of these audit firms clients are

located in one of the two places in Belgium that could not be traced in MS Mappoint and were

hence excluded from the final sample. Third, occasionally these audit firms are retained by a

client next to a Big Five audit firm and for that reason observations are classified as being

serviced by a Big Five audit firm (again, see section 3.1). 2 out of the 6 large audit firms,

however, namely Van Havermaet Bedrijfsrevisoren and Vangeet Derick éz Co

Bedrijfsrevisoren are present 151 and 146 times in this altemative final sample, respectively.
I construct an alternative dummy variable, M12, including the latter two audit firms to the

group of M10 audit firms. Running regression model III in table 4 with this alternative audit
firm size variable shows that client-auditor distance is significantly negatively associated with
selecting an M12 audit firm. The Wald-test of joint significance of Ln(1fDISTANCE) and
Ln(1tDISTANCE)z is significant atp ~ 0.01 (with a Chi-square of 42.03). Similarly, running
regression model II in table 5 with the M12 variable leads to remarkably similar findings with
the interaction term M 12xDISTANT being statistically significant at p ~ 0.05 with a
ccefficient value of negative 0.0101. In sum, inferences are not materially affected by using
an alternative construct for audit firm size based on sample data frequencies.

2.5.2. Client-Firm Size Effect

I expect a stronger effect of increasing audit costs as a function of client-auditor distance
on the auditor choice process with smaller compared to larger client-firms. This stronger
expected effect for smaller client-firms is founded on the fact that smaller client-firms
generally pay smaller audit fees compared to large client-firms (e.g., O'Keefe et al. (1994)).
This implies that increasing audit costs due to an increase in client-auditor distance is more
likely to affect the auditor choice process with smaller client-firms. Documenting such a
client-firm size effect further corroborates the existence of a systematic effect of distance
related audit costs on the auditor selection process.

I include a dummy variable SIZE (equal to 1 if firm size is equal to or below the median
value for Ln(ItASSETS), and zero otherwise) to regression model (2). In addition, I center

the DISTANCE variable at the mean and interact this variable with the SIZE variable. A
statisticalty significantly negative ccefficient for this interaction term supports the hypothesis
of a stronger effect of geographical distance related audit costs on the auditor choice process.
I find (not reported in a table) a negative coefficient with this interaction term that is
statistically significantly different from zero atp ~ 0.05.
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2.5.3. Potential Correlated-Omitted Variables

One potentially important correlated omitted control variable is a proxy for client-firm
profitability. ROA controls for client-firm specific risk and is shown to be an important
determinant in the auditor choice decision (e.g., Johnson and Lys (1990)) and to affect a
firm's cost of debt (e.g, Mansi et al. (2004)). I compute ROAR"W as the raw value of net
income after taxation over total assets (both in the yeaz of observation). Altematively,
ROA~uM is equal to 1 in case of a positive ROA and 0 otherwise. Unreported analysis
indicates that results reported in this study with respect to a firm's borrowing costs aze robust
to including ROARAW or ROA~uM as an additional alternative covariate.

The likelihood of employing a lazge audit firm is also determined by the level of
management ownership. Prior studies argue that as management ownership falls, managers
have weaker incentives to act in the interest of outside shareholders, increasing the demand
for high quality audits (e.g., Francis and Wilson (1988), DeFond (1992)). Including a
continuous management ownership variable (using ownership data in BEL-First) in regression
model 2 dces not affect inferences. OWNERSHIP is insignificandy different from zero at
conventional significance levels. Evidence in Lennox (2005) suggests that the relation
between management ownership is non-linear. Controlling for non-lineazity dces not affect
inferences.

Another potential correlated omitted variable is borrower risk. The interest rate charged by
the lending bank will reflect the lending firm's credit quality. At the same time, banks can
also discern a borrower's risk at the outset of a relationship based on the type of auditor
chosen (e.g., Datar et al. (1991), Titman and Trueman (1986)). I calculate DSCORE from the
general multiple linear discriminant model developed for Belgium in Ooghe and Verbaere
(1982) to proxy for borrower risk. The ratios included in the model aze: accumulated profit
(loss) and reserves~total liabilities; taxes and social security chargeslshort-term external
liabilities; cashlrestricted current assets; work in progress and finished goodslrestricted
current assets; short-term financial debts~short-term extemal liabilities. This DSCORE can be
calculated for 2,166 out of 2,834 client-firm observations. I rank each individual client-firm
DSCORE, with a high (low) DSCORE representing a high (low) failure risk. Inferences are
found unaffected by including DSCORE in regression model (3). DSCORE is significantly
positively associated with INTEREST at p ~ 0.05 after excluding LEVERAGE from the
regression model because of collinearity.

2.5.4. Sample Selection Bias

The data for this study is derived from the 1999 annual edition of the BEL-First database.
However, for a number of client-firms the most recent financial statement data available in
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this database is from financial years prior to 1997.30 The reason for this delay with some
observations may be correlated with a firm's borrowing costs (e.g., due to influential events

taking place after balance sheet date or due to bankruptcy). Therefore, model IV in table 5
shows the estimation results from the sample only including firms that have their financial
statements recorded for the financial years 1997 or 1998. All results are robust to exclusion of
this small group of firms, suggesting that sample selection bias unlikely affects inferences.

2.5.5. Quantile Regression

Ordinary least-squares regression estimates the relationship between one or more
covariates (X, say) and the conditional mean of a response variable (Y, say). In contrast,

quantile regression models the relationship between X and the conditional quantiles of Y

given X- x, so it is especially useful in applícations where extremes are important.
Estimation results from quantile regressions at the SOth quantile for model II as in table 5(not
reported in a table) show that some observations do inflate (downward and upward) the
coefficients of the regressors using the ordinary least squares estimation. The interaction
variable M10xDISTANT has a ccefficient value of negative 0.0163 and is statistically
significant atp ~ 0.05.

2.5.6. Self-Selection Bias

A central problem with the approach of linking the selected type of auditor to a client-

firm's borrowing costs is self-selection bias: simply put, larger audit firms may attract

companies of a higher quality (i.e., companies which are less likely to manage their financial

statements and, hence, are more likely to report the true state of affairs) than smaller audit

firms do3~. If larger audit firms do indeed differ in the quality of the clients they audit

compared to smaller audit firms, then this outcome-based measure for (perceived) audit

quality will have at least two components: one component reflecting (perceived) client quality

and the other component reflecting the (perceived) quality of the audit services provided by

the auditor. In econometric terms, if auditor choice is correlated with a client's unobserved

heterogeneity, then auditor choice will be endogenous, and standard regression analysis will

give inconsistent estimates of the contribution of the auditor to a client-firm's borrowing

COS[S.

~ For the total number of observations of 2,834, 997 observations (35 percent of the total sample) involve
financial year 1997 and 1,825 (64 percent) financial year 1998. As reported, the number of observations with
model IV amounts to 2,689. Extremely influential observations aze marked based on Cook's D influence
statistic. Similar findings are found without controlling for influential observations.
'~ Self-selection bias in this study may be amplified because of the classification rule as applied in this study.
That is, as explained in section 3.3, an audit firm is classified as a lazge audit firm (i.e., M10) based on the
publication of the ranking of the lazgest audit firms in Belgium in Schaen and Maijoor (1997). These authors
rank all Belgian audit firms, amongst two other criteria, based on the sum of the square roots of clients' sales. If
larger client-firms are of a higher quality, and these client-firms hire an M10 auditor more frequently, using this
classification rule potentially amplifies self-selection bias.
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Table 6
Alternative definitions of Distant variable and Treatment-effects model

Regression estimates are from ordinary least squares ( a full maximum likelihood treatment-effects modeq for columns with Trearmenr-
ejjecrs moAel 'No' ('Yes'). Estimates are reported wí[h tobust standard errors. The ~ values of the rtest of equality of the ecefficient to zero
are reported in parentheses. Exvemely influential observa[ions are marked based on Cook's D innuence statistic. The dependent variable,
INTEREST, is the tatio of costs of debt to the average of total long-tertn and shon-tenn deb[ outstanding [o credit instituuons as in [he year
of observation. In this table three columns of estimates are presented: 'DISTANT ~ 10' (i.e.. DISTANT - I if client-auditor distance is larger
than 10 kilometers), 'DISTANT ~ 20' (i.e., DISTANT - 1 if client-auditor distance is larger than 20 kilometers), and 'DISTANT ~ 100'
(i.e., DLSTANT - 1 if clien[-auditor distance is larger than 100 kilometers). MIO - 1 if an audít firtn is retained from the 10 larges[ audit
fians in Belgium just after the Big Five ( i.e., Deloitte, Emst Bt Young, Atthur Andersen, PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG) and BDO.
Ln( ItASSETS) is the namral logarithm of one plus a fimi s total assets as in the year of observation (in Ihousands of BEF). LEVERAGE is
the ratio of total debt outstanding over total assets, as in the year of observation ( winsorized at 95~ from above). CAPSTRUC is the ratio of
plant, property and equipmen[ (PPE) to total a5se[s as in the year of observation. BOND is the annual yield on a 10-year Belgian govemmen[
bond in the year of observation (data from Eurnpean Cenval Bank). AGE is age of a firm, measured by the year of observa[ion minus the
year in which the firtn was founded. VOLUNTARY - 1 if the auditor is not selected because of a mandatory audit.

Model DISTANT ~ 10 DISTANT ~ 20 DISTANT ~ 100

Treatment-effects model No Yes No Yes No Yes

Intercept 0.1449~`~~` 0.1437~`~`~` 0.1439~`~" 0.1418~"~` 0.1471~~`~` 0.1481~`~"
(9.47) (9 ?4) (9.46) (9.14) (9.59) (9.45)

Ln(]tASSETS) -0.0022~`~~` -0.0019~ -0.0022~`~`~` -0.0018~` -0.0026~"' -O.W28~`~`
(-2.73) (-1.78) (-2.73) (-1.74) (-3.09) (-2.53)

M10 -0.0005 -0.0102 -0.0011 -0.0149 -0.0064~`~` 0.0005
(-0.12) (-0.44) (-0.30) (-0.71) (-2.46) (0.02)

DISTANT 0.0027 0.0026 0.0048~" 0.0052~~ -0.0046 -0.0054
(0.98) (0.92) (2.05) (2.17) (-1.13) (-1.11)

M10 x DISTANT -0.0097~` -0.0100~` -0.0103~" -0.0106~`" -0.0120' -0.0120'
(-1.84) (-1.89) (-2.13) (-2.21) (-1.84) (-1.84)

LEVERAGE -0.0081~`~ -0.0086" -0.0082" -0.0090~~` -0.0070' -0.0067~
(-2.08) (-2.12) (-2.11) (-2.21) (-1.78) (-1.67)

CAPSTRUC -0.0040 -0.0039 -0.0040 -0.0039 -0.0041 -0.0040
(-1.03) (-1.02) (-1.03) (-1.02) (-L06) (-1.06)

VOLUNTARY -0.0094~~`~` -0.0093"~`~ -0.0095~`~~` -0.0095~" -0.0097~`~`~ -0.0098~'~`
(-3.53) (-3.53) (-3.58) (-3.57) (-3.63) (-3.65)

AGE -0.0001~`~" -0.0001~`~`~` -0.0001~`~" -0.0001~`s`~` -0.0001'~~ -0.0001'~"
(-2.98) (-2.97) (-2.99) (-2.96) (-2.82) (-2.85)

BOND 0.5366~"' 0.5379"~ 0.5407'"~` 0.5433~`~" 0.5982'~" 0.5969'"'
(2.67) (2.69) (2.70) (2.71) (2.97) (2.98)

[ndustry controls Included Included Included Included Included Included

Number of observations 2,724 2,724 2,724 2,724 2,718 2,718
R-squared 0.0274 - 0.0284 - 0.0322 -
Wald Chi-square - 102.47 - 99.45 - 140.88
Prob ~ Chi-squaze ~0.01 ~0.01 ~0.01

Significance levels are indicated by "' for p5 0.01, " for p S 0.05, and ' for p 5 0.10.

The selection problem in this study is known as `treatment effect' in econometrics (Greene
(2003)). That is, companies self-select into a certain state in a nonrandom way on the basis of
economic arguments. In general, those companies which benefit most from being in a certain
state will be more likely to be in this state.
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The standard 2SLS simultaneous equations model is inappropriate here, since the
dichotomous variable MIO (the dependent variable in the choice model) is interactive in the
regressions. Employing a switching simultaneous equations model of Lee (1979) controls for
the self-selection bias (Ball and Shivakumar (2005)). That is, employing this procedure
provides a more clear view on the contribution of perceived audit quality on a firm's
borrowing costs. The model is estimated employing a treatment-effects model using full
maximum likelihood (a two-step consistent estimator shows similaz results). Regression
estimates are reported in table 6. In all regressions the inverse Mills ratios are insignificant,
indicating a lack of endogeneity bias in the regression. Table 6 shows that both the magnitude
and statistical significance of the interaction term M IOxDISTANT (with DISTANT equal to 1
if client-auditor distance is higher than 20 kilometers) mazginally improve when controlling
for possible treatment effects.

2.5.7. Alternative Det;nitions of DISTANT Variable

The DISTANT variable in regression mode] (3) is set equal to 1 in case the client-auditor
distance is lazger than 20 kilometers, and zero otherwise. To study the robustness of the
results to alternative measures of this DISTANT variable, table 6 reports the results for two
alternative measures using the full model and the full sample. The first alternative measure for
DISTANT is set equal to 1 if the client-auditor distance is larger than 10 kilometers. This
occurs in 2,174 of the 2,834 cases. Using this alternative measure, a lower economic benefit
from hiring a large distant auditor is documented. The coefficient for the interaction term
M10xDISTANT falls from -0.0103 (column DISTANT ~ 20) to -0.0097 (column DISTANT
~ l0). Results from employing the second altemative measure (with DISTANT set equal to I
if the client-auditor distance is larger than 100 kilometers) are reported in the column
DISTANT ~ 100. As expected, the benefit of hiring a large audit firm increases in client-
auditor distance. That is, I find that client-firms that retain a large audit firm on a larger
(smaller) distance pay relatively lower (higher) interest rates on loans to banks. The
ccefficient for the interaction term M10xDISTANT increases from -0.0103 (column
DISTANT ~ 20) to -0.0120 (column DISTANT ~ 100). Estimation results with respect to the
variables related to client-auditor distance are found to be insensitive to procedures
controlling for self-selection bias.

2.5.8. Simultaneity Bias

INTEREST and M10 can be jointly determined. Therefore, OLS estimation of model (3)

may be inappropriate ( Greene (2003)). I use the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test (Davidson and
MacKinnon ( 1989)) to determine if simultaneity bias exists. Using Ln(1fDISTANCE) and its
square, COMPLEXITY, PUBLIC, and COMPETI'TION as exogenous instrumental variables,
I find no evidence of simultaneity bias ( Chi-squaze - 0.08, p - 0.7743) and consequently
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report OLS estimates.32 Note that these results do not imply that INTEREST and M10 are not
intetrelated. The test only suggests that OLS estimation is unbiased.

2.6. Conclusion

This study examines the trade-offs management in private firms makes between the
expected benefits and costs of hiring a large audit firm. I document evidence supporting the
conclusion tha[ management considers the expected net effect of the costs and benefits of

~electing a specific type of auditor in their auditor choice decisions. I argue that the audit
costs of hiring a large audit firm are increasing in client-auditor geographical distance. Since
large audit firms use strategic settlement policies for their local offices in Belgium, I show
that clients take this into account in the auditor selection process. Consistent with
expectations, I find that clients that have to pay more to hire a large audit firm -- since this
audit firm dces not have a local office available in the client's vicinity, are associated with

significantly lower borrowing costs. I also consider the difference in geographic
dissemination of information across client-firms. Consistent with recent studies, I find that the
benefits of hiring a specific type of auditor are dependent on a client-firm's location (i.e.,
being a rural firm or not). This study contributes to a growing literature in finance and
economics on the issue of geographical distance in selection processes and performance of
economic agents. Recent studies in auditing recognize the importance of geography on
economic performance and selection processes. This study also contributes to Reynolds and
Francis (2000) finding a significant audit quality effect at the office-level instead of the
national level. Previous papers examining the auditor choice process study managerial
decisions at the national level. Evidence documented in this study is consistent with client-

firm' self-selection at the stage where management chooses an audit partner in a specific local

office.
When interpreting the results from this study, it is important to consider some caveats.

First, I controlled for local audit office address recording `errors' in the 1999 BEL-First
database by excluding the Big Five audit firms and BDO from the final sample. However, this
same issue may also affect other audit firms present in the final sample with more than 1 local

office (that is, typically larger audit firms). This, of course, may lead to measurement error in

the client-auditor distance variable. However, it is expected that the client-auditor distance
variable is overestimated in these cases (again, for larger audit firms). Potential
overestimation of the client-auditor distance variable for larger audit firtns (i.e., with a larger
number of local offices) works against finding a negative association between this
explanatory variable and hiring a larger audit firm. Using a logarithmic specification of this

3Z Following Bound et al. (1995), the F-statistic and the partial R-squared of the first-stage regression aze 21.18
(p ~ 0.01) and 3.8 percent, respectively. Although the F-statistic is reasonably large, 1 cannot ignore the fact that
the instrumental variables used may be inappropriate given the relatively ]ow partial R-squared. The over-
identification test for the exogeneity of the instrumental variables cannot be rejected at conventional significance
levels.
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variable controls for outliers due to incorrect estimation in the client-auditor distance variable.
Second, neither the auditor choice model nor the bonowing costs model is estimated for the
year in which the auditor was chosen or the loan was granted. As argued in the paper, this is
likely to be the primary reason why both models show low explanatory power. Finally, given
the low explanatory power of the auditor choice model, the usefulness of employing a
Heckman (1979) two-step procedure in order to control for potential self-selection bias when
estimating the borrowing costs model may be limited. This self-selection analysis is sensitive
to omitted variables and violations of the assumption of normality.
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Chapter 3

On the Use of Aggregated Data in Audit Quality Studies

3.1. Introduction

This study examines systematic differences in audit quality across audit firm size. The
view that audit quality33 varies systematically across audit firm size has been a very
productive research hypothesis since the early 1980s. Larger audit firms3~ aze azgued to
supply audits of a higher quality since larger audit firms have fewer incentives to behave
opportunistically (DeAngelo (1981)), possess a compazative advantage in monitoring
individual auditor behaviour (Watts and Zimmerman (1981)), benefit more from economies
of scale in the production of audit services (e.g., Dopuch and Simunic (1979) and Benston
(1985)), spend more on auditor training facilities and programs (e.g., Khurana and Raman
(2004)), and have more wealth (`deeper pockets') at risk from litigation (Dye (1993)). Lack of
sufficient data at the audit firm level especially for the non-Big Five audit firms in the U.S.
has typically hampered this research. For this reason, previous studies, with few exceptions35
study the effect of audit firm size on audit quality with the client-firm as the unit of analysis.
For example, the seminal paper Becker et al. (1998) studies the effect of audit firm size on the
quality of reported eaznings with the client-firm as the unit of analysis. They document that
clients of non-Big Six audit firms report discretionazy accruals that aze on average 1.5-2.1
percent of to[al assets higher than [he discretionary accruals reported by clients of Big Six
auditors. The authors deduce from their results that "Big Six audit firms aze of higher quality
than non-Big Six audit firms" (p. 19). Notice the change in level of inference from the clien[-
firm to the audit firm. While it is theoretically possible for inferences at the client-firm level
and the audit firm level to be equal, the conditions under which this can happen are "faz
removed from those ordinarily encountered in data" (Robinson (1950), p. 357). I show that
drawing inferences at the audit firm level from client-firm level analysis is valid only under a

" Following DeAngelo (1981, p. 186), the quality of audit services is defined to be the "market-assessed joint
probability tha[ a given auditor will both (a) discover a breach in the client's accounting system, and (b) report
the breach."
~ The group of largest audit 5rms was called the 'Big Eight' in the early 1980s and is cited as the `Big Four'
nowadays. The number of largest audit firms has changed from eight to currently four because of inergers
between the Big Eight audit firms (Deloitte, Haskins and Sells merged with Touche Ross to form Deloitte 8c
Touche, Ernst 8r Whinney merged with Arthur Young to form Ernst 8c Young, Peat Marwick 8c Mitchell merged
with KMG Main Hurdman to form KPMG, and Price Waterhouse and Coopers 8r Lybrand merged to form
PricewaterhouseCoopers), and because of the collapse of Arthur Andersen in 2002.
3' For example, Palmrose (1988) (studying litigation rates) and Colbert and Murray (1998) (examining audit
reviews) analyse audit quality differences between large and small audit firms at the audit firm level.
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restrictive set of conditions. I observe and show that these conditions are not necessarily
satisfied in studies examining audit firm size effects at the client-firm level. This suggests that
it is not necessarily established yet that lazge audit firms are in fact of higher quality. Given
the unit of analysis examined in previous studies, a priori only the inference that clients of
large audit firms are of higher quality seems justified.

This study responds to recent studies demonstrating the importance of carefully choosing
the appropriate level of analysis (e.g., Reynolds and Francis (2000), Ferguson et al. (2003),
and Francis et al. (2005)) and studying audit firm size effects at other levels (e.g., country-
and industry-level) than the client-firm level (e.g., Burgstahler et al. (2006), Chaney et al.
(2006)). For instance, Burgstahler et aL (2006) examines the importance of reporting
incentives on the quality of reported accounting earnings with industry-level observations
from 13 European countries. They also control for the effect of audit quality at the country-
level on earnings quality by including the weighted market shaze of Big Five audit firms
within a country. They document an insignificant coefficient on this variable in their
multivariate analysis. Reynolds and Francis (2000) finds a differential audit quality effect at
the office-level but not at the national level. This paper is designed to examine whether
inferences at the client-firm level (i.e., the disaggregated level) and the audit firm level (i.e.,
the aggregated level) always equal, measuring audit firm size at the national level. This study
contributes to the literature by paying methodical a[tention to insignificant findings of [he
audit firm size effect in recent studies using aggregated data.

The research design in this study comprises of three steps. The first step consists of
reproducing the finding documented in Becker et al. (1998) that clients of Big Five audit
firms report eamings of a higher quality compared to non-Big Five clients. Following that
study, I use the quality of reported earnings as a proxy for audit quality. In this respect, a
reported earnings number is argued to be of higher quality if this number is more informative
about the underlying economic performance of the firm. Since audit quality is not directly
observable and is a multidimensional concept, I rely on the eaznings management indices as
developed in Leuz et al. (2003) and Burgstahler et al. (2006). These indices capture a variety
of eamings management practices, extending the accruals manipulations as examined in
Becker et al. (1998). Whereas Becker et al. (1998) analyze large publicly listed U.S. firms, I
document similar results from multivariate analysis using a cross-section of 4,172 non-
financial small- and medium sized frms in Belgium. I interpret this result as supporting the
conclusion that clients of Big Five audit firms report earnings of higher quality compared to
non-Big Five clients. In the second part of the study I change the unit of analysis from the
client-firm to the audit firm. Using 20,860 client-firm yeaz observations from 4,172 non-
financial firms, I form client-portfolios for 52 non-Big Five and 5 Big Five audit firms. Both
the dependent and the independent variables aze now aggregated and computed at the audit
firm level. For example, the dependent variable is computed as the median values within each
individual audit firm of its clients' rankings on the earnings management indices. In contrast
to multivariate analyses with the client-firm as the unit of analysis, no systematic difference in
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audit quality across audit firm size is documented with the audit fitm as the unit of analysis.
This result is robust to several sensitivity analyses, including different outcome-based
variables proxying for audit quality and tests alleviating concerns about sample size effects.
Despite the insignificant Big Five effect, client-portfolio characteristics are found to
statistically significantly explain variance in audit quality at the audit firm level. The third
part of the paper attempts to isolate the client-firm effects from the audit firm effects. For this
purpose several statistical and econometric techniques are employed. The results from these
analyses are consistent with client-firm effects accounting for the observed audit firm size
effect in analyses with the client-firm as the unit of analysis. The conclusion from this study is
that inferences made at the client-firm level do not necessarily equal those at the audit firm
level. That is, drawing inferences at the audit firm level from analyses performed at the lower
level of client-firms can be inaccurate. Evidence documented in this study supports the
conclusion that Big Five audit firms do not necessarily provide audits of a higher quality.

This study proceeds as follows: in the next section I briefly show that choosing the
appropriate unit of analysis is important in statistical analysis. I show under which conditions
inferences made at the client-fitm level equal those at the audit firm level. Section 3 discusses
the sample selection criteria and the research design. Empirical results are presented in section
4, including several specification and sensitivity analyses. Section 5 concludes.

3.2. Unit of Analysis

In statistical analysis it is sometimes not clear what the appropriate unit of analysis is. The
hypothesis tested in this study and previous related studies is about systematic difference in
audit quality across audit firm size. For this type of study, either the audit firm or the client-
firm can be the unit of analysis.3ó Lack of (sufficient) data at the audit firm level for both Big
Five and (especially) non-Big Five audit firms in the U.S. has made researchers decide to use
the client-firm level as the unit of analysis. While it is theoretically possible for inferences at
the individual client-firm level and the audit firm level to equal, the conditions under which
this can happen are not commonly met in data (Robinson (1950)). In this section, I identify
these conditions. For convenience in presentation, the following regression model is specified
over two individual client-firms (for more details, see Aigner and Goldfeld (1974)). This set
of equations is defined by:

y, - ~, X , t u, (2.1)

yi-QzXz}uz

where X~ and X Z are vectors of observations on the same client-specific attributes for client-

firms 1 and 2, respectively. The corresponding aggregate relation of interest is:

~ Other alternative units of analysis aze, for example, the local office-level, the audit partner level, or the audit
team level.
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(v~ }yz)-!~(x, fxz)fw. (2.2)

Inferences at both levels of analysis are equal if the 2x1 disturbance vector w from (2.2)

equals to u-(u, t u~ ). This condition is satisfied only if the perfect aggregation condition

~-(~iXi }~zX,)-~(X, ~-Xz)-0 (2.3)

is satisfied. Pesaran et al. (1989) shows that this condition of ~- 0 is satisfied under a

restrictive set of conditions. The first condition is the so-called micro-homogeneity condition

(i.e., Q, - ~Z ). This condition imposes that the Big Five-effect (and the non-Big Five-effect)

on the outcome variable y is constant across all Big Five (non-Big Five) client-firms, all else

equal. This condition, however, is unlikely satisfied in practice. In fact, empirical evidence
documented in recent studies suggests that the quality of audit services varies between local
offices of Big Five audit firms (e.g., Reynolds and Francis (2000))37, and between local

offices of one Big Five audit firm (Krishnan (2005)). In addition, intuitively it seems

unrealistic to assume that the effect of audit firm size on a client's earnings quality is

unconditional upon a client's inherent quality (i.e., client-firms that differ systematically, for
example in incentives andlor govemance sttuctures, from other client-firms in the

informativeness of their reported earnings). In other words, the effect of audit firm size on a

client's eamings quality is expected to be conditional on certain client-firm attributes.

Evidence in table 4(discussed in section 4) supports the conclusion that the Big Five effect is

not constant across clients and depends, among other things, on a client's economic incentives
(proxied by a client-firm's leverage ratio) to report high quality eamings in the first place.
This result is consistent with Gaver and Paterson (2007) documenting an insignificant
(significant) audit firm size effect among financially "secure" ( "weak") insurance companies.

The second condition warranting the perfect aggregation condition is the so-called

compositional stability condition. This condition imposes that X; -(X, fX2)C; for i-(1,

2), where C; are k x k nonsingulaz matrices of fixed constants, such that (C, f CZ )- Ik . This

second condition represents a set of restrictions on the joint probability distribution of the

regressors and states that the composition of the regressors across client-firms (at the

disaggregate level) remains fixed over time. In other words, the compositional stability

condition means that the composition of individual client-firm chazacteristics remains

constant over time. Under this condition, the aggregate level coefficient ~3 is defined in terms

of the disaggregate level ccefficients through the identity ~3 - C, ~3; f Cz~3; . Currently no

direct empirical evidence is available as to whether composition and other audit quality

31 In discussing the POB's planned review of the independence rules of the Big Five audit firms, Jerry Sullivan,
executive director of the Transition Oversight Staff (former Public Ovenight Board) said that it would not be an
eatiy job since "the [Big Five auditj firms are not homogeneous and cannot be compared to each other". Source
www nysuDa orp~trutitedproflarchivel0300~I'p2.html (August 9, 2006). Between brackets added.
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relevant client-firm' characteristics change during the business cycle or differ between
periods, countries or industry sectors. It seems likely, however, to expect they do. Several
economic studies highlight the importance of composition bias deriving from compositional
changes in the selected sample over time (e.g., Solon et al. (1994), Blundell et al. (2003)).

In sum, theoreticians show that drawing inferences at the audit firm level from analysis
at the client-firm level is valid only under a restrictive set of conditions (see also Garrett
(2003)). Evidence from recent studies and from data examined in this study suggests that
these conditions are likely not satisfied in practice. Therefore, it is an open empirical question
whether inferences with respect to the Big Five effect made at the client-firm level equal those
at the audit firm level. This study examines systematic differences in audit quality across
audit firm size employing cross-sectional analysis. As a consequence, the compositional
stability condition is not pertinent to this study, as it only applies in time-series aggregation.38

3.3. Sample Selection and Research Design

3.3.1. Empirical Setting and Sample Selection

The data used in this study is from the 1999 BEL-First database. This is a database
maintained by Bureau van Dijk containing detailed information on all Belgian enterprises
supplied by the Central Bank of Belgium. The main advantage of this database is that it
covers a wide range of fitms from a large number of sole practitioners and other small and
medium sized firms to a relatively small number of large multinationals. In sharp contrast to
the U.S., in Belgium (as in many other European countries) financial statement data is also
available for non-publicly listed private companies. These firms have a higher propensity to
retain a non-Big Five audit firm, making it possible to have a larger number of client-firm
observations at the audit firm level for the non-Big Five audit firms. Evidence with respect to
audit quality differentiation across audit fitms is mainly documented from analyzing large
publicly listed firms (e.g., Beatty (1989), Teoh and Wong (1993), Becker et al. (1998), Dunn
and Mayhew (2004)) operating in litígious environments (e.g., U.S.). Studying private firms
operating in a different legal environment is appealing from several perspectives. Priva[ely
held firms have relatively concentrated ownership structures compared to publicly listed
companies. Therefore, private firms can efficiently communicate among stakeholders via
private information channels. This suggests that financial statements and reported earnings are
less important in communicating firm perfotmance with private firms. Hence, it can be
expected that private firms have relatively fewer incentives to report informative earnings.
Other uses of eamings - such as in determining company taxes, dividends, and other payouts
to a firm's stakeholders - are likely to make earnings of private firms less informative to
outsiders (e.g., Ball and Shivakumar (2005), Burgstahler et al. (2006)).

'" Pesaran er ~rL (1989) show. that thc perfect aggregation condition will also be satisfied under two mixed
versions of the first and second condition.
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With respect to the institutional setting examined in this study, Belgium is ranked at the
l lth position (with higher positions representing higher quality reporting) out of 31 European

countries with respect to the aggregate earnings management variable in Leuz et al. (2003)

(table 2, panel A). Belgium is granted a similar position in Burgstahler et al. (2006) for
private firms only (table 1). With respect to the legal environmen[ in Belgium, only few cases
of auditor litigation are known. Moreover, all cases involve auditor involvement with large
multinational firms. A less litigious environment is expected to affect the auditor's economic

incentives to discover breaches in the client's accounting system and~or to report this to this
client's stakeholders (e.g., Basu (1997)).

The initial sample consists of observations of client-firms retaining a single audit firm.39
To obtain reliable measures at both the client-firm and the client-portfolio level, I require that
each audit firm has data coverage for at least ten client-firms in BEL-First with each client-

firm having at least 5 consecutive years of data. Banks, insurance companies, and other
financial holdings (SIC codes 6000-6799) are excluded. The final sample consists of 20,860
client-firm-year observations meeting these criteria, from 4,172 non-financial firms over the

fiscal years 1994 through 1998 across 52 non-Big Five and 5 Big Five audit firms.40

3.3.2. Proxies for Earnings Quality

Since audit quality is not directly observable and is multidimensional by nature, several

metrics in the empirical literature have been used to proxy for audit quality, for example:

litigation rates (e.g., Palmrose (1988)), market reaction to announced eatnings (e.g., Teoh and
Wong (1993)), underpricing in case of initial public offerings (e.g., Beatty (1989)), and
analysts' disclosure quality evaluations (e.g., Dunn and Mayhew (2004)) (see Francis (2004)
and Watkins et al. (2004) for an extensive review of this literature). Following Becker et al.

(1998), I use the quality of reported earnings as a proxy for audit quality. In this respect, a

reported earnings number is argued to be of a higher (lower) quality if this number is more

(less) informative about the underlying economic performance of the firm.41 I employ four

'y BEL-First occasionally registers a mandatary under the category of auditors. To scrutinize the sample for this,
[ check an individual's affiliation with an audit firm (in case of sole practitioners) and a partnership for being an
audit firm using the publication of Belgisch Staatsbtad (i.e., the official journal of the Belgian governmenq as of
Mazch 25, 1999 (list A). In this publication the member list of the Belgian institute of auditors (Insrituut der
Bedrijfsrevisoren) as of December 31, 1998 is announced. Membership of this institute is mandatory for all
auditors and audit firms in Belgium. Untraceable individuals andlor firms in this publication are excluded from
the final sample. Co-operations between audit firms are verified using the list of private companies (list B), as
published in the same issue of the Belgisch Staatsblad.
~ In Belgium, clients have to rotate audi[ors every three years. [f this mandatory rotation has taken place within
the period of observation, a former non-Big Five client is classified as a Big Five client during the full period or
vice versa. This is because BEL-First does not track a client's auditor over time. Information about a client's
auditor is available only for the most recent fiscal yeaz for which financial information about a client is recorded
in BEL-First. Potential misclassification will work against finding a significant negative association between a
client-firm's rank on the four earnings management metrics and the BS dichotomous variable.
'~ Tucker and Zarowin (2006) show that managers can disclose private information to outsiders by reporting
managed earnings. Ball and Shivakumar (2005) and Burgstahler et a[. (2006), however, azgue that financial
statements and reported eamings are less important in communicating firm performance with private firms.
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different proxies for the quality of reported earnings (labeled as EM1, EM2, EM3, and EM4)
capturing different dimensions along which managers can exercise discretion to manage
reported earnings. These four different proxies capture a range of possible earnings
management activities, extending the accruals manipulations as examined in Becker et al.
(1998). Following recent studies using these proxies to compute country and country-indusuy
rankings (e.g., Leuz et a[. (2003), Burgstahler et al. (2006)), in this study these metrics are
used to compute scores both at the audit firm client-portfolio level and the individual client-
firm level. In the section discussing robustness and specification checks, I also present results
from analysis at the audit firm-industry level to better control for client-firm characteristics.
Aggregating at this alternative level also mitigates some concerns about statistical power
related to differences in sample sizes across the different units of analysis (i.e., 4, l72 at the
client-firm level and 57 at the audit firm level). I altematively define a unit of analysis within
each audit firm on the industry-level using first-digit SIC codes. That is, I calculate scores by
audit firm and industry, resulting in 513 possible audit firm-industry observations (- 57 audit
firms x 9 industry classes). Since smaller audit firms do not necessarily service clients in all
possible industry codes, the final number of audit firm-industry observations amounts to 389.

Below I discuss the computation of the aggregated earnings quality proxies at the
individual client-fim~ level. The measure EM1 is the client-firm level standard deviation of
operating earnings divided by the client-firm level standard deviation of cash flow from
operations (multiplied by minus one). Scaling by cash flow from operations controls for
differences in the variability of the economic performance across firms. Low scores on this
measure indicate that, ceteris paribus, management exercises more accounting discretion [o
smooth reported earnings. Cash flow from operations is computed indirectly by subtracting
the accrual component from eamings because direct information on companies' cash flows is
not available. Following Dechow et al. (1995), I compute the accrual component of earnings
as

Accruals;, - (OCA;, - ~Cash;~ ~- (OCL;, - dSTD;~ - OTP,., ~ - Depr,., , (3.1)

where OCA;, - change in total current assets, OCash;, - change in cash c.q. cash equivalents,

~CL;, - change in total current liabilities, dSTD;, - change in short-term debt included in

current liabilities, OTP„ - change in income taxes payable, and Depn, - depreciation and

amortization expense for client-firm i in year t. Changes in short-term debt are excluded from
aceruals since they relate to financing transactions as opposed to operating actívities. If a
client-firm dces not report information on income taxes payable or short-term debt, then the
change in both variables is assumed to be zero. The ratio is measured over the years 1994
through 1998. EM2 measures the contemporaneous Spearman correlation between changes in

Furthermore, L,euz er al. (2003) find that weak investor protection is associated with higher levels of earnings
management. Suggesting that the earnings management metrics a.c employed in the accounting Iiterature aze
likely to signal reporting quality.
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accounting accruals and changes in operating cash flows (both scaled by lagged total assets)
calculated for each client-firm. Higher values for this metric indicate higher levels of earnings
management. EM3 is calculated as the absolute value of client-firm's total accruals scaled by
the absolute value of client-firm's cash flow from operations. The scaling controls for

differences in client-firm' size and performance. A higher magnitude of accruals from this

metric indicates a higher extent to which management exercises discretion in reporting
earnings. EM4 is measured as the ratio of the number of "small profits" to the number of
"small losses". A client-firm-year observation is classified as small profit (small loss) if
positive (negative) after-tax net income falls within the range of one percent of lagged total

assets. The incidence of small profits relative to small losses at the client-firm level indicates

the extent to which a client-firm uses and the retained audit firm tolerates accounting
discretion to avoid losses. As introduced in Leuz et al. (2003), each individual score is then
transformed into percentage ranks and these ranks are combined by averaging into an

aggregate index of earnings management at the client-firm level, denoted EMaggr;. The

subscript i signals that the metrics EM1-EM4 and the aggregated index are computed at the
client-firm leveL In multivariate analyses at the audit firm level I use a closely related
construct, EMaggr~. This index is constructed as the median value42 of audit firm j's
individual client-firms' EMaggr,. Unlike the arithmetic average, the median is less sensitive to
extreme values. Instead of ranking client-firm observations at the audit firm level, I first rank

scores at the individual client-firm level before taking median values at the audit firm's client

base level. This causes the constructed outcome variable to be less sensitive to extreme
scores, both at the client-firm level and the audit fitm level. In addition, constructing the
dependent variable at the audit firm level in this way, makes running a fair horse race between
multivariate analyses performed at the client-firm and the audit firm level possible.4; A
potential drawback of this analysis at the aggregated level is that a relatively small number of
units at the aggregate level replace a larger number of units at the base level, resulting in a
loss of statistical power. On the other hand, this adverse effect may be partially mitigated in
case the aggregate relation can be specified with less error-in-vatiables than the corresponding
disaggregate relations. Aigner and Goldfeld (1974) show that depending on the heterogeneity

ofdisaggregate parameters, aggregation potentially involves a gain in efficiency.

3.3.3. Proxies for Audit Firm Size and Control Variables

Commonly a discrete BS variable ( equal to one in case of a Big Five audit firtn and zero

otherwise) is used in [he literature to proxy for audit firm size. In this study I introduce an

alternative continuous proxy for audit firm size, namely the number of clients (CLIENTS)
serviced by each audit firm. CLIENTS is measured as the number of companies serviced by

'2 In section 4 1 discuss results from using alternative descriptive statistics than the median (e.g., sample average)
Inferences are found robust.
43 In section 4 I test for the robustness of inferences against a number of alternative outcome-based variables.
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each audit firm in 1998 with financial statement data recorded in BEL-First (including both
sample and non-sample firms). This alternative construct is employed besides the indicator
variable BS to directly test DeAngelo (1981)'s theory on audit firm size and audit quality and
to lessen methodological concerns in analyses with respect to dichotomizing a continuous
variable. Theoretical studies on the subject of the lazgelsmall audit firm dichotomization
suggest that audit quality is an increasing function of audit firm size. This mechanical
relationship between audit firm size and audit quality is not necessarily consistent with
previous empirical studies that generally employ only two quality levels in the market: Big
versus non-Big audit firms. Moreover, from a practical point of view, a continuous rather than
a discrete measure for audit firm size is possibly less correlated with important but
unobservable he[erogeneous client-firm attributes. This alternative proxy for audit firm size is
employed in isolation in multivariate analyses because CLIENTS is strictly collinear with the
BS variable.

The control variables are mainly adopted from Burgstahler et al. (2006). The reason for
adopting control variables from Burgstahler et al. (2006) is that the study is designed to
control for differences in reporting between public and private European companies. Financial
leverage (LEV) is calculated as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets as at the end of the
fiscal year. LEV is included as a control variable since lending contracts can induce managers
to manage earnings to mitigate potential violation of debt covenants (Healy and Wahlen
(1999)). GROWTH is defined as the annual percentage change in revenue. Profitability is
measured as return on assets (ROA) defined as net income deflated by lagged total assets. The
length of the operating cycle in days (CYCLE) is calculated as (yearly average accounts
receivabley(total revenue~360) t(yearly average inventory)~(cost of goods soldl360). Cost of
goods sold is computed as total revenue minus operating income. AGE is the number of years
since incorporation. Firm size (SIZE) is computed as the book value of assets a[ the end of the
fiscal year (in BEF thousands). All these client-firm attributes are computed as client-
portfolio level medians when changing the unit of analysis from the client-firm to the audit
firm. Besides these control variables, two additional control variables, STRUCTURE and
TYPES, aze included to control for the apparent heterogeneity between audit firms with
respect to audit complexity and the level of industry-specialization at the client-portfolio
levels. Client-firm complexity potentially negatively affects earnings quality (Chaney et al.
(2004)). Balsam et al. (2003) find that clients of industry specialists report earnings of a
higher quality than clients of nonspecialists. STRUCTURE is defined as the average number
of client-firms per client-portfolio having one or more subsidiaries. TYPES is a measure for
industry level concentration (using first-digit SIC codes) in an audit firm's client portfolio.
The Herlindahl index is used to compute TYPES, defined as the sum of the squares of each
first-digit industry's share in audit firm j's client portfolio. For each audit firm j, TYPES is

calculated as follows: TYPES~ -~AEn wk~ ~, where k index all first-digit SIC codes present in

audit firm j's client portfolio, n is the number of first-digit SIC code client-firm observations

in the client-portfolio, and vA~ is the shaze of industry k on audit firm j's total client portfolio.
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A high (low) score for TYPES represents a relatively homogeneous (heterogeneous) client-
portfolio over the different industries. A negative association with the dependent variable is

expected.
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics at the audit firm (denoted AF in table 1), audit

firm-industry (An, and the client-firm level (CF). The Big Five audit firms service
approximately 51 percent of the sample firms. The average number of clients for BS (NBS)
audit firms is 1,684 (130). Both BS and NBS audit firms, however, vary considerably in the
number of clients they service. For the time period considered in this study, Ernst 8z Young is
the largest audit firm in Belgium with 2,185 (sample and non-sample) client-firms.
PricewaterhouseCoopers is on Emst 8c Young's heels with 2,118 clients. KPMG, Deloitte 8c
Touche, and Arthur Andersen follow at a distance with 1,722, 1,605, and 788 clients,
respectively. With the non-Big Five audit firms, the smallest (largest) number of clients is 16
(454). Table 1 also shows that BS audit firms service larger clients, have clients with a higher
growth rate, and are selected by clients which are on average more profitable and have shorter
operating cycles. In addition, BS audit firms also have more heterogenous client-portfolios.
For BS audit firms the mean score for TYPES is 0.19 compared to 0.24 for NBS audi[ finns.

BS and NBS audit firms do not differ significantty with respect to their client-firms'
complexity measured by having or not having subsidiaries (STRUCTURE). These
aforementioned descriptive statistics are all computed at the audit firm level. The same
statistics for these variables are also computed at the client-finn level and audit firm-industry
level for BS and NBS audit firms. Even though the statistics at the CF and AI level are
different from those at the AF level, the general picture remains the same. That is, clients of
BS audit firms differ from clients of NBS audit firms on several dimensions. Controlling for
these client-firm c.q. client-portfolio attributes is important when studying the effect of audit
firm size on audit quality. It is notable to observe that aggregating data at the audit firm-
industry level results in remarkably smaller differences in client-portfolio attributes compared
to the audit firm and client-firm level. At this level, only the median value for client-firm size
differs significantty at conventional significance levels across BS and NBS audit firms. With
respect to the variable of interest, EMaggr, table 1 shows that clients of BS audit firms report
earnings of a higher quality compared to non-BS clients (both median and mean at p ~ 0.01).
At the audit firm and audit finn-industry level, however, no such systematic difference is
documented. Only the mean EMaggr computed at the audit firm level differs statistically

significantly (at p ~ 0.10) across BS and non-BS audit firms.

3.4. Empirical Findings

As introduced in section 2, the research design of this study consists of three steps. The
results from these steps are dicussed in this section. First, I reproduce the finding of a

statistically significant Big Five effect on audit quality in Becker et al. (1998) with the client-

firm as the unit of analysis.
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Obviously, documenting a meaningful Big Five effect at this level is essential to studying the

effects of changing unit of analysis to this initial finding. The second step consists of
changing the unit of analysis to the audit firm level. I find that client-portfolio chazacteristics
rather than systematic audit firm size effects explain the variation in audit quality at the audit

firm leveL Hence, the third part of this section attempts to isolate client-firm effects from the

audit firm effects. Finally, this section concludes with several robustness and specification
tests.

3.4.1. Client-Firm Level Analysis

The first step consists of reproducing the finding of a higher quality of repoRed earnings
by clients of Big Five audit firms, as documented in Becker et af. (1998), using the client-firm

as the unit of analysis. For this purpose, I run the following regression model with the client-

firm as the unit of analysis:

EMaggr. - yo f y,BS; f yZLEV; f y~GROWTH; f y,ROA; t ySCYCLE; f y6AGE; (4.1)

f y,S~ZE; f ysSTRUCTURE; f Industry controls tE;

with client-firm i- I, 2, ..., 4,172. Table 2 reports the estimated coefficients from this
regression model. Results from different sub-samples are presented. Models I and II present
the estimates using the full sample. Models III and IV (V and VI) are based on a sub-sample
excluding observations of clients from the second-tier (third-tier) audit firms. I present results

based on these two-subsamples for two reasons. First, DeAngelo (1981) suggests that audit

quality is an increasing function of audit fitm size. Hence, I expect to document a stronger

audit firm size effect with only observations from third-tier audit firms' clients as a control
group. Second, the number of client-firm observations varies mechanically with audit firm
size. With the audit firm as the unit of analysis, I aggregate client-firm data by computing

median (and, as a robustness check, mean) scores at the audit firm client-portfolio level.

Skewness in the data can seriously affect the accuracy of these sample statistics and
consequently influence inferences, even though I require each sample audit firm to cover at
least ten client-firms in BEL-First. This effect can be expected strongest with the third-tier
audit firms having a mean (median) number of 28 (20) client-firm observations, compazed to
85 (83) with second-tier audit firms. To alleviate concerns about potential measurement error,

a similar effect is expected for the audit firm size proxy variables independent from the

control group chosen.~

~ Aggregating at the audit firm level by taking the average values of both the dependent and independent
variables does not materially affect inferences ( not reported in a table). The estimated t-statistic for the BS
dummy variable is only -0.29. Results are also robust to takíng observations at the 109o and 90~7o percentile for
each variable at the audit firm level. Finally, Greene (2003) shows that weighted least squares can be employed
to address this type of ineasurement error. L,oosely speaking, the greatest weights are given to observations with
the largest number of sample client-firms in an audit firm's client-portfolio. Using the number of sample
observations per audit firm as a weight, results are found robust to this alternative estimation procedure.
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Table 2
Client-firm level analysis

The table reports OLS ccefficient estimates and r-statistics based on heteroskedasticity corrected standard errors (in parentheses). The
repor[ed ccefficients are standardized to control for differences in scales of the independent variables. Audit fitm size is measured on the
national level using the number of clients serviced by each audit fum in 1998 with financial statement data recorded in BEL-Firsc Columns I
and II report regression estimates for the full sample. Columns III and IV report regression estimates for the sample of observations o( Big
Five audi[ firms' and the third-tier audit firms' clients (i.e., excluding client-firm observations from the ten largest audit firtns just after the
Big Five audit fu~tts). Columns V and VI report estimates for the sample of Big Five audit firms' and the second-tier audit firms' clients (i.e.,
chent-firm observations from the ten largest audit tirtns just after the Big Five audit firms). ', '", and "' indicate statistical significance at
the 109, 59., and I ck levels (two-sided), respectively.

Unit of analysis: Client-firm i(client of audit firm j, member of industry k)
Dependent variable: EMaggr;~k

Sample Full Excluding Second-Tier Excluding Third-Tier

Model 1 [I III [V V VI

BS

CLIENTS

-0.0604~" - -0.0618~`~" - - 0.0485~`~`~ -
(-4.01) (-3.62) (-2.73)

- -0.0640~"~` - -0.0661'~`" - - 0.0520~"~`
(-4.25) (-3.88) (-2.97)

LEV;)k 0.0369~" 0.0367~~` 0.0302 0.0299 -0.0024 -0.0029
(2.22) (2.21) (1.60) (1.59) (-0.13) (-0.16)

GROWTH;)~ 0.0081 0.0084 0.0066 0.0070 0.0051 0.0052
(0.54) (0.55) (0.38) (0.40) (0.28) (0.30)

ROA;~r -0.2341'~`~ -0.2344~~" -0.2238~"~` -0.2242~~`~` -0.2373'~`~` -0.2378~~~
(-13.64) (-13.66) (-11.52) (-11.53) (-12.21) (-12.84)

CYCLE;Ik 0.1108'~" 0.1107'~`~` 0.1164~`~~` 0.1163~`"~ O.1222"~ 0.1220"~'
(7.38) (7.40) (6.67) (6.68) (7.23) (6.79)

AGE;~ -0.0087 -0.0078 -0.0070 -0.0060 0.0040 0.0050
(-0.58) (-0.52) (-0.42) (-0.36) (0.23) (0.28)

SIZE;Ik 0.0604~`~' 0.0594~~~ 0.0673'~" 0.0661~~~ 0.0611~`~`~` 0.0598~`~"
(4.06) (4.01) (4.00) (3.95) (3.49) (3.32)

STRUCTURE;)k 0.0353'~` 0.0349~`~` 0.0330~` 0.0326~ 0.0188 0.0184
(2.34) (2.32) (1.95) (1.93) (I.OS) (1.03)

Intercept [ncluded Included Included Included Included Included
Industry controls Included Included Included [ncluded Included Included

F-statistic 25.98'~`~` 26.41"~" 19.88~~`~` 20.32~~~ 22.31'~`~` 22.19~"
Adjusted-RZ 0.0979 0.0984 0.0935 0.0940 0.1011 0.1015
N 4,172 4,172 3,319 3,319 3,002 3,002

The Big Five (BS) audit firms are: Arthur Andersen. Deloitte 8c Touche, Ernst Be Young, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers. The number
of client-firms (CL~NTS) is the number of companies serviced by each audit firtn in 1998 with financial statement da[a recorded in BEL-
Firsr. EMaggr;~ is the average of each client-firm's rankings on the four measures, EMI-EM4 (as descríbed in section 3). LEV is measured
as the ra[io of to[al liabilities to cotal assets at the end of the fiscal year. GROWTH is defined as the annual percentage change in revenue.
Profitability is measured as retum on assets (ROA) defined as net income deFlated by lagged total assets. The length of the operating cycle in
days (CYCLE) is calculated as (yearly average accounts receivabley(total revenuel360) t(yearly average inven[ory)I(cost of goods
soldl360). Cost of goods sold is computed as total revenue minus operating income. AGE is the number of years since incorporation. Firm
size (SIZE) is computed as the book value of assets at the end of the fiscal year (in BEF thousands). All these client-firm attributes are
truncated at the I~k Ievel fmm below and 999c fmm above. STRUCTURE is a discrete variable equal to one for a clien[-firtn having one or
more subsidiaries, and zero otherwise. Industry controls are based on first-digít S[C codes.
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Column I in table 2 shows that the ccefficient with the BS dummy variable is negative
with a reasonably high t-statistic of ~.01 (significant at p ~ 0.01). The regression model
shows a good fit, with an adjusted-R'` of approximately IOqo (Becker et al. (1998) report an
adjusted-R'` of I olo) and an F-statistic of 25.98 (p ~ 0.01). Regression diagnostics show no

indications for model misspecification or multicollinearity. The signs of the control variables

as adopted from Burgstahler et al. (2006) are as expected. The coefficient with the
STRUCTURE variable is significantly positive (at p ~ 0.05), suggesting that heterogenous
client-firms are more likely to manage their earnings than homogenous client-firms. Column
III in table 2 reports the estimated ccefficients from model (4.1) when using all BS and NBS
client-firms, but excluding the client-firms from the ten largest audit firms just after the BS
audit firms (the second-tier audit firms) from the group of non-Big Five audit firms (with
audit firm size measured by the number of clients). With a sample size of 3,319 client-firm
observations, inferences with respect to the variable of interest aze unaffected by changing the
control group. The LEV variable is no longer statistically significant at conventional
significance levels. When using client-firms from the ten largest audit firms as a control group
(with N- 3,002), similar findings are documented (reported in column V) as those reported in
table 2 column I for the full sample. The coefficient with BS in the latter analysis (-0.0485) is
statistically significant at p ~ 0.01 and the magnitude of the coefficient is smaller than that

reported in columns I(full sample) and III (excluding second-tier) in table 2, as expected.
Columns II, IV, and VI in table 2 report estimates from model (4.1) but changing the BS
dummy variable to a continuous measure for audit firm size, namely the number of clients
(CLIENTS) serviced by each audit firm. As with the dichotomous variable proxying for audit
firm size, CLIENTS is statistically significantly negative in all three samples with even higher
t-statistics (on average 7 percent higher than those with the BS dummy variable). Inferences
with respec[ to the control variables remain unchanged.

Taken together, with the client-firm as the unit of analysis a significant positive effect of
being a Big Five client on a client-firm's eamings quality is documented. This analysis not
only reproduces the finding of earnings quality differences between clients of large and small

audit firms as documented in the seminal paper Becker et al. (1998). Whereas Becker et al.

(1998) analyze large publicly listed U.S. firms, I find similaz results using data from
(basically) small and medium-sized private firms, operating in a less litigious environment,
and using multiple metrics proxying for the level of eamings management at the client-firm
level.

3.4.2. Audit Firm Level Analysis

A traditional approach to multilevel analysis (i.e., having observations both at the client-
firm and the audit firm level) is to (dis)aggregate data to the (lowest) highest level of analysis.
The lowest (highest) level of analysis in this study is the client-firm (the audit firm). In this

section I discuss the estimation results from a regression with the audit firm as the unit of
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analysis. As explained in section 3, for each audit firm I measure both the dependent and the
independent variables at the audit firm level. The dependent variable is EMaggr~, computed as
the median value of audit firm j's individual client-firms' EMaggr;.a5 All client-firm
attributes, besides STRUCTURE and TYPES, are computed as client-portfolio level medians.
STRUCTURE is defined as the average number of client-firms per client-portfolio having one
or more subsidiaries. As explained in section 3, TYPES is a measure for industry level
concentration ( using first-digit SIC codes) in an audit firm's client portfolio. The Herfindahl
index is used to compute TYPES, defined as the sum of the squares of each first-digit
industry's share in audit firm j's client portfolio. The following regression model is estimated,
with audit firm j as the unit of analysisab:

EMaggr~ - y~ f y~BS~ f y,LEV~ f y,GROWTH~ f yaROA~ t ySCYCLE~ f y6AGE~ (4.2)

f y,SIZE~ f yHSTRUCTURE~ f yyTYPES~ f e~

Table 3 reports the regression estimates from model (4.2). Table 3 is structured in the
same way as the cotresponding table 2, reporting regression estimates from model (4.1) with
the client-firm as the unit of analysis. I find that the coefficient with the BS dummy variable is
not statistically significantly different from zero wi[h the audit firm as the unit of analysis.
The t-statistic drops from ~.Ol in table 2(column 1) to -1.31 in table 3 when changing the
unit of analysis. A similar finding is documented using different sub-samples (reported in
columns III and V). As discussed in the previous section, this alleviates concerns about
aggregation bias. Also the ccefficient for CLIENTS (reported in columns II, N, and VI) is
insignificantly different from zero, suggesting that employing a continuous rather than a
discrete measure for audit fitm size dces not affec[ inferences. Obviously, the number of
observations decreases considerably when changing the unit of analysis from 4,172 client-
firm to 57 audit firm observations. Several tests in section 4.4, however, indicate that the
insignificant BS ccefficient in table 3 is not simply due to a loss in statistical power.
Regression diagnostics show no indications for model misspecification or multicollinearity.
With respect to the control variables, ROA is statistically significant, with the same
(expected) sign as documented from the analysis at the client-fitm level. The LEV variable is
statistically significantly positive for the full sample and the sample excluding the second-tier
audit firm observations. In the sample with the second-tier audit firms as a control group,
however, LEV is significantly negatively associated with audit quality at the audit fitm level.
In contrast to the estimates reported in table 2, CYCLE, STRUCTURE, and SIZE are not - or
not consistently over all three samples - statistically significantly different from zero.

as ~e robustness of the findings at the audit firm level documented in this section to alternative aggregate
measures is discussed in section 4.4.2.
~ Model 4.2 captures both demand- and suppfy-side effects of auditing. The discrete variable, B5, encapsulates
both potential demand-side effects and systematic differences in the audit production function (i.e., the suppty
side) between BS and non-BS audit firms. TYPES proxies for differences in economies of scale as a
consequence of systematic differences in industry specialization across audit firms. LEV proxies for the
propensity of reputation damage to the audit firm (Van der Meulen et al. (2007)).
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Table 3
Audit firm level analysis

The table reports OLS ccefficient estimates and r-statistics ( in parentheses). The reported ccefficients are standardized to convol for
difkrences in scales of the independent variables. Audit firm size is measured on the national level using [he number of clients serviced by
each audit firm in 1998 with tinancial statement data recorded in BF.L-Firsr. Columns f and II report regression estimates for the full sample.
Columns III and N report regression estimates for the sample of observations of Big Five audit finns' and the third-tier audit firrns' clients
(i.e., excluding client-firm observations fmm the ten largest audit firms jusl after the Big Five audit firms). Columns V and VI n;port
estimates for ihe sample of Big Five audit firms' and the second-tier audit firtns' clients (i.e., client-finn observations from the ten largest
audit firms just after the Big Five audit f~ms). ', ", and "' indicate statistical significance at the I09, S~k, and I~ic levels (two-sided),
respectively.

Unit of analysis: Audit firmj
Dependent variable: EMaggr

Sample Full Excluding Second-Tier Excluding Third-Tier

Model I 1[ III IV V VI

BS

CLIENTS

-0.1761 - -0.2181 - -0.3946 -
(-1.31) (-1.58) (-1.57)

- -0.1246 - -0.1688 - -0.3425
(-0.99) (-1.34) (-1.82)

Intercept Included Included [ncluded Included [ncluded Included

LEV; 0.3483~"' 0.3403'~" 0.4356~`~`" 0.4269'~" -0.5958'~` -0.6299~`~`
(2.79) (2.71) (3.52) (3.43) (-2.71) (-3.09)

GROWTH; -0.1586 -0.1542 -0.0946 -0.0857 0.2536 0.2428
(-1.21) (-1.17) (-0.70) (-0.63) (1.03) (1.06)

ROA; -0.3478~`~`~ -0.3593"~`~ -0.3907~`~`~` -0.4039~"~` -0.5332~` -0.5000'
(-2.70) (-2.78) (-3.02) (-3.11) (-2.25) (-2.24)

CYCLE; 0.0951 0.0978 0.1746 0.1809 -0.8647~" -0.8704~M
(0.73) (0.74) (1.32) (1.36) (-3.60) (-3.85)

AGE; 0.1301 0.1255 0.2069 0.2019 0.2016 0.2039
(1.01) (0.97) (1.59) (1.54) (0.79) (0.86)

S[ZE; 0.2276 0.1824 0.2301 0.1765 0.5084~` 0.3541
(1.67) (1.44) (1.67) (1.40) (2.05) (1.77)

STRUCTURE; -0.1926 -0.1870 -0.2401" -0.2316' -0.OS67 -0.0745
(-1.63) (-1.57) (-2.03) (-1.94) (-0.24) (-0.34)

TYPES; -0.1338 -0.1352 -0.2893x' -0.2837'~ 0.5998'" O.S586~`
(-1.04) (-1.04) (-2.19) (-2.13) (2.56) (2.53)

F-statistic 3.93"~` 3.79~"~` 5.16~"" 5.00"' 4.71' S.32~`[`
Adjusted-RZ 0.3202 0.3097 0.4490 0.4389 0.7043 0.7351
N S7 57 47 47 15 15

The Big Five ( BS) audit firtns are: Arthur Andersen, Deloitte 8c Touche, Emst á Young, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers. The number
of client-firms (CLB:NTS) is the number of companies serviced by each audit firtn in I998 with financial statement data recorded in BEL-
Firse EMaggr, is the median value computed at the audit firtn level of audi[ firtn j's client-firtn's rankings ( EMaggr,p) on the four measures,
EM I-EM4 (as dexribed in section 3). LEV is measured as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets at Ihe end of the fiscal year. GROWTH
is defined as the annual percentage change in revenue. Profitability is measured as return on assets ( ROA) defined as net income deflated by
lagged total assets. The length of the operating cycle in days (CYCL.E) is calculated as (yearly average accounts receivable)I(total
revenuel360) t(yearly average inventory)I(cost of goods soldl360). Cost of goods sold is computed as total revenue minus operating
income. AGE is the number of years since incorporation. Firtn size ( SrLE) is computed as the book value of assets at the end of the fiscal
year (in BEF thousands). All accounting variables are truncated at the 1 k level from below and 99~ from above. STRUCTURE is a discrete
variable equal to one for a client-firm having one or more subsidiaries, and zero otherwise. All clien[-portfolio attributes are computed as the
median values of client-firms' characteristics at the audit firtn level. TYPES is a measure for industry level concentration (using firstdigit
SIC codes) in an audit firm's client portfolio. The He~ndahl index is used to compu[e TYPES, defined as the sum of the squares of each
first-digit indus[ry's share in audit firtn j's cfien[ poRfolio.
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Finally, in the two sub-samples, TYPES is significantly negatively (positively) associated
with audit quality at the audit firm level with the third-tier (second-tier) audit firm
observations as a control group. The estimates reported for the respective two sub-samples in
table 3 also suggest that it is unlikely that the proxy variables for audit firm size (both discrete
and continuous) aze insignificant because of a smaller sample size.

Taken together, an insignificant ccefficient with the two variables proxying for audit firm
size is documented with the audit firm as the unit of analysis. This finding sharply contrasts to
findings documented in the previous section and in Becker et al. (1998) with the client-firm as
the unit of analysis. Even though a smaller number of units at the audit firm level can result in
a loss of statistical power, several client-portfolio characteristics are found to significantly
explain variance in audit quality across audit firms. In other words, with the audit firm as the
unit of analysis, client(-portfolio) effects rather than a systematic audit firm size effect appear
to account for variation in audit quality across audit firms. This explanation is further
examined in the following section.

3.4.3. Client-Firm Effects versus Audit Firm Effects

In this section I make five attempts to isolate client-firm effects from the audit firm size
effect on the variance in audit quality observed across audit firms. For this purpose several
statistical and econometric techniques are employed. First, I test for the presence of potential
client self-selection biases. These tests show evidence consistent with clients self-selecting
their auditors. Therefore, I perform two robustness checks to control for potential client self-
selection biases in the analyses. Second, I employ two econometric techniques (namely the
Hausman and Taylor (1981) procedure and a multilevel estimation procedure) that take into
account the fact that observations from client-firms are nested in audit firms. That is, when
grouping of data is present, observations within a group aze likely more similaz than would be
predicted on pooled data basis. I argue and show that controlling for nesting effects is
importan[ in [his study since, among other things, the OLS assumption of independence of
observations is likely violated in case of nested observations. Third, I examine whether the
Big Five effect is unconditional or conditional upon client-firm effects in analyses at the
client-firm level. This is important, since previous studies implicitly assume that the micro-
homogeneity condition (see section 2) is satisfied in practice. I show that this condition is
violated in the data.

Potential Client-Firm Self-Selection

Selecting an audit firm (type) is a choice. Several studies acknowledge that client-firms
aze not randomly allocated across audit firms (e.g., Copley et al. (1995), Hogan (1997),
Weber and Willenborg (2003), Chaney et al. (2004), and Khurana and Raman (2004)). If
larger audit firms attract client-firms that aze inherently of a higher quality (i.e., firms that
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differ systematically, for example in incentives andlor governance structures, from other firms

in the informativeness of their reported eatnings), then the outcome-based measure for audit
quality as used in this study consists of at least two components: one component reflecting
client-firm quality and the other component reflecting audit firm quality. If auditor choice is
correlated with a client-firm's unobserved heterogeneity, then auditor choice will be
endogenous and standard regression analysis will give inconsistent estimates of the

contribution of the audit firm to the client-firm's quality of reported earnings.
I analyze the data to examine whether there is evidence supporting the potential concern

for client-firms self-selecting larger audit firms based on a client-firm's earnings quality. For
this purpose, I assume that observations in the highest decile from above (i.e., 90qo) and in the
lowest decile from below (i.e., l0010) of the earnings quality distribution likely represent
inherently high and low quality client-firms, respectively. Notice, I maintain the hypothesis
that audit firms affect their client-firms' reporting behavior. I only restrict the expected impact
of the audit firm effect on a client-firm's eamings quality. It seems reasonable to assume that
the marginal audit firm effect on a high quality client-firm's earnings quality is smaller

compared to lower quality client-firms. At the same time, it also seems unlikely that auditors

urge on [o their clients to further reduce the quali[y of reported earnings. Putting a restriction
onto the audit firm effect on a client's earnings quality seems further justified by the rules of
audit materiality (ISA 320) and by auditor's costlbenefit considerations (i.e., basically
performing an audit that meets and not necessarily exceeds the legal requirements). For this

reason, I assume that the ex-post earnings quality of client-firms in the highest and lowest
deciles more likely (but not necessarily only) represents client-firm quality than audit firm
quality, ce[eris paribus, compared to other intermedia[e positions on the earnings quality
distribution. Since management is found trading-off expected costs and benefits from hiring a
large audit firm ( e.g., Hogan (1997) and Hollander (2007)), I expect that the problem of self-

selection is more pronounced for client-firms having an economic incentive to self-select a

large audit firm to signal its quality. The presence and magnitude of an economic incentive to
self-select a large audit firm is proxied by a client-firm's leverage ratio.4' A client-firm is
coded as a high ( low) levered firm if the leverage ratio is above (below) the median value.

I form portfolios based on client-firm size (a small [large] firm is from the lOqo [90qo]
decile), a client-firm's leverage ratio, and a client-firm's rank on EMaggr; ( a high [low]

quality earnings firm is from the IOqo [90qo] decile). For each portfolio, I calculate the

frequency of selecting a BS audit firm. I find (unreported) that 87~0 (5óqo) of high levered

large high (low) quality client-firms select a BS audit firm. For client-firms with smaller
economíc incentives to select a large audit firm, the difference in client-firm quality is found

to affect auditor choice to a lesser extent. For this group of firms, 77qo ( 89qo) of low

"' The sample firms in this study basically consist of small- and medium sized and predominantly privately
owned companies. Generally, private firms can efficiently communicate among stakeholders via private
information channels (e.g., Burgstahler er al. (2006)). When granting a loan and setting the loan conditions, bank
loan officers demand financial information from the borrowing firm. [ assume that an increasing leverage ratio
corresponds to an increasing demand for timely and reliable financial information, alI else equal.
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leveraged large high (low) quality client-firms select a BS audit firm. The results from this
frequency analysis may be affected by a relatively small number of observations for each
portfolio. For this reason, the analysis is also performed at the highest (i.e., 75qo) and lowest
quartile (i.e., 25qo) for client-fitm size and earnings quality. Although the magnitude of
frequencies differs from the previous analyses, inferences remain the same.

In sum, the frequency analysis suggests that client-firms self-select audit firm types. I
perform two robustness checks to deal with this potential self-selection problem in the
multivariate client-firm level analysis. First, I employ the self-selection correction model
developed in Heckman (1979). I use the regressors from regression model (4.1) to derive an
inverse mills ratio, and include this ratio as an additional explanatory variable into regression
model (4.1). This ratio is significantly negative at p ~ 0.05, indicating the presence of
endogeneity bias in the regression.48 However, controlling for endogeneity has little effect on
the estimated ccefficients. Second, I truncate observations from below at Iqo, Sqo, or lOqo and
from above at the corresponding 99qo, 95qo, or 90qo. Truncating the sample from below and
from above is based on the argument presented above: these observations are likely to
represent client-firm effects rather than audit firm effects. Under the normality assumption for
the whole population, the error terms in the truncated regression model have a truncated
normal distribution, which is a normal distribution that has been scaled upwazd so that the
distribution integrates to one over the restricted range. Inferences from analysis of model (4.1)
at the client-firm level remain materially unaffected from the truncated multivariate regression
analysis at the lolo (99qo) and Sqo (95qo). Truncating observations from below at IOqo and
from above at 90qo, however, shows that the BS dummy variable is no longer statistically
significant at conventional significance levels.

Hausman and Taylor (1981) Procedure

Correlated unobserved client-firm specific chazacteristics may affect inferences. In panel
data, time-invariant client-firm effects can be eliminated by transforming the data. Using the
fact that client-firms are nested in audit firms, I mean center (by a mean transformation
function Q) the left-hand side and all right-hand side variables (excluding the industry
controls) from model (4.1) at the audit firm level:

Q~EMaggr ~ - Q~X, ~l3 t Q~~, ~, (4.3)

where X; is a vector for client-firm i including the regressors from model (4.1). This

procedure basically controls for fixed audit firm effects, but leaves unobserved client-firm

'a To assess the accuracy of the first-stage cla.csification model, I use a 50 percent cut-off level (i.e., if the
probability of choosing a Big Five auditor is greater than 50 percent, then 1 assume management would make
that choice). Using this cut-off level, the classification model is accurate 58 percent of the time. For comparison,
Chaney er al. (2004) report an average accuracy of 68 percent. The usefulness of a Heckman (1979) two-step
procedure in an attempt to control for potential self-selection bias may be limited as it is sensitive to omitted
variables and violations of the assumption of normality.
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effects intact. Applying OLS to (4.3) provides a consistent estimator of Q, called ~3w~ . The

estimator, ~X'QXr~~X'Qy~, is known as the within groups or covariance estimator (Hsiao

(2003)). With this estimator, however, coefficients with audit firm level variables (e.g., the BS
dummy) are not identifiable. Hausman and Taylor ( 1981) consider the estimation of a two-

level variance components model using as a first step the within estimator from (4.3). To

estimate the ccefficients with audit firm level variables, note that-.

EMaSBr ~- X.~ ijwc - tS~ . (4.4)

In the second stage, S~ is regressed on the audit firm level variables, B5~ and TYPES~, with

u~ being a mean zero disturbance term. If both audit firm level variables are uncorrelated

with u~ , OLS is consistent. The fact that S~ is computed from the within-groups residuals

suggests that if ~3wL is not fully efficient, then the coefficients with B5~ and TYPES~ in the

second stage may not be fully efficient either. The OLS coefficients for B5~ and TYPES~ are

insignificantly different from zero at conventional significance levels. Regression diagnostics
show no indications for model misspecification or multicollinearity.

Multilevel Estimation Procedure

An alternative estimation procedure acknowledging nesting of observations is hierarchical

linear modeling (HLM). HLM is a procedure that can separate the client-firm and audit firm
effec[s on an outcome variable. Employing HLM is recommendable from different
perspectives. First, employing HLM prevents choosing the appropriate level of analysis (i.e.,
either at the client-firm or the audit firm level) a priori. Second, aggregating micro data to a
macro level suffers from a number of problems. For example, under aggregation fewer units

of analysis at the macro level replace a larger number of units of analysis at the lower level. In

addition, there is the risk of the ecological fallacy. That is, there is no necessary
correspondence between lower-level and higher-level variable relationships. Also,
aggregating variables generally implies a loss of information and, hence, a loss of statistical

power. HLM simultaneously models variables at different levels without necessary need to

disaggregate or aggregate. Thirdly, the ordinary least squares (OLS) assumption of

independence of observations is likely to be violated in case of nested observations. That is,
when grouping of data is present (i.e., client-firms nested in audit firms), observa[ions within
a group are often more similar than would be predicted on a pooled data basis.49 Employing
OLS all the same then can lead to spurious inferences.

a9 The Big Five audit firms present themselves in the media and through their websites as having firm-wide
operations organized along industry lines, standardized national training, advisory boazds to support auditors in
practice, and firm-wide audit methodologies (e.g., Ferguson er aL (2003)). Taken together, these conditions
make it possible for observations within a group to be more sinular. That is, it can be expected that the variance
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The complete within-audit firm model is specified as follows (in matrix notation):

EMaggr~ - Qjo } Qjk ~X ~k - X.jk ~t Ry ~ (4.5)

where EMaggr,.j is the average client-firm rank across the four earnings management metrics

for client-firm i with audit firm j, ~j„ is the mean EMaggr with audit firm j, X~k contains the

four statistically significant client-firm characteristics from model (4.1) (see table 2), LEV,
ROA, CYCLE, and SIZE ( but now as a natural logarithm), with X,jk representing the audit

firm level mean for client-firm characteristic k, with k - 1, ..., 4. R;j is the residual for client-

firm i with audit firmj. The corresponding between-audit firm model is:

~3jo - 8~~ fB,oBSj tBp~TYPEj -TYPE,~tUjo (4.6)

and for ~3jk :

~jk - BOk } BIk Bsj f e2k ~TYPEj -TYPE, ~

where Ujo is [he residual random effect associated with audit firm j. Two maximum

likelihood functions are common in multilevel estimation: full maximum likelihood and
restricted maximum likelihood. Following Maas and Hox (2004), I employ restricted
maximum likelihood since this procedure is always at least as good as full maximum
likelihood and sometimes better, especially in estimating variance components.so

From a random intercept only model, I find that the mean client-firm score for EMaggr;j is
0.3720 (with a robust standard error of 0.0035). The random effects estimate from this model
indicates the decomposition of the variance into client-firm level and audit firm level
components. The reported Chi-square statistic with this random effects estimate is 96.68 with
56 degrees of freedom (significant at p ~ 0.01). This information can be used to calculate the

in audit quality among client-firms for (each of) the Big Five audit firms is smaller compared to the variance in
audit quality among client-firms of the non-Big Five audit firms. Employing a one-sided group variance
comparison test shows Ihat indeed the variance in EMaggr; for all BS client-firms is significantly smaller at p ~
0.10. Comparing differences in variance for each individual BS audit firm's clients compared to all NBS audit
firms' clients shows that in 4 out of 5 cases the variance within individual BS audit firms is smaller than with all
NBS audit firms (with 2 out of 5 significantly smaller at p ~ 0.05 or better). The same analysis, but then with all
third-tier NBS audit firms (i.e., excluding the largest ten audit firms (with size of audit firm measured in terms of
number of clients) just after the BS) shows that in all cases the variance within BS audit firms is smaller (with 3
out of5 signíficantly smaller at p ~ 0.10 or better).
~ In the unbalanced case (i.e., when for example the sample sizes within classes are not equal) HLM relies on
large-sample theory (Raudenbush and Bryk (2002)). Since in practice the number of second-level units is
relatively small compared to the fust-level units, this large-sample theory is likely violated. Regression
diagnostics show that the residuals from the first-level regression do not seriously depart from the normal
distribution and that the assumption of normal distributed first-level residuals is tenable. Because the number of
units at the second-level is relatively small, standard errors are estimated employing non-pazametric
bootstrapped restricted iterative GLS with 100 replications. Finally, diagnostic tests identify two outlying
groups. Estimates from excluding these two units from the analysis does not materially affect inferences.
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intra-class correlation ccefficient, given by p- T„~, ~~za, f QZ ~ (Raudenbush and Bryk

(2002)). This correlation ccefficient measures the proportion of variance in EMaggr;~ that is
attributable to differences across audit firms at the audit firm level. Wíth this random intercept
only model, the intra-class correlation coefficient equals 0.0891, suggesting that only about 9
percent of the variance in EMaggr;~ is due to differences between audit firms at the audit firm

IeveL This finding suggests that EMaggr;~ varies little across audit firms.51 The estimates for

the combined model of (4.5) and (4.6) show ( not reported in a table) that the main effect for
BS is insignificantly different from zero at conventional significance levels. A likelihood ratio
test comparing the deviance statistic of this combined model with a restricted model ( i.e., the

random intercept only model) shows that including disaggregate and aggrega[ed client-firm

attributes at the client-firm and audit firm level, respectively, con[ributes significantly to the
explanation of variation in the outcome variable EMaggr;~ ( with a Chi-square statistic of
418.73 and 14 degrees of freedom, significant at p ~ 0.01). The proportion of total variance

that can be explained at the audit firm level is a modest 4~0. The interaction effect between BS

with ~CYCLE~ -CYCLE,~ ~ and ~SIZE,~ - SIZE,~ ~, respectively, is insignificantly different

from zero at conventional significance levels. However, the interaction effects between BS

with ~LEV - LEV,~ ~ is statistically negative at p ~ 0.01 and between BS with

~ROA;~ - ROA,~ ~ significantiy positive at p ~ 0.05. The interactive relationship between audit

firm size and a client-firm's leverage ratio is further examined in the next section.

Unconditional or Conditional BS Effect?

In this section I further investigate the interactive relationship between audit firm size and

a client-firm's leverage ratio as documented in the previous section. The literature has
documented that the quality of repoRed earnings is determined, amongst other things, by a
client's economic incentives to manage earnings (e.g., Teoh et al. (1998a), Teoh et al.

(1998b)). Previous studies examining the effect of audit firm size on audit quality, have

implicitly assumed an unconditional Big Five effect (constant across the different BS audit

firms and with all clients). Results discussed in this study suggest that the BS effect is to some

extent dependent on certain client-firm characteristics. This is an important result since the
use of aggregated data to explain individual firm behavior implies the assumption that the

hypothesized relationship between the economic variables in question is homogeneous across

all individual firms (the micro-homogeneity condition, see section 2). Violatíon of this

assumption can severely affect inferences in regression analysis (e.g., Garrett (2003)).

51 A formal test for homogeneity of client-firm level vaziance shows that the null hypothesis is to be rejected at p
~ 0.01. The sandwich (Huber-White) estimator also controls for clustering of observations at the audit firm level.
Using this alternative estimation procedure, the r-statistic with the BS coefficient in model (4.1) for the full
sample drops by a factor of 1.6 from 4.01 to 2.44. For the sub-sample with observations from second-tier audit
firms as a control group, the t-statistic drops from 2.73 to 1.99, with the BS dummy variable being significantly
different from zero at p t 0.10 instead of p ~ 0.01.
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I perform portfolio-level tests to determine whether the micro-homogeneity condition is
satisfied in the data. An advantage of portfolio-level tests is that grouping observations into
portfolios mitigates the effects of ineasurement error. A disadvantage is that this grouping
results in a loss of information. To conduct the portfolio-level analysis I group observations
into two types of portfolios: LEV and LEV(t). In case of the first type, LEV, I categorize the
4,172 client-firm observations based on a client-firm's leverage ratio and being or not being a
client of a Big Five audit firm. The leverage ratio is computed as the ratio of total liabilities to
total assets at the end of the fiscal year. Although scaling by total assets controls for
differences in firm size across observations, I also form an alternative set of portfolios,
LEV(f). With LEV(t) observations are grouped based on the interaction between a client-
firm's leverage ratio and client-firm size. Table 4 reports average and median values for
EMaggr; for both types of portfolios ( with values for the LEV(f) type portfolios reported in
parentheses).SZ Differences in means (median values) between clients of BS and NBS audit
firms are tested using a simple t-test (z-test).

A number of observations are worth mentioning from the results reported in table 4. First,
clients of non-Big Five audit firms show a trend of increasing scores on EMaggr; for
portfolios above 5(both type LEV and type LEV(t)). The median score for EMaggr; with
portfolio 5(1) is 0.321 ( 0.349) compared to 0.433 with portfolio 10. This finding suggests
that client-firms with higher incentives to manage earnings do so increasingly. Access to
capital and the financing conditions depend on the extent of agency costs and asymmetric
information (e.g., Titman and Wessels ( 1988), Rajan and Zingales ( 1995)). Therefore, high
levered firms have higher incentives to manage earnings to meet current debt covenants and
to facili[ate future financing applications andlor to communicate private information to
outsiders (e.g., Hatris et al. (1994)). Furthermore, Burgstahler et al. (2006) argue that fear of
creditor interference with highly levered private firms and the subsequent loss of private
control benefits can also create incentives to obfuscate true firm performance. The observed
trend of decreasing earnings quality with higher leverage ratios for NBS client-firms is less
obvious for clients of BS audit firms. Second, unexpectedly, clients of BS audit firms in
portfolio 1 (with portfolio type LEV only) are found to report eamings of lower quality
compared to clients of NBS audit firms. The difference is statistically significant at p ~ 0.10.
It should be noticed, however, that after controlling for client-firm size, clients of BS and NBS
audit firms do not differ statistically with portfolio 1. Third, portfolios consisting of highly
levered firms likely represent firms with a high(er) financial distress risk. The results reported
in table 4 are consistent with audit firms trading off costs (e.g., reputation loss in case of
litigation) and benefits ( e.g., more efficient audits) when planning and performing an audit.

Sz Ballas and Hevas (2005) and Barth er al. (1999), Barth et al. (2002)) show that heterogeneity across industries
strongly influences accounting properties, both cross-sectionally and in time-series analysis. At the same time,
companies in industry secton that produce durable goods are likely to use less debt (Titman (1984)). To rule out
the alternative explanation that observations are grouped into portfolio deciles based on different industry
sectors, I computed the mean leverage ratios for the first-digit SIC codes. The mean leverage ratios vary from
0.59 to 0.67. A formal r-test (with the hypothesized mean set at the sample median value of 0.65) shows that the
null hypothesis of equality of ineans cannot be rejected at conventional significance levels.
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For the LEV(t) type portfolios, I find that the BS effect on a client-firm's earnings quality is
insignificant with portfolios below 5, strongest with portfolio 7, and subsides to an
insignificant effect with portfolio 10.53 With an increase in financial distress risk, the costs of
reputation loss in case of auditor litiga[ion aze likely to offset the benefits of performing a
marginal audit. Hence, both BS and NBS audit firms have economic incentives to perform a
high quality audit. These incentives increase in the client-firm's leverage ratio. This result is
consistent with Gaver and Paterson (2007) documenting an insignificant (significant) audit
firm size effect among financially "secure" ("weak") insurance companies.

3.5. Robustness and Specification Tests

3.5.1. Sample Size Effect

One drawback of the client-portfolio analysis is that a relatively small number of units at
the aggregate level replaces a larger number of units at the base level, possibly resulting in a
loss of statistical power. Two types of tests are performed to alleviate concerns related to
potential sample size effects: computing bootstrapped standard errors and analyzing audit
fitm size effects at an alternative level of analysis, the audit firm-industry level.

I compute bootstrapped standard errors in three different ways. First, I perform a non-
parametric bootstrapped regression (with replacement) of size N- 57 from the audit firm
sample of 57 observations with 1.000 replications. Inferences are found unchanged from those
based on the normal t-statistics. Second, in a similar vein, a non-parametric bootstrapped
regression (with replacement) of size N- 57 from the client firm sample of 4,172
observations with 100 replications is estimated. From this analysis, all explanatory variables
(including the BS dummy, except for one industry dummy variable) are insignificantly
different from zero. The fact that table 3 reports significant coefficients with a number of
client-portfolio characteristics suggests that an insignificant ccefficients with the audit firm
size proxy variables is likely not caused by a small sample size. Third, a more refined
bootstrap procedure is employed. With 100 replications, one client-firm observation is
randomly drawn from the client firnz sample of 4,172 observations for each of the 57 audit
firms. After estimating regression model (4.2) with each of these 100 sets (in total (57 times
100) 5,700 observations), average values for the ccefficients and standard errors are
computed. As with the previous analysis, all variables show statistically insignificant
ccefficients.

The second type of analysis performed to test for sample size effects is analyzing audit
firm size effects at the audit firm-industry level by defining a unit of analysis within each
audit firm on the industry-level using first-digit SIC codes. That is, I calculate scores by audit
firm and industry, effectively resulting in 389 audit firm-industry observations.

53 Further analysis (not reported in a table}, constructing ten portfolios based on client-firm size only, shows tha[
the BS effect is statistically significan! at p ~ 0.05 or better with portfolios 5 and 7 only. This pattern differs
considerably from that reported in table 4 for both the LEV and LEV(f) type portfolios.
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Table 5
Audit fitTn-industry level analysis

The table reports OLS ecefficient estimates and r-statistics (in parentheses). The reported ecefficient.e are standardized [o control for
differences in scales of the independen[ variables. Audi[ firm size is measured on the national level using the number of clients serviced by
each audit firtn in 1998 with financial statement data recorded ín [Jb'L-Firrr. Columns 1 and 11 report regression estimates for the full sample.
Columns III and N repott regression estimates for the sample of observations of Big Five audi[ firms' and Ihe third-tier audit firtns' clients
(i.e., excluding client-firm observations from the ten largest audit firms jus[ after the Big Five audit firms). Columns V and VI report
es[imates for the sample of Big Five audit firms' and the second-tíer audit fums clients (i.e., client-finn observations from the [en largest
audit firms jus[ after the Big Five audit firtnsl. '. ", and "" indicate statistical significance at the IOrk, 5`k, and 1 k Ievels (two-sided),
respectively.

Unit of analysis: [ndustry k (consisting ofclient-firms i-[1, ..., n~A ] of audit firm j)

Dependent variable: EMaggr;k

Sample Full Excluding Second-Tier Excluding Third-Tier

Model I II III [V V VI

BS

CLIENTS

-0.0372 - -0.0332 - -0.0365 -
(-0.81) (- L06) (-0.47)

- -0.0430 - -0.0443 - -0.0660
(-0.93) (-1.33) (- 0.88)

LEV;r 0.0997~`~` 0.0989~`~` 0.1307' 0.1301~` -0.2369~~` -0.2375~`~`
(2.06) (2.04) (1.89) (1.88) (-2.44) (-2.46)

GROWTH;k 0.0602 0.0600 0.0515 0.0517 -0.0654 -0.0711
(1.27) (1.27) (0.69) (0.69) (-0.51) (-0.56)

ROA;r -0.4024"~~` -0.4027'~`~` -0.3908"~ -0.3913s`~`~` -0.5518""~ -0.5506"'
(-8.23) (-8.24) (-6.22) (-6.22) (-5.74) (-5.74)

CYCLE;k 0.0264 0.0261 0.0403 0.0396 -0.0654 -0.0691
(0.55) (0.54) (0.58) (0.57) (-0.51) (-0.54)

AGE;~ -0.0991~~ -0.0992~~` -0.1127 -O.I133 0.0375 0.0351
(-2.07) (-2.03) (-1.44) (-1.45) (0.42) (0.39)

SIZE;k -0.0009 -0.0028 0.0107 0.0096 -0.0578 -0.0613
(-0.02) (-0.06) (0.22) (0.19) (-0.62) (-0.68)

STRUCTURE)k 0.1264~`~`" 0.1246'~~` 0.1220" 0.1201~~` 0.1037 0.1034
(2.71) (2.66) (2.34) (2.30) (1.12) (1.12)

Intercept [ncluded Included Included Included Included Included
Industry controls Induded Included Included Included Included Included

F-statlstiC 7.70~"~` 7.72~~`" 5.00~~`~` 5.08"' 4.98~`~`~` 5.04~~~
Adjusted-RZ 0.2164 0.2169 0.2152 0.2161 0.3486 0.3521
N 389 389 311 311 120 120

The Big Five (BS) audit firms are: Anhur Andersen, Deloine 8c Touche. Ems[ 8c Young, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers. The number
of client-firms (CLIE?vTS) is the number of companies serviced by each audit finn in I998 with financíal statement data recorded in 8EL-
Firsr. EMaggrrt is the median computed at the audi[ fum-industry level (using firstàigit SIC codes) of client-firm's rankings (EMaggr,~) on
the four measures, EM I-EM4 (as described in section 3). LEV is measured as the ratio of total liabilities to to[al assets at the end of the fiscal
year. GROWTIi is defined as the annual percentage change in revenue. Profitability is measured as retum on assets (ROA) defined as net
income deflated by lagged total assets. The kngth of the operating cycle in days (CYCLE) is cakulated as (yearly average accounts
receivable)I(total revenuel360) t(yearly average inventory)I(cost of goods soldl360). Cost of goods sokl is computed as total revenue minus
operating income. AGE is the number of years since incorporation. Firm size (SIZE) is computed as the book value of assets at the end of the
fiscal year (in BEF thousands). All accounting vaziables are truncated at the I~k level fmm below and 99~ from above. STRUCTURE is a
discrete variable equal to one for a client-fum having one or more subsidiaries, and zeto otherwise. All client-ponfoho attributes are
computed as [he median values of client-firtns' characteristics at the industry level (using fust-0igit SIC codes) per audi[ firm. [ndustry
controls are based on first-0igit SIC codes.
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This number deviates from the theoretical possible number of audit firm-industry
observations (namely 57 audit firms x 9 industry classes) since smaller audit firms do not
necessarily service clients in all possible industry codes. Table 5 reports the results.
Inferences with respect to the variables BS and CLTENTS proxying for audit firm size effects
are materially unaffected. In fact, increasing the sample size from 57 to 389 for the full
sample leads to even smaller t-statistics for both variables compared to the analysis performed
at the audit firm level.

Taken together, these robustness checks suggest it is unlikely that a relatively small
sample size at the audit firm level causes the insignificant findings with the (discrete and
continuous) variables proxying for audit firm size.

3.5.2. Alternative Measures for Earnings Quality

To study whether larger audit firms differ in the quality of their clients' earnings on other
dimensions of eamings quality, three additional measures as employed in Burgstahler et al.
(2006) aze used as an alternative set of earnings management scores. EMS is a measure of
eaznings variability, calculated as the client-firm level variances of changes in annual net
income (scaled by changes in cash flow from operations and multiplied by minus one). EM6
is the ratio of the variance of absolute changes in operating income to the variance of absolute
changes in cash flow from operations (multiplied by minus one). EM7 is the absolute value of
discretionary accruals derived from a cross-sectional Modified Jones model including scaled
cash flow from operations as an additional control variable as a means to control for
differences in firm performance (DeFond and Subramanyam (1998), Kothari et al. (2005)).
Computations are made sepazately for each industry using two-digit SIC codes and auditor
type categorizing firms into Big Five and non-Big Five clients. Observations with zero
changes in and zero annual revenue aze excluded. All accounting variables are winsorized at
1 qo and 99qo to control for outliers. The three additional measures EMS-EM7 aze combined
into an alternative set of eamings management scores, EMaltn. The combined aggregate
earnings management score, EMcomb, is constructed by combining the two aggregate
earnings management scores EMaggr and EMaltn. All earnings management scores are
calculated as percentage ranks and constructed such that higher values imply higher levels of
earnings management. The Spearman correlation coefficient (not reported in a table) between
EMaggr and EMaltn (EMcomb), all computed at the audit firm level by taking median values,
is insignificantly different from zero (0.4591, p c 0.01). This suggests that the three
alternative earnings management scores, EMS-EM7 (included in EMaltn), capture somewhat
different dimensions of earnings quality than EMI-EM4 (included ín EMaggr).

Table 6 reports the estimates for the BS dummy variable using different measures for
earnings quality with the audit firm as the unit of analysis (AF), the audit firm-industry level
(An, and the client-firm as the unít of analysis (CF). The number of observations used at the
client-firm level is smaller compared to previous analyses.
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Table 6
Alternative measures for earnings quality

The table reports OIS ccefficient estima[es and r-statistics in parenthexs. The reponed ccefficíencs are standardized to control for
differences in xales of the independent variables. CF stands for client-firm level analysis. A1 stands for analysis at the audit rirm-indusiry
level (based on first-0igit SIC codes). Finally, AF stands for audit firm level analysis. The Big Five audit firms an:: Arthur Andersen,
Deloit[e á Touche. Emst 8c Young, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers. EMaggr,~ (EMalm,~,~ is the average rank at the client-firm level
across all four meawres, EMI-EM4 (the three addiuonal measures, EMS-EM7). EMI-EM7 are dexribed in section 3 and 4. AF level
variables are computed as the median values of client-firtns' characteristics and eamings management xores in audit firtn j's client-portfolio.
A1 level variables are computed as the median values of client-fums' characteristics and eamings management scores at the industry level
(using first-digit SIC codes) per audit firm. The combined aggregate eamings management xom, EMcomb.,~, is constructed by combining
the two aggregate eamings management xores EMaggr,~r and EMalm,~.

Dependent variable EMaggr;~ EMaltn;~ EMaltn;~ EMalm; EMcomb;it EMcomb~ EMcomb;

Unit of analysis CF CF AI AF CF AI AF

BS -0.05957i 0.0065 0.0104 -0.0281 -0.0266' -o.O180 - 0.1161
(-3.81) (0.41) ( 0.21) (-0.29) ( -1.66) (-0.37) (-1.14)

Intercept [ncluded Incfuded Included Included Included Included Included
Control variables Included [ncluded Included Included Included Included Included

P'-statistic 28.83 13.74 2.72 1.43 15.69 3.85 0.90
(p-value) (~0.01) (~O.OI) (~0.01) (N.S.) (~0.01) (~0.01) (N.S.)
Adjusted-RZ 0.1042 0.0398 0.0644 0.0524 0.0542 0.1024 0.0804
N 3,845 3,845 376 57 3,845 376 57

, and t! indicate statistical significance at the IO~k, S~k, and 1~k levels (two-sided), respec[ively.

The number of observations drops from 4,172 to 3,845. This is because of the more

demanding data requirements to compute EM7. Table 6 replicates the findings reported in

table 2 with EMaggr;jk as the outcome-variable, but with a smaller number of observations.
With the client-firm as the unit of analysis, I find that the BS variable is significantly
negatively associated with EMaggr;jk (at p ~ 0.01) and EMcomb;jk (at p ~ O.10) as the
dependent variable. No significant BS effect is documented with EMaltn;~k as the dependent
variable, however. This latter finding is consistent with previous studies into accruals

management with Belgian firms. For example, review by Vander Bauwhede and Willekens

(2004) shows that audit finn size is not related to the level of accruals management by
privately held Belgian companies. With the audit firm and the audit firm-industry as the units
of analysis, in all cases the BS dummy variable is insignificantly different from zero at

conventional significance levels.

3.5.3. Tax Incentives

In this section I analyse the effect of tax accounting on reported eamings numbers. Ball et
aL (2000) hypothesizes that in countries (for example, Belgium) with a link between financial

and tax accounting, tax incentives can play an important role in firms' reporting behaviour.

Following Vander Bauwhede and Willekens (2004), I proxy for a client-firm's tax incentives

to manage earnings using a dummy variable TAX equal to 1 in case a firm paid taxes in the
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prior year (i.e., no tax-loss carry-forwards), and 0 otherwise. Because of missing observations
for the prior year, the number of client-firtn observations decreases to 3,101. With the client-
firm as the unit of analysis, the BS ccefficient is statistically significantly negative at p ~ 0.05.
The TAX variable is significandy positively associated with the dependent variable (with a
White ( 1980) corrected t-statistic of 3.68). This finding is consistent with management
adjusting the earnings number for tax reasons. With the audit firm as the unit of analysis,
inferences remain unaffected from those reported in table 3. After aggregating the TAX
variable at the audit firm level (by taking median values), the coefficient is insignificantly
different from zero at conventional significance levels.

3.6. Conclusion

With few exceptions, previous studies examine the effect of audit firm size on audit
quality with the client-firm as the unit of analysis. The general framework employed for this
type of study is a multivariate regression model with a proxy for audit quality regressed on a
number of client-firm attributes including a BS dummy variable proxying for audit firm size.
Theoreticians show that inferences with respect to the BS effect made at the client-firm level
equal those at the audit firm level only under a set of restrictive conditions. I observe that
these conditions are not satisfied in practice. In contrast to multivariate analyses with the
client-firm as the unit of analysis, no systematic difference in audit quality across audit firm
size is documented with the audit firm as the unit of analysis. This result is robust to several
sensitivity analyses, including different outcome-based variables proxying for audit quality
and tests alleviating concerns about sample size effects and potential aggregation biases. This
result of an insignificant audit firm size effect analysed at a higher level of analysis is
consistent with findings documented in recent studies (Burgstahler et al. (2006) and Chaney
et al. (2006)). In contrast to the insignificant BS effect, client-portfolio characteristics are
found to significantly explain variance in audit quality at the audit firm level. In this study
several attempts are made to isolate client-firm effects from audit firm effects. Analyses
suggest that client-firm effects account for the observed audit firm size effect in analyses with
the client-firm as the unit of analysis. The conclusion from this study is that inferences made
at the client-firm level do not necessarily equal those at the audit firm level. That is, drawing
inferences at the audit firm level from analyses performed at lower level of client-firms can be
inaccurate.

While the results are robust to several specification and robustness checks, different
estimation procedures, and alternative outcome-based dependent variables, the results are
subject to at least two caveats. First, the interpretation of the results critically relies upon the
assumption of a sufficiently large enough sample size with the audit firm as the unit of
analysis. A number of robustness checks indicate that the small sample size effect presumably
dces not drive the insignificant findings with the audit firm size proxy variables at the audit
firm level. Second, all possible action is taken to compute both the dependent and the
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independent variables at the audit firm and the client-firm level in the same manner. Possible

aggregation error at the audit firm level, however, cannot completely be ruled out.
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Chapter 4

Commitment to NYSE Standards by Former NASDAQ Firms

4.1. Introduction

Information differences across investors (or groups of investors) in capital mazkets and the

economic consequences thereof have been studied extensively (see Healy and Palepu (2001)
for an overview). Disclosure studies assume that, even in an efficient capital market,

managers have superior information to outside investors. Under certain conditions, managers

have incentives to commit to increased levels of disclosure, thereby potentially reducing the
firm's cost of extemal financing. Merton (1987) provides a theoretical model explaining why
firms would seek increased visibility or investor recognition through choice of exchange
listing. Merton (1987) finds that, all else equal, an increase in a firm's size of investor base

lowers investors' expected retums, leading to a lower cost of equity capital. Dye and Sridhar

(1995) examines how one firm's propensity to disclose information changes through other

firms' disclosure policies. Their model predicts that each firm selects a disclosure policy that
maximizes its expected price while taking into account that other firms behave similarly. This
study examines the consequences of commitment to the NYSE disclosure standards on former

NASDAQ firms' information environments.5~ As former NASDAQ firms change their

reference group from NASDAQ firms to firms with a NYSE listing, I expect switching firms

to provide more disclosure to align with the new status of being a NYSE firm. After all, the
new status provokes providing more timely disclosures (e.g., Frost and Pownall (1994)),
frequent forwazd-looking earnings information (e.g., Frieder and Suk (2007)), and reporting

higher quality accounting earnings (e.g., FEI (2001)). I expect to observe an economically and

statistically significant turn in former NASDAQ firms' disclosure practices surrounding the

switch to the NYSE since improving firm visibility is the most cited argument in press

releases motivating the switch. In attracting investors to a firm's stock, management can

initiate an investor relations program in order to provide investors with more (useful,

voluntary) disclosure and attract analyst and media following (e.g., Bushee and Miller

(2006)). Using chazacteristics of analyst forecasts to proxy for a firm's information

environment, I find that former NASDAQ firms switching to the NYSE have greater analyst

~ My notion of information environment is equivalent to that in Bushman et al. (2004) and [.ang et at. (2003),
covering the effects of corporate reporting, private information acquisition, and information dissemination.
Occasionally, 1 use the term exchange effect in the paper. Consisten[ with Grant (1980) and Atiase (1987),
among others, 1 define exchange e~`ect as the change in a fum's information environment caused by this firm
changing from one stock exchange to another.
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coverage and increased forecast accuracy. Simultaneity analysis shows that increasing
forecast accuracy is not caused by a larger number of analysts following the firm but rather by
a change in a firm's disclosure practice. This turn in former NASDAQ finns' disclosure
policies occurs within a relatively short event window around the decision to commit to the
NYSE standazds. Consistent with major market reforms having taken place over the years, I
find that this commitment effect on former NASDAQ firms' informa[ion environments is not
persistent, however. This finding is consistent with recent studies suggesting that the
reputational role of a NYSE listing has diminished over time because of the rise of effective
information intermediaries providing signals about the quality of listed firms. The exchange
effect on a firm's disclosure practice is first documented in Grant (1980) using stock mazket
data from the late 1960s. Grant (1980) builds on the absence of interim information available
to NASDAQ investors to explain cross-sectional differences in information environments
between NASDAQ and NYSE firms. The results in this study are not consistent with this
explanation. The amount of available interim information before and after the switch to the
NYSE is not different. The results support the conclusion that former NASDAQ firms commit
to the disclosure standards on the NYSE and adapt their disclosure policies accordingly.
Using Tobin's Q as a measure of firm value, I find that a better information environment is
associated with higher mazket valuations.

Recent studies document that cross listing on U.S. stock exchanges by non-U.S. firms
improves these firms' information environments and show that this is positively related to
firm value (e.g., Lang et al. (2003), Bailey et al. (2006)). There is little empirical evidence,
however, on differences in information environments for firms changing trading location from
one national U.S. stock exchange to another. One potential explanation for this void in the
literature is that the bonding argument for these firms seems a priori less warranted. The
observed change in cross-lis[ing firms' information environments is explained by the bonding
argument. Cross-listed non-U.S. firms subject themselves to increased enforcement by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), a more demanding litigation environmen[, and a
different set of accounting principles, the U.S. GAAP. Obviously, none of these change for
firms that were previously listed on one national U.S. stock exchange before switching to
another. Previous studies show cross-sectional evidence consistent with the existence of
different information environments across NASDAQ and NYSE firms (e.g., Frost and
Pownall (1994), Barclay (1997), Dawkins and Bamber (1998), Verrecchia and Weber
(2006)). A surprisingly small number of studies have directly examined differences in
information environments because of differential disclosure policies of firms across the two
national U.S. stock exchanges. In addition, the evidence documented in the studies on the
existence of such exchange effect is mixed (Grant (1980), Atiase (1987), and Cheon et al.
(2001)).

Information differences across the two national U.S. stock exchanges aze of interest to
investors and of concern to securities regulators. For example, the SEC recently enacted
Regulation Fair Disclosure because the Commission has become "increasingly concerned
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about the selective disclosure of material infotTrtation by issuers" (SEC (2000)). Investors are
also concerned with differences in information available to them across the two U.S. stock
exchanges. Verrecchia and Weber (2006), for example, documents evidence consistent with
NASDAQ firtns experiencing more adverse selection compared to NYSE firms because of
differences in firms' disclosure choices. Major market reforms at the NASDAQ since the
discovery of the exchange effect breathe new life into the debate on the (non-)existence of this
exchange effect. Stoll and Schenzler (2006), for example, find that the level of information
asymmetry (proxied by quoted and effective spreads) on NASDAQ, in sharp contrast to the
NYSE, fell dramatically by more than eighty percent over the period 1993 to 2001. Market-

wide reforms, unlike market reforms at the NASDAQ, like the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, stimulate both NASDAQ and NYSE firms to provide more corporate
disclosure (e.g., Johnson et al. (2001)). Given the public interest, the mixed empirical
evidence concerning the (non-)existence of the exchange effect and its persistence over time
consti[ute the motivation for this paper.

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, instead of employing a
random selection procedure (e.g., Grant (1980)) or a pair matching procedure (e.g., Cheon et
al. (2001)) I study former NASDAQ firms over time. That is, I examine firms that were
originally listed on NASDAQ and subsequently changed to the NYSE. I perform cross-
sectional time-series analysis to study changes in these former NASDAQ firms' information
environments surrounding the switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE. This means that I use a
firm's own information history as a control mechanism. I study firms switching in this
direction, since, as to my knowledge, there has been only one firm, Aeroflex Inc., in the
history of the NYSE that changed its listing from the NYSE to NASDAQ (Kalay and
Portniaguina (2001)).ss

Second, I study a specific part of a firm's information environment different from that
examined in previous related studies, namely information gathered and sorted out by sell-side
financial analys[s. Grant (1980), Atiase (1987), and Cheon et al. (2001) use investors as the
unit of analysis. Several alternative explanations to their findings exist, however. For
example, one alternative explanation for the observed difference in investor behaviour across

the two national U.S. stock markets is that there are fundamental differences in the

characteristics of firms (not necessarily captured by firm size) and in investors that trade on
NASDAQ versus the NYSE (e.g., Shores (1990)). Anecdotal evidence suggests that
NASDAQ and the NYSE are said to have different objective firms and investors. For
example, the NYSE authorities claim that their stringent listing requirements unambiguously
signal the quality of inember stocks; NASDAQ, on the other hand, promotes itself as the

market for stocks with the greatest growth potential (see Rao et al. (2000) for some

references). In addition, NASDAQ and the NYSE are known to represent very different

approaches to market making which ultimately affects investor behaviour (Schwartz (1991),

55 tn recent periods, more firms start to change from the NYSE to NASDAQ (e.g., Charles Schwab, Cadence
Design, Nashua, Sears Holdings, Tasry~Kake, and E'Trade).
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Biais (1993)). I use characteristics of analyst forecasts as a proxy for a firm's information
environment (Healy et al. (1999), Lang et al. (2003)). Although changes in the nature of a
firm ancUor in investors management wishes to attract are likely to explain why firms switch
from a NASDAQ to a NYSE listing, financial sell-side analysts' behaviour is arguably less
affected by systematic differences in market making between NASDAQ and the NYSE. In
particular, I focus on two measures: the number of analysts following a firm and the accuracy
of analyst forecasts. Lang and Lundholm (1996) show that fitms with more infot~native
disclosure policies have a larger analyst following and more accurate analyst earnings
forecasts. In the U.S., analysts play a key role in promoting efficient mazket pricing by
gathering available information and sorting this information out to the benefit of investors.5ó
Womack (1996) and Barber et al. (2001) show that sell-side financial analysts' estimates
impact investor behaviour. Documenting an exchange effect in this study with financial sell-
side analysts as the unit of analysis casts some new light on this issue in previous related
studies focusing on investor behaviour. Changing trading location from NASDAQ to the
NYSE should be related to analyst following for several reasons. First, to the extent that
swi[ching increases the quantity andlor quality of information available to the market, either
because of explicit disclosure requirements or implicit pressure to provide additional
information voluntarily to investors and analysts, it should reduce the cost of following a firm.
This could lead to a change (increasing [decreasing] from a supply [demand] perspective) in
analyst coverage for fortner NASDAQ firms switching to the NYSE. Second, Kadlec and
McConnell (1994) provide support for investor recognition as a source of value for changing
exchange listing from NASDAQ to the NYSE. A change in investor base could be associated
with increased analyst coverage because analysts are found to more likely focus on firms that
investors find interesting. These arguments suggest that a fitm's disclosures and the
information produced by analysts complement rather than substitute each other. Frankel et al.
(2006) argue that analysts can simply repackage available information and, hence, do not
necessarily enrich the information set to investors. Furthermore, other analysts and corporate
disclosure can serve as partial substitutes. Frankel et al. (2006) show, however, that the
infotmativeness of analyst research and of financial statements are complements rather than
substitutes.

Third, another important issue that is examined in this study is the persistence of this
exchange effect over time. The exchange effect was first documented in Grant (1980) using
observations from the late 1960s. Several studies suggest that the reputational role of a NYSE
listing has diminished over time because of the rise of effective information intermediaries
providing signals about the quality of listed firms. In addition, technological progress has
driven down the costs of gathering value relevant infotmation about listed firms, reducing the
need and the demand for certification of firm quality through the choice of exchange listing

~ The SEC has expressly recognized that "[t]he value to the entire market of [analysts'] efforts cannot be
gainsaid; market efficiency in pricing is significandy enhanced by [their] initiatives to ferret out and analyze
information, and thus the analyst's work redounds to the benefit of all investors" (cited from Dirks v. SEC, 463
U.S. 646 (1983)).
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(e.g., D'Avolio et al. (2001) and Macey and O'Hara (2002)).s~ Together with recent major
market reforms (e.g., the merger between NASDAQ and AMEX, and NASDAQ's application
to register as a National Security Exchange under Section 6 of the 1934 Securities Exchange
Act), these changes motivate to study the persistence of the exchange effect over time.

I document several empirical findings on the relation between a NYSE listing for former
NASDAQ firms and a firm's information environment. First, employing cross-sectional time-
series analysis I find that former NASDAQ firms' information environments improve
significantly over a short event window with these firms committing to the stricter NYSE

standards. This result is found robust to several sensitivity and specification checks, and two
alternative explanations: analyst learning over time (Mikhail et aL (1997)) and the capital
markets transaction hypothesis (Myers and Majluf (1984)). The results aze not consistent,
however, with the explanation of structural differences in interim information available across
NASDAQ and NYSE firms as provided in Grant (1980) and Atiase (1987). Second,
simultaneity analysis indicates that the observed exchange effect is likely caused by a change
in a firm's disclosure practice rather than by information evolving from a larger number of
analysts following this firm. Finally, this effect on former NASDAQ firms' information
environments, however, has decreased because of the narrowed differences between the
NYSE and NASDAQ over time.

This study proceeds as follows. In the following section, I uncover some of the potential
sources for the observed NYSE listing effect. In section 3, I present the empirical measure of
a firm's information environment. The sample selection procedure and data description are
discussed in section 4. Empirical results and several sensitivity and specification checks aze
presented in section 5. In this section, I also discuss and examine two alternative explanations
for the findings documented. Finally, section 6 concludes.

4.2. Sources for the NYSE Listing Effect

Although information environments are found to change for foreign firms changing
exchange listing to the U.S. ( e.g., Lang et al. (2003)), the sources of these exchange effects
aze not obvious (Leuz (2003)). This also concerns the former NASDAQ firms that I examine
in this study. After all, these former NASDAQ firms subjected themselves to the increased
SEC enforcement, the demanding U.S. litigation environment, and the properties of U.S.
GAAP in an earlier stage. Before reviewing the literature and exchange standards in order to
uncover these potential sources, I first discuss findings from analysis of the content and
market responses to press releases issued by firms announcing the switch from NASDAQ to
the NYSE.

57 Finance studies find that recent mazket reforms lead to smaller differences in mazket quality (e.g., spreads,
execution costs) between NASDAQ and the NYSE (see, for example, Weston ( 2000)).
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4.2.1. Press Releases

Firms can opt for communicating the switching event to the public via a company press
release. These press releases are distributed, for example, via news wires and to
(international) newspapers. Occasionally, management provides arguments why the firm
changes from NASDAQ to the NYSE. I use the LexisNexis Academic database to trace these
press releases distributed via news wires and newspapers from September 30, 2006 back to
January 1, 2000.58 In the process of data collection, I observe that the number of press
releases containing arguments discriminating the NYSE from the NASDAQ is decreasing
over time. This suggests that management feels less urge to substantiate the choice of
exchange listing nowadays compared to a few years ago. This observation is consistent with
the rise in number of firms that recently changed from the NYSE to NASDAQ or choose to
be dual listed on both national exchanges. Until recently, only one firm changed from the
NYSE to NASDAQ. Greater visibility at the NYSE is the most frequently (in 36 percent of
the press releases) cited argument provided in these press releases to motivate the switch from
NASDAQ to the NYSE. For instance, Allied Capital Corporation began trading on the NYSE
on June 6, 2001 after being listed on NASDAQ since its initial public offering in 1960. Bill
Walton, Chairman and CEO of Allied Capital Corporation motivated the switch to the NYSE
as follows:

"Our transfer to the NYSE is intended to let those in the investment community who are not
yet Allied Capital shareholders in on one of Wall Street's best-kept secrets. We expect the
increased visibility with [he financial community and enhanced access to investors abroad to
help us to continue to build shareholder value."

In attracting investors to a firm's stock, management can initiate an investor relations program
in order to provide investors with more (useful, voluntary) disclosure and attract analyst and
media following ( e.g., Bushee and Miller (2006)). In fact, Lehavy and Sloan (2006) report
that firm visibility explains more of the variation in stock returns than firm fundamentals.
Other arguments provided are expanding investor baseniquidity ( 18qo), reducing stock price
volatility (15qo), improve trading efficiency (lOqo), providing reputation~prestige (9qo), and
reducing transaction costs (7qo).

Several studies have examined the stock market's reaction following NASDAQ firms'
switching announcements. The consensus conclusion from these studies is that a NYSE
listing is associated with a statistically significant increase in share price surrounding the
switch announcement (e.g., Sanger and McConnell ( 1986) and Kadlec and McConnell
(1994)). The various studies do differ though as to whether and to what extent the stock price
increase prior to listing can be attributed to the event of switching and is permanent or

58 I searched for press releases by switching firms in the LexisNexis Academic database using the search terms
"begins trading on the New York Stock Exchange" in combination with "NASDAQ". These words are
frequendy used on companies' Form 8-K, as filed with the SEC to announce major events.
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transitory. Assuming that the market is efficient and not myopic (e.g., Lundholm and Myers

(2002), Denis et al. (2003)), this observed investor behaviour surrounding the switch

announcement is at least consistent with investors' recognition of an improvement in this
firm's information environment, all else equal.

4.2.2. Potential Sources for the NYSE Listing Effect

The literature suggests that management focuses on the following three main
characteristics of a stock exchange when selecting a trading location: differences in (1) mazket
liquidity, (2) execution costs, and (3) visibility and investor base. Amihud and Mendelson
(1986) observe that "liquidity is what markets are all about". Although the literature suggests

that liquidity differences do exist, neither dealer markets (NASDAQ) nor agency markets

(e.g., the NYSE) aze found [o dominate the other in providing liquidity (see, for example,
Reinganum (1990) and Baker (1996)). With respect to bid-ask spreads and execution costs,
the second major chazacteristic of an exchange market, review by Macey and O'Hara (1997)

of several empirical studies shows that NASDAQ has larger spreads and execution costs

compared to the NYSE. In addition, spreads for NASDAQ listed stocks aze found to decline
when the company changes its listing to the NYSE (Christie and Huang (1994) and Barclay
(1997)). Since the spread is a proxy for information asymmetry (e.g., Welker (1995) and Leuz
and Verrecchia (2000)), these findings are consistent with the existence of differences in
NASDAQ and NYSE firms' information environments. Merton (1987) provides a theoretical

model explaining why firms would seek increased visibility or investor recognition through

exchange listing. Visibility, the third main characteristic of a stock exchange, suggests greater
flow and accessibility of information about a firm. Increased visibility could enhance the
efficiency of the trading mazket in the stock by reducing information asymmetries. Merton
finds that, all else equal, an increase in the size of a firm's investor base lowers investors'

expected returns, leading to a lower cost of equity capital. This implies that managers have

incentives to expand the firm's investor base by having its shares listed on a stock exchange

that provides increased visibility. Former NASDAQ firms can find their visibility increased in
several ways. For example, by more news coverage (e.g., Grant (1980)), a larger number of
analysts following the firm (e.g., Baker et al. (1999)), disseminating corporate information via

company websites, et cetera.
Although a NYSE listing is found beneficial to a firm from several reasons, acquiring a

NYSE listing, however, is not optional to all firms.59 The stricter listing requirements at the

NYSE compared to NASDAQ over the past has made management occasionally decide to

have their stocks listed on NASDAQ rather than on the NYSE. For example, before the 1964

59 [n general, the current listing requirements for listing on the NYSE are much more restrictive than those for
listing on NASDAQ. For example, wíth respect to a firm's earnings history before listing, the NYSE requires
aggregate pre-tax earnings over the last three yeazs of SI O million and a minimum in each of the two most recent
years of á2 million (with a positive amount in the third year), whereas NASDAQ only requires a minimum
income from continuing operations before income taxes (in the latest fiscal year or 2 of past 3 fiscal years) of Sl
million.
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Securities Acts Amendments extending the mandated disclosure requirements to OTC firms,
"it was widely believed that many OTC firms chose not to list on exchanges precisely to
avoid the stricter disclosure requirements on the NYSE and the AMEX (Greenstone et al.
(2006))". Since the NYSE maintains stricter listing requirements and standazds than
NASDAQ, switching firms are expected to reveal more valuable information to their
investors and, as a consequence, to the financial analysts (Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1999)).

Several studies report evidence consistent with firms' disclosure practices being affected
by their listing choices. Frost and Pownall (1994) find that timely disclosures aze statistically
significantly more frequent and have shorter lags on the NYSE than on NASDAQ. Another
important aspect of disclosing information is through what medium the information is
disclosed. The type of inedium affects both the comprehensiveness and timeliness of
information disclosed. Both the comprehensiveness and timeliness of information affect a
firm's visibility. NASDAQ as well as NYSE guidelines encourage firms to disseminate news
of major developments. Both exchanges, however, differ in terms of how information on such
events is to be disclosed (i.e., using what medium) to the market. The NYSE guidelines
stipulate that public disclosures of material information must be distributed to the wire
services and the press (New York Stock Ezchange Listed Company Manual, Section
202.06(A)). The NASDAQ, on the other hand, dces not provide specific guidelines
concerning disclosure medium (Dawkins and Bamber (1998)). Consistent with their argument
that "[t]he institutional environment (...) allows firms to exercise some discretion over the
timing and medium through which their bankruptcy petition filing is announced", Dawkins
and Bamber (1998) document that NYSE firms' announcements aze significantly more timely
than for NASDAQ firms. Botosan (1997) analyses the correlation between her disclosure
score and the stock exchange a firm is listed on (NASDAQ versus NYSEIAMEX) and finds
that a NYSFJAMEX listing is positively significantly correlated with a firm's disclosure
level. Frieder and Suk (2007) find that NYSE firms have a higher propensity to provide
(updated) forwazd-looking earnings information. Finally, a study by the Financial Executives
International (FEI (2001)) and NYU Ph.D. student Min Wu reports that two-thirds of all
earnings restatements in the period 1990-2000 are by NASDAQ firms.

4.2.3. Recent Developments: Persistence of the NYSE Listing Effect?

Recent developments may eventually lead or already have lead to smaller differences in
disclosure and listing requirements between NASDAQ and the NYSE. Changes in regulation
set aside, some examples of these major developments over time aze: (1) on November 2,
1998 the merger between NASDAQ and AMEX was implemented. (2) On June 7, 2001
NASDAQ filed to the SEC for National Security Exchange status under Section 6 of the 1934
Securities Exchange Act. (3) Recently, on January 13, 2006, the SEC approved NASDAQ's
application to register as a National Security Exchange. To illustrate the impact of these
changes on a firm's disclosure level, consider the following example for Nissan Motor Co.
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Nissan is one of the world's largest automotive companies with consolidated net revenues for

the fiscal year ended March 31, 2005 of approximately ~80 billion. American Depositary

Shares (ADSs) of Nissan have been listed on NASDAQ since 1970. In a letter to the SEC~,
management of Nissan concentrates the Commission's attention to the "substantial additional
disclosure obligations" this change in NASDAQ's status under section 6 will impose on the

firm resulting in the imposition of "significant costs".
Macey and O'Hara (2002) argue that "stock exchanges once served as an independent

source of corporate governance rules for listed firms. The NYSE, for example, supplied rules
regarding disclosure, capital structure, voting rights, and other aspects of corporate
governance long before the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) even existed (page

300)." The authors continue by stating that "(...) a NYSE listing served as a signal that the

firm has a substantial market presence (because it met the Exchange's listing criteria) and also
that it had agreed to abide by the NYSE's rules and regulations regarding corporate
governance (...). Today, however, this reputational role is diminished (page 301)." According
to Macey and O'Hara (2002) this diminishing reputational role of a NYSE listing over time is

because of the rise of effective information intermediaries ( including investment banks, law

firms, accounting firms, rating agencies, and the SEC) providing signals about the quality of
firms. A second reason is that technology, particularly the use of the internet, has lowered the
cost of research for value-relevant information about listed companies (on either exchange

market), reducing the need for ( from the perspective of management) and~or the demand for

(from the perspective of investors) certification of firm quality through the choice of exchange
listing. Despite this `conversion' process, both exchanges are still found to maintain different
(institutional) requirements nowadays. Several comparative studies, for example provided by
large accounting and law firms, underline differences in standards between NASDAQ and the
NYSE.61

4.3. Modeling a Firm's Information Environment

4.3.1. Regression Model

Following Lang et aL (2003), I use the characteristics of analyst forecasts as a proxy for a

firm's information environment in the following cross-sectional time-series regression model

(ignoring time- and firm-subscripts):

~nformation variables - ~3~ t~3, Market t~2 Ln(Size) f~3, Risk t~3~ REC t~35 UE t e

~ The document is available from httnalwwwsec~ovlruleslotherll0-131ljwrubin110905.adf.
61 See, for example, a report on the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirements issued by Deloitte 8c Touche (2003)
(www.ias~lus.com) and KPMG (2002) ( aci.kpme.com.hk), and a report issued by Jenner 8c Block on the SEC
disclosure requirements in 2004 ( www.jenner.com), and on corporate governance website disclosure rules issued
by O'Melveny á Myers (2004) ( www.omm.com).
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whereó2:

Information variables - Analyst following, forecast accuracy;
Market - A dichotomous variable equal to 1 if the firm is traded on the

NYSE and equal to 0 if the firm is traded on NASDAQ;
Ln(Size) - The log of total assets as at the beginning of the fiscal year;

Risk - The standard deviation of monthly re[urns over the previous two
years;

REC - The corcelation between annual returns and annual earnings over
the previous two years;

UE - The difference between curcent earnings per share and earnings per
share from the prior year, divided by the firm's stock price at the
beginning of the fiscal year.

Parameters in this model are estimated using panel data estimation methods. Analyst
following is computed as the number of estimates during the l lth month of a firm's fiscal
year. A larger number of forecasts reported andlor a larger number of analysts following a
firm suggests that more information about a firm is revealed (e.g., Lys and Soo (1995)).
Following previous studies, I define Forecast accuracy as the negative of the absolute value
of the analyst forecast ercor, deflated by stock priceb;:

Forecast accuracy --
Actual earnings -Estimated earnings

Stock price

The forecast measures are deflated by stock price (as at the beginning of the fiscal year) to
facilitate comparisons across firms. Forecast accuracy is defined as the negative of the scaled
absolute forecast ercor so that more accurate forecasts aze represented by higher (that is, less
negative) values. Estimated earnings is the median analyst forecast of earnings per share in
period t (MEDEST in UBIEIS). I use the median consensus forecast since previous studies
(e.g., O'Brien (1990), Butler and Lang (1991)) use this construct to benchmark individual
analysts performance. O'Brien and Bhushan (1990) report that analyst activity levels off after
the llth month and remains stable through the earnings announcement date. Therefore, I
initially use data from the l lth month of the fiscal year to calculate analyst forecast accuracy
and analyst following. In section 5, I also report findings from analyses with data collected
from foregoing months and from the most recent earnings forecast reported preceding the
annual earnings announcement.

The main variable of interest is the dichotomous Market variable, equal to 1 for the period
a firm is listed on the NYSE and 0 during the period this same firm is listed on NASDAQ.
This variable captures differences in information environments between NASDAQ and the

bZ Evaluating changes substantially reduces both the sample size and the ability to include historical control
variables.
63 In section 5.7 I discuss a number of alternative specifications for Ihe Forecast accuracy variable (e.g., using
the raw value rather than the negative of the absolute value of the forecast error). Inferences are found unaffected
by changing the specification of the dependent variable.
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NYSE. Firm size, measured by the log of total assets as at the beginning of the Fiscal year, is
included in the regression model since larger firms are more likely to have a larger number of
analysts following them (e.g., Bhushan (1989) and Brennan and Hughes (1991)), and more

forthcoming disclosure policies (Lang and Lundholm (1996)), leading to better accuracy of

analysts' forecasts. Following Lang and Lundholm (1996), the other control variables, Risk

(standard deviation of returns), REC (the historical cotrelation between returns and earnings),
and UE (the earnings surprise), aze included in the regression model since they are likely to
affect analysts' forecasts because they affect analysts' incentives to collect information with

firms having a high ranking based on these variables. Lang and Lundholm (1996) include the

percentage earnings surprise to control for the fact that forecast characteris[ics are likely to be

affected by the magnitude of the earnings information to be disclosed. As a result, the effect
on accuracy can be interpreted as the value that analysts bring in forecasting earnings relative
to a naïve random walk. In contrast to Lang and Lundholm (1996) I do not measure UE as the

absolute value, but as the raw value (with the original sign). This is because Ding et al. (2004)

argue, based on prospect theory, that analysts display asymmetric behaviour towards positive
and negative earnings growth. They documeni that analysts' forecasts are accurate during
periods of positive earnings growth, but overly optimistic during periods of negative earnings

growth.~ Using the absolute value of UE instead, does not affect inferences. Finally, I

winsorize Risk, REC, and UE at 2.Sqo from below and from above to control for outliers and
measurement error. Inferences with respect to the Market variable remain unchanged when
using raw values for these control variables.

4.3.2. Event Window

It is unlikely that a firm changing from NASDAQ to the NYSE would increase

information disclosure suddenly following the change or that analysts would suddenly
increase their activity. Lang et al. (2003) azgue that it is likely that both firms and analysts
increase their information disclosing and gathering activity in anticipation of the change.bs In

order to be able to measure the effect of the change on the firm's information environment, I

choose to use a long event window (including the three years before and three years after the

change) over which to compute the change. A longer window increases the probability to

~ The way the dependent variable Forecast accurac~~ is computed further reduces effects potential analyst biases
(i.e., optimism or pessimism) have on the inferences. First, I study analyst performance at different points in time
(i.e., from the 7th through the llth month of a firm's fiscal year). Analyst forecasts are found to be overly
optimistic early in the reporting period (e.g., Kang et al. (1994)) and pessimistic as the eamings announcement
nears (e.g., Richardson et aL (2004p. Cooper et al. (2001) report for their sample firms that analyst optimistic
bias is eliminated close to the fiscal year-end date. Second, 1 measure Forecasr accaracy using the one-year
ahead consensus forecast of a fvm's earnings ( i.e., FPI 1 in IBIFJS). This is because studies examining data
from recent periods find evidence of long-horizon optimism and evidence of analyst pessimism in short
horizons.
`~ For example, Gebhardt (2000) studies the effect of adopting U.S. GAAP on the financial statements of the
German-based BASF Group. BASF overcomes the differences between German commercial accounting and
U.S. GAAP accounting by preparatority changing the choice of accounting alternatives available under German
rules and choosing the U.S. GAAP alternatives that are compatible with German rules.
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capture the effect of the change, however, it also introduces possible confounding effects.
Because the event centers on the year of changing from NASDAQ to the NYSE, this year is
initially removed from the regressions (as do Lang et al. (2003), for example). I also report
the estimates from regressions including observations from the event year to test whether
inferences are affected by including these observations.

4.4. Sample Selection and Sample Description

4.4.1. Sample Selection

The NYSE provides information about newly listed companies per year in its annual Fact
Books. Using these Fact Books, initially I was able to identify a total of 887 firms that
changed from NASDAQ to the NYSE during the period 1978-2001. On average
approximately 30 percent of all new NYSE listings per year are former NASDAQ firms.
Although the research model (introduced in the previous section) incorporates a rather
parsimonious set of control variables, it turns out that the model is still demanding in terms of
data availability. Due to restrictions imposed by the model and data available from
COMPUSTAT and UB~FJS, I cannot study firms that changed listings after 2001 and before
1987. This leaves me with 690 firms changing from NASDAQ to the NYSE from 1987 till
and including 2001. Finally, I excluded those fitTrts that changed their fiscal years during the
event year, merged with or acquired another firm during or immediately after the event
window~, andlor changed company-names during the event windowb~ to avoid potentially
confounding effects. The final balanced sample consists of 147 switching fitms (21 percent of
the population). For each of the firms included in this balanced panel complete time-series are
available (covering nine years of data). Observe that Lang et al. (2003) faced a similar drop-
out of firms in their time-series analysis of foreign ADRs cross-listing in the U.S.

An unbalanced panel (containing switches for which at least all variables are available for
two years before and two years after the switch) comprises of 233 switching firms
(approximately 33 percent of the population).6g A prerequisite for using unbalanced panels in
panel estimation procedures is that if observations are missing this is to be due to random
panel drop-out (attrition). Since this study focuses on analyst following (and conditional on
analyst following, the accuracy of the forecasts made by these analysts), it is a priori unlikely
that these observations are randomly missing. This issue of non-random attrition is addressed

~ I checked whether a firm merged or acquired another firm or went out of business during the event window
using the CorporateA~liarions.com database (a division of the LexisNexis Croap). This database covers these
events going back as faz as 1976.
67 Horsky and Swyngedouw (1987) argue that changing a company name both has demand shifting and signaling
effects. For example, the act of changing a company's name can signal management's intend to break from the
past and having intentions to change operations, products, et cetera. Horsky and Swyngedouw (1987) find that a
name change is associated with significant positive abnormal returns surrounding the announcement date
reported by the Dow Jones News Service.
~ Without the restrictions of having all variables available for at least two years before and two years after the
switch, the unbalanced sample consists of 336 switches (approximately 49 percent of the population).
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in a later section presenting several robustness checks. Furthermore, it should be noted that all

estimates are reported based on balanced panels only, unless specifically mentioned

otherwise.

4.4.2. Sample Description

Sample descriptives are reported in table 1. Panel A of table 1 shows that the observations
included in the final sample are from events that have taken place over a rather large range of
time, namely from 1987 through 2001 (i.e., 15 years). Having events taking place over a
rather large range of time possibly mitigates specific year-effec[s.69 On average, I have

approximately 10 observations per year, with only 1 in 1987 and 19 in both 1996 and 1997.
Panel A also reports the number of firms per year included in the sample relative to the
number of events in that year for the population. This percentage increases from only 2qo in
1987 to 44oIo in 1996. Panel B of table l shows the number of observations per industry,

based on a firm's Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code. Two divisions are clearly

overrepresented, namely the Manufacturing division (with 56 observations; 38qo of the total
sample) and the Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate division (44 observations; 30qo). The fact
that the observations are not uniformly distributed across industry classifications implies that

the findings reported in this study possibly cannot be generalized directly.

Panels C and D of table 1 provide some preliminary evidence on the change in a firm's
information environment following the switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE. For the full
period (i.e., covering both the NASDAQ and the NYSE period, excluding the `event' year),
analysts' forecast accuracy is negative 0.0041, with a standard deviation of 0.0088.
Furthermore, analysts report on average 8.8 forecast reports for the full sample during the

l lth month of a firm's fiscal year (with a standard deviation of 6.3). When separating the two

sub-periods (excluding the event-year) into a NASDAQ period and a NYSE period, panel D
shows that forecast accuracy improves from negative 0.0048 for the NASDAQ period to
negative 0.0033 for the NYSE period. This difference is statistically significant at the l~o

confidence level (using a two-sided t-test). The median forecast error also changes

significan[ly from negative 0.0014 to nega[ive 0.0010. The dispersion of forecasts dces not

statistically significantly change. Analyst coverage, however, is statistically significantly

different across both periods. Analysts reported, on average, 8.2 forecasts for former
NASDAQ firms during the l lth month against 9.4 forecasts once these firms are listed on the
NYSE. These observations provide some preliminary univariate evidence that a firm's

information environment dces change following a switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE.

69 Panel A of table 1 dearly indicates that only few firms switching during the late 1980s are represented in the
final sample. This may indicate that these firms aze different from those that also change exchange listing during
this period but are not present in the final sample. Inferences aze not affected by excluding these early firms from
the sample (not reported in a table). The drop in the number of population firms switching from 1999 onwards, is
consistent with evidence documented in Fama and French (2004) for newly listed firms.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for balanced panel

Panel A: Number of observations per year (N - 147)

Yeara 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Sample 1 7 5 12 8 6 10 5 16 19
Population 41 52 33 38 39 40 43 37 57 83
qo 2 13 I S 31 20 15 23 13 28 23

Year~ 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total Total
Sample 19 14 8 8 9 147 147
Population 92 66 18 24 27 690 690
ol0 20 21 44 33 33 21 21

a Year is the ( calendar) year in which a firm changed exchange listing from NASDAQ to the NYSE

Panel B: Nurnber ofobservations per industry (N - 147)

Division Number

- Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing I
- Mining and Construction 11
- Manufacturing 56
- Transportation, Communications, Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 7
- Wholesale Trade and Retail Trade 18
- Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 44
- Services 10

Panel C: Descriptive statistics for full period, excluding 'event' year (N - 147)

Variable Mean St.dev. 1" Quartile Median 3~ Quartile

Forecastaccuracy -0.0041 0.0088 -0.0036 -0.0012 -0.0003
Dispersion 0.0556 0.1386 0.0100 0.0300 0.0500
Analystfollowing 8.8446 6.3671 4.0000 7.0000 12.0000
Ln(Size) 6.8195 1.6042 5.6513 6.6050 7.7925
Risk 0.1028 0.0364 0.0729 0.0974 0.1264
REC 2.0231 2.0390 0.6974 1.2067 2.6503
UE 0.0045 0.0162 -0.0005 0.0037 0.0107

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Pane! D: Varinble means and medians for NASDAQ and NYSE period (N - 147)

NASDAQ period NYSE period Di fference

Variable Mean Median Mean Median Mean" Medianh

Forecastaccuracy -0.0048 -0.0014 -0.0033 -0.0010
Dispersion 0.0565 0.0300 0.0547 0.0200
Analystfollowing 8.2244 7.0000 9.4648 8.0000
Ln(Size) 6.5135 6.2668 7.1255 6.8689
Risk 0.1017 0.0967 0.1038 0.0982
REC 2.5400 I.5556 1.5061 0.9918
UE 0.0060 0.0042 0.0029 0.0032

~~~ ~~~
~~~ ~~~

~~~ ~~~
~~~ ~~

Fnrecasraccuracp is defined as the negative of the absolute value of the analyst forecas[ error deflated by stock price at the I I th month of a
firtn's fiscal year. Values larger than -0.l for the Forecasr accurac~y variable (also for [he altemative variable, scaled by the logaríthm of
total assets as of beginning of fiscal year) are marked as outliers. Analc.rt follnwing is defined as the number of estimales during the I lth
month of a firm's fiscal year. Dispersion of esrinwres is defined as the standatd deviation in analyst forecasts (provided by UBIFJS) measured
during the 1 I th month of a firtn's fiscal year. Market is an indicator variable equal to I if the firm is traded on the NYSE and equal to 0 if the
firm is traded on NASDAQ. Cn(.Size) is the tog of total assets in thousands of U.S. dollars. Risk is the standard deviation of monthly retums
of the previous two years. REC is the correlation between retums and eamings over the previous two years. UF is the difference between
current eamings per share and eamings per share from the previous year, divided by the firm's stock price. Risk REC, and UE are
winsorized at 2.5`k from below and from above. "' indicates staustical significance at p S 0.01, " at p 5 0.05, and' at p S O.IO

' Two-síded t-test (assuming unequal variances for the two subsamples);
b Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whimey) test

At the same time, however, Panel D of table 1 also shows that firms significantly increase in
firm size and that REC (the correlation between annual returns and annual earnings over the
previous two years) decreases significantly from 2.5400 to 1.5061. It is also noticeable that,

with respect to the information content of reported earnings, a firm's average earnings

surprise (proxied by UE, measured as the difference between current earnings per share and
earnings per shaze from the prior year, divided by the firm's stock price at the beginning of
the fiscal year) changes significantly following a firm's decision to switch from NASDAQ
(average UE is 0.0060) to the NYSE (average UE is 0.0029). With respect to a firm's risk

(measured as the standard deviation of monthly retums over the previous two years) no

significant change across both periods can be observed.

Previous related studies (e.g., Dharan and Ilcenberry (1995)) find that former NASDAQ

firms show good performance in the years before the change (i.e., the NASDAQ-period), but
not in the years after the change (i.e., the NYSE-period). These findings are consistent with

the proposition in Loughran and Ritter (1995), namely that managers are adept market-timers,

launching initial public offerings at the most opportune time after which the firm's

performance elapses. Analysis (not reported in a table) for the balanced sample of firms

shows that firms report monotonically increasing EPSs from three years before the switch

(average [median] 0.73 [0.55]) up and till the third yeaz after (average [median] 1.18 [ 1. l7]).
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When taking differences in firms' annual reported EPSs (i.e., DE'PS;l - EPS;, -EPS;,-,), I

find that the median ~E'PS;,, - 0.14 differs significantly from the median DEPS;, - 0.07 at p

- 0.01 (two-sided Mann-Whitney test). The difference in means is statistically significant at p
- 0.08 (two-sided t-test). These numbers suggest that, unlike Dharan and Ikenberry (1995), no
obvious peak in the sample firms' performance is observed.

Pairwise correlation coefficients are reported in table 2. Panel A of table 2 shows that the
dichotomous variable Market is positively significantly correlated with Forecast accuracy
and Analyst following, but not statistically significantly correlated with Dispersion of
forecasts. This finding suggests that once a firm switches from NASDAQ to the NYSE,
forecast accuracy improves by approximately 8qo and that the number of analysts following
the firm increases by approximately 9010, when considered in isolation. Ln(SiZe) is not
statistically significantly correlated with forecast accuracy. This finding can possibly be
explained by the fact that the final sample consists of a collection of large firms only
(followed by UB~EIS analysts). Panel B of table 2 reports that Ana(yst following and Forecast
accuracy are positively significantly correlated. In a later part of this study, I will address the
suggestion made by Alford and Berger (1999) that analyst forecast accuracy and analyst
following are possibly simultaneously determined. Dispersion of forecasts and Forecast
accuracy are negatively significantly correlated, suggesting that more variability in forecasts
leads to less accurate forecasts. Dispersion of forecasts and Analyst following are not
statistically significantly correlated.

4.5. Empirical Findings

As an introduction, I first study whether or no[ NASDAQ firms systematically differ from
NYSE firms in terms of the accuracy of analyst forecasts reported. This test does not
necessarily involve firms that switched from NASDAQ to the NYSE. Then I study the
association between the NYSE listing on former NASDAQ firms' Forecast accuracy and
Analyst following. Finally, I study the persistence of the exchange effect over time.

4.5.1. Sample of Non-Switching Firms

I examine whether or not a systematic difference is present in forecast accuracy be[ween
forecasts made for NASDAQ versus NYSE firms. The sample firms do not necessarily
involve firms switching from NASDAQ to the NYSE. I randomly selected a year (1995) and
matched each NASDAQ firm with a NYSE firm based on the first-digit standard industry
classification (SIC) code and closest firm size (and, by construction, year). Employing this
pair-matching procedure, I find 370 NASDAQ with 370 matching NYSE firms
(approximately 14 percent of all listed firms during 1995 at the NYSE). Statistical tests
indicate that the hypothesis of significant differences between the two groups in terms of firm
size cannot be rejected at p- 0.9387.
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Table 2
Pairwise correlation coefficients for balanced panel

Panel A: Injormation variables on regressors

Regressors Market Ln(Size) Risk REC UE

Forecasr aca~racy 0.0865 0.0205 -0.1156 0.1078 0.0384
(0.0106) (0.5453) (0.0006) (0.0014) (0.2573)

Analyst following 0.0975 0.5095 -0.0878 -0.1476 -0.0460
(0.0038) (0.0000) (0.0091) (0.0000) (0.1721)

Dispersion offorecasts -0.0419 0.1316 -0.1366 -0.2982 0.0352
(0.2617) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0000) (0.3459)

Panel B: Information variables on information variables

Regressors Forecast accuracy Analysr following Dispersion offorecasts

Forecast accuracy -

Analyst following 0.1153 -
(0.0009)

Dispersion offorecasts -0.3861 0.0335
(0.0000) (0.3359)

Panel C: Regressors on regressors

Regressors Market Ln(SiZe) Risk REC UE

Market -

Ln(Size) 0.1911 -
(0.0000)

Risk 0.0497 -0.2842 -
(0.1538) (0.0000)

REC -0.2586 -0.3491 0.2432 -
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

UE -0.0731 -0.0166 0.0419 -O.Olll
(0.0357) (0.6330) (0.2291) (0.7511)

Forecasr accuracy is defined as the negative of the absolute value of the analyst forecast evor denated by stock price at the I 1 th month of a
firtn's fiscal year. Values larger than -0.I for the Forecusr accwruc~ variable ( aLso for the altemative variable, scaled by the logarithm of
total assets as of beginning of fiscal year) are marked as outliers. Anah~sr foflow~ing is defined as the nrtmber oC es[imates during the I lth
month of a fimi s fiscal year. Dispersion of esrinwres is defined as the standard deviation in analyst forecasts ( provided by UBIEIS) measured
during the I I th mon[h of a finn's fiscal year. Marker is an indicator variable equal to I if the firm is traded on the NYSE and equal to 0 if the
fu~n is vaded on NASDAQ. Ln(.Size) is the log of total assets in thousands of U.S. dollars. Risk is the standard deviation of monthly retums
of the previous two years. RFC is the correlation between retums and eamings over the previous two years. UE is the difference between
curtent eamings per sharc and earnings per share from the previous year. divided by the firm's stock price. Risk, REC, and UF. are winsoriud
at 2..Sclr from below and from above.
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I find that analysts report on average more accurate (using the measure for Forecast accuracy
as introduced in section 3) eamings forecast reports for NYSE firms (negative 0.0059)
compared to NASDAQ firms (negative 0.0104). The difference between the two groups of
firms is statistically significant (employing a two-sided t-test) at p ~ 0.01. Panel D of table 1
reports the mean values for Forecast accuracy for the NASDAQ (negative 0.0048) and NYSE
period (negative 0.0033) for the sample firms.

4.5.2. The Relation Between Market and Forecastaccuracy

Results from multivariate tests with analyst Forecast accuracy as the dependent variable
are presented in table 3. All estimates related to Forecast accuracy are based on random-
effects estimation. The Hausman (1978) test indicates that the null hypothesis of no
systematic differences in coefficients cannot be rejected at conven-tional significance levels.
For all models (presented in panels A through D in table 3) the Wooldridge (2002) test for
serial correlation in panel data is significant. To illustrate that serial correlation does not affect
the inferences significantly, besides reporting estimates from robust random effects
estimation, I also report estimates using OLS estimation procedures with Newey and West
(1987) standazds errors. Both procedures show very similar results in all cases. Henceforth
only inferences using random effects estimation procedures are discussed.

Panel A of table 3 presents the results from analyses at the l lth month of a firm's fiscal
year. The estimates are based on a balanced sample of 147 firms with a total of 871 (1.018)
observations when excluding (including) the event year. First estimates are reported using
only Market and Ln(Size) as regressors. Using this model, the dichotomous Market variable is
statistically significantly positively associated with Forecast accuracy (at p ~ 0.01). Firm

size, on the other hand, is not statistically significantly associated with the dependent variable.

As is already suggested, this latter finding may well be because of the relatively large firms
that comprise the sample. These findings are consistent with univariate results reported in
tables 1(panel D) and 2. That is, once a firm switches from NASDAQ to the NYSE, this
firm's information environment, as proxied by Forecast accuracy, improves. When
incorporating the three other explanatory variables, Risk, REC, and UE, the Market dummy
variable is still significant at p ~ 0.01 and the ccefficient value increases from 0.0013 to
0.0021 for the full model. Risk and REC are also statistically significantly associated with
Forecast accuracy, negatively and positively, respectively. Again, also these findings are in
line with univariate analyses reported in table 2. Inferences are found unaffected when
including observations from the event year. By including the event year the between-R'`
increases from 8.7 percent to 11.8 percent.

4.5.3. The Relation Between Market and Analyst following

Results from multivariate tests with Analyst following as the dependent variable are
presented in table 4.
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Table 3
Multivariate tests of Forecastaccttracy

Panel A: 11 th monrh offrscalyear

Method OLS estimation Between-estimation
(Newey-West standazd errors)a (random effects)

Event-yeaz Excluded Excluded [ncluded Excluded Excluded Included

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Market 0.0015" 0.0024""' 0.0023"" O.OOl3"` 0.0021"" 0.0021"s"

(2.21) (3.21) (3.40) (2.61) (3.77) (4.00)

Ln(Size) o0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.aooo o.oooo
(0.13) (0.43) (0.33) (0.22) (0.28) (0.23)

RiSk - -0.0389"' -0.0388"' - -0.0363"" -0.0350"'
(-3.23) (-3.55) (-2.99) (-3.20)

REC - 0.0007'": O.ooo7..' - 0.0006""" 0.0005.".
(3.85) (4.41) (2.93) (3.I9)

UE - 0.031i 0.0354 - 0.0409 O.Q445
(0.85) (1.04) ( L22) (1.40)

Observations~firms 871~147 8711147 LOI8ll47 8711147 871I147 1.0181i47
Adjusted-RZ ~o.oloo o.oa72 0.0521 - - -
Between-RZ - - - o.loa9 0.0877 o.118z

Panel B: l Oth month offrscalyear

Method OLS estimation Between-estimation
(Newey-West standazd errors)a (random effects)

Event-year Excluded Excluded Included Excluded Excluded Included

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Market O.OOOa O.OOIa"" 0.0013'" 0.0003 O.OOt3"' 0.0011'"

(0.57) (1.99) (2.OI) (0.60) (2.19) (2.14)

Ln(SiZe) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
(0.13) (0.27) (0.03) (0.31) (0.28) (0.10)

Risk - -o.oasz... -o.oa9o... - -0.oaa7.". -o.oa8z...
(-3.83) (-4.24) (-3.52) (-3.85)

REC - 0.0007't. 0.0008..' - U.0006i.. U.0007...
(4.27) (5.22) (3.22) (3.73)

UE - 0.0568 0.0497 - 0.0680' 0.0563

(1.61) (1.42) (1.94) (1.63)

Observationslfirms
Adjusted-RZ
Between-RZ

884I150 884I150 1.034I150 884I150 884II50 1.034II50
~0.0100 0.0489 0.0525 - - -

- - - ~0.0100 0.0831 0.1187

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued)

Panel C: Latest analysr forecasr

Method OLS estimation Between-estimation
(Newey-West standard errors)e (random effects)

Event-yeaz Excluded Excluded Included Excluded Excluded Included

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Market -0.0006 O.ooo3 0.0007 -0.0008 0.0000 O.oooa
(-0.80) (0.46) (1.00) (-1.33) (0.10) (0.79)

Ln(SiZe) 0.0003' 0.0005" 0.0004' 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004
(1.65) (1.99) (1.93) (1.55) (1.58) (1.51)

Risk - -0.030a'" -0.0319'" - -0.0346"' -0.0345"'
(-2.II) (-2.46) (-2.58) (-2.94)

REC - 0.0008"r 0.0008"' - 0.0006"' 0.0006'"'
(4.11) (4.86) (2.95) (3.51)

UE - 0.0654' 0.0704" - 0.0732" 0.0753"
(1.70) (2.00) (2.09) (2.39)

Observationslfirms 886t150 886~150 1.036~I50 886I150 886II50 1.036It50
Adjusted-Rz ~o.otoo 0.0372 0.0445 - - -
Between-Rz - - - ~O.ot00 0.0449 0.0668

Panel D: Unbalanced panel ( ar 11rh month offrscal year)

Method OLS estimation Between-estimation
(Newey-West standard errors)a (random effects)

Event-yeaz Excluded Excluded Included Excluded Excluded Included

[ntercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Market o.oolo o.oozo"" 0.0021"' o.oaoa o.ootó"' o.oot9':'
(1.60) (2.86) (3.38) (1.63) (2.82) (3.62)

Ln(SiZe) 0.0003' 0.0005"' 0.0004" 0.0004 0.0005' 0.0003
(1.75) (2.58) (2.19) (1.47) (1.79) (1.50)

Risk - -o.oan"' -0.0412"' - -0.0375"' -0.0358"'
(d.26) (-4.59) (-3.65) (-3.86)

REC - 0.0009"' 0.0009'.' - 0.0006"' 0.0006s"
(5.61) (6.07) (3.52) (4.01)

UE - O.oaob o.oaóo - o.05ao' o.oeol"
(1.20) (1.45) (1.71) (2.06)

ObservationslFirms 1.2931233 1.2931233 I.5231233 L293R33 1.293233 1.5231233
Adjusted-RZ ~o.oloo o.oa9~ o.ost3 - - -
Between-Rz - - - 0.0129 0.0999 0.0956

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued)

F'nrecast uc~urac)~ is defined as thz negativz of the absolute value o( the analyst forecast error, deflated by stock price at the l I th (panel A)
and IOth ( panel B) month of a fitm's fiscal year. Panel C reports tindings with respect to the larest analyst forecast reponed with respect [o a
firm's fiscal year. Panel D reports findings ba.sed on thz unbalanced panel, for firms with at least two observations before and two after the
event year. Values larger than -0.I for the Fnrecost accuracy variablz aze marked as outliers. Marker is an indicator variable equal to I if the
fivn is vaded on the NYSE and equal to 0 if the firtn is traded on NASDAQ. Ln(.Size) is the log of total assets in thousands of U.S. dollars.
Risk is the standard deviation of monthly rettuns of the previous two yearrs. REC is the correlation between retums and eamings over thz
previous two years. UE' is the diffzrence bztween current eamings per share and eamings per share from the previous year, divided by the
firm's stock ptice. Risk, REC, and UE are winsorized at 2S~k fmm below and from above. The results with headzr "Excluded" (" Included")
show the estimates from regressions that do nol (do) include data for the year in which the firtn changed from NASDAQ to the NYSE.
Regressions are esumatzd with robust standard zrrors. The ~-values or, in some cases, z-values of r-test (z-test) of equality of the ccefficient
to zero are reported in parentheses. Significance levels are indicated by ":" for p 5 0.01, "' for p 5 0.05, and " for p 5 0.10.

' Including an AR(1)-factor, computzd based on Durbin-Watson.

Table 4
Multivariate tests of Analysr following

Forecast I]th month IOth month 7th month

Event-year Excluded Included Excluded [ncluded Excluded ]ncluded

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Market I.0030""" 0.6266""" 1.2194"r" 0.6562""" 1.4945s"" 0.6784"""
(2.00) (3.36) (2.38) (3.53) (2.75) (3.46)

SjZe 0.0001"ss O.OOOI" O.OOOIrs' 0.0001"' 0.0001ss" 0.0001's"
(2.90) (2.56) (2.75) (2.31) (3.27) (2.78)

RiSk -8.8148`" -7.7084"" -9.5243'"r -8.3693'"" -8.4468"" -7.9681""
(-2.49) (-2.42) (-2.72) (-2.58) (-2.39) (-2.36)

REC -0.0737 -O.I205"' -0.0617 -0.1222"" -0.0439 -0.0890
(-1.19) (-2.10) (-L00) (-2.10) (-0.68) (-1.43)

UE -9.0174"" -2.7994 -6.4754" -1.4579 -4.3821 -2.2165
(-2.41) (-0.80) (-1.86) (-0.43) (-L28) (-0.66)

ObsetvatlOnSlfit7tts 8821147 1.0291147 900II50 I.O501150 8821147 1.029I147

Wald Chi-squaze 31.78"' 37.71"'" 30.59'"' 38.07'"" 32.86"": 36.38"""
jjZ 0.4489 0.3774 0.4476 0.4063 0.4754 0.3874

Data from the 1 I th, I Oth, and 7th month of a fum's fiscal year is used to calculate the dependent variable. Amhsr jollowing is defined as lhe
number of estimales during the I Ith, IOth, respectively the 7th month of a firm's fiscal year. Market is an indicator variable equal to 1 if thz
firm is vaded on the NYSE and equal to 0 if the firm is vaded on NASDAQ. Size is the total acsets as at the beginning of the fiscal year in
thousands of U.S. dollars. Risk is the standard deviation of monthly retums of the previous two years. REC is the correlauon between retums
and eamings over the previous two years. UE is the difference between current eamings per share and eamings per share from the previous
year, divided by the firm's stock price. Risk REC, and UE are winsorized at 2.5 írE from below and from above. The results with header
"Ezcluded" ("Included") show the estimates from regressions that do na (do) include data for the year in which the fivn changed from
NASDAQ to the NYSE. Regressions are esumated based on Prais-Winsten regression with panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) for
heteroskedasticity and (panel specific) first-order autocorrelation. The z-values of the ~test of equality of the ccefficients to zero are reported
in parentheses below [he estimated ccefficients. Significance levels are indicated by "" for p 5 0.01, "' for p 5 0.05, and' for p 5 0.10.

Because of multicollinearity between the discrete Market variable and Ln(Size) in relation to
the dependent variable, I use Size rather than the logarithmic specification, Ln(Size). The
correlation coefficient (reported in table 2) between Market (Analyst following) and Ln(Size)
is 0.1911 (0.5095), both significant at p ~ 0.01. The correlation coefficient between Market
(Analyst following) and Size is fairly smaller, 0.0862 (0.3205), both significant at p ~ 0.01.
The Wooldridge (2002) test for serial correlation in panel data is significant. Coefficients and
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z-statistics reported in table 4 are estimated employing Prais-Winsten regression (Verbeek
(2000)) with panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) for heteroskedasticity and (panel
specific) first-order autocorrelation. For the llth month of a firm's fiscal yeaz, the
dichotomous Market variable is statistically significantly positively associated with Analyst
following (either including or excluding observations from the event year). This finding and
the signs and significance levels of the other explanatory variables are consistent with
univariate results reported in table 2. Showing that once a firm switches from NASDAQ to
the NYSE the number of estimates made by analysts increases, controlling for changes in firm
size and other covariates. The finding that larger firms have a larger number of analysts
following the firm (Size is statistically significant at p ~ 0.01) is consistent with findings
documented in Bhushan (1989) and Brennan and Hughes (1991). That is, lazger firms are
more likely to have a larger number of analysts following them and more forthcoming
disclosure policies (Lang and Lundholm (1996)). Furthermore, the more risky a firm (proxied
by Risk), the less analysts follow the firm.

4.5.4. Economic Consequences of Increased Disclosure

In this section I study whether a change in disclosure practice following the switch from
NASDAQ to the NYSE translates into firm value. I expect firms that experience the greatest
improvement in their information environment to be associated with greatest valuation
benefits. I use Tobin's Q as a measure of firm value. Tobin's Q is widely used in the literature
as a measure of firm value (e.g., Lang et al. (2003)). Tobin's Q is computed as total assets
less the book value of equity plus the market value of equity in the numerator and book value
of assets in the denominator. To study the economic consequences of changes in disclosure
levels, I regress the change in Tobin's Q on the change in analyst coverage andlor forecast
accuracy, firm size, the standazd deviation of retums, the returns to earnings correlation, and
the eamings surprise. For both the dependent and the independent variables, changes are
computed using finn-specific observations from the year before the switch to the NYSE and
the year after the switch (i.e., a two-year change). Results are reported in table 5. The results
show that an improved information environment is associated with an increase in firm
valuation. Model 1 and 2 in table 5 estimate the separate effect of a change in forecast
accuracy and analyst following on the change in Tobin's Q. Model 3 estimates the combined
effect of changes in forecast accuracy and analyst following on changes in firm valuation.
Only an improvemen[ in forecast accuracy is significantly positively associated with a change
in Tobin's Q. I conclude from this analysis that increased disclosure surrounding the switch
from NASDAQ to the NYSE enhances firm value.

4.5.5. Persistence of the Exchange Effect

The exchange effect was discovered in Grant (1980) using observations from the late
1960s.
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Table 5
Regression of change in Tobin's Q on change in forecast accuracy

and change in analyst following

Changeforecast accuracy

Change analystfollowing

Modell Mode12 Mode13

8.4519 - 8.4525
(0.07) (0.07)

- 0.0020 0.0021
(0.94) (0.93)

Change control variables Included Included Included
Intercept Included Included Induded

Number of observations 145 145 145
F-value 3.56~~`~` 3.58~`~`~` 3.14~~`~`
Adjusted R-square 13.44 12.15 12.81

The dependent variable is the change in Tobin's Q from the year before the swi[ch to the NYSE to the year after the swi[ch (a two-year
change). For each year, Tobin's Q is computed as total assets less the book value of equity plus the marke[ value of equity in the numerator
and book value of assets in the denominator. The independent variables are the changes in analyst following, forecast accuracy, firtn size,
standard deviation of re[ums, retums to eamings con'ela[ion, and eamings surprise, from the year before the switch to the year after the
switch. For a complete description of how variables are computed, see section 3.1. Values for change forecasr accuracy Iarger than -0.2 are
marked as outliers. Regressíons are estimated with White (1980) cotrected standard ermrs. The p-value of the two-sided r-test of equality of
the ccefficient to zero is reported in parentheses below the estimated ccefficients.

Since then, several important developments (including changes in regulation and market
reforms) have taken place (e.g., D'Avolio et al. (2001) and Macey and O'Haza (2002)). To
study the persistence of the exchange effect on a firm's information environment, I perform a
difference-in-difference test. For all identified switching firms (called the `treatment' group) I
measure the Forecastaccuracy variable over the year t-2 and the year tt2 (that is, during the
fiscal year two years before and the fiscal yeaz two years after the event) as outlined in section
3. Next to the treatment group, I also construct a`control' group, namely firms listed on the
NASDAQ during a subsequent (continuous) period of 5 years.~o These firms are not switching
exchange listing from NASDAQ to the NYSE in any year. I compare the difference in
forecast accuracy for the treatment group over time to the difference in forecast accuracy for
the control group over time. This test captures the effect of changing NASDAQ standards on
(former) NASDAQ firms' information environments over time. For both groups, the Forecast
accuracy variable is measured at the l lth month of a firm's fiscal year. Since I study firms
swi[ching from NASDAQ to the NYSE over a rather broad period of time (i.e., 1986 through
2001), I have to decide on what year to take as a reference year for the control group. I take
two different years (namely, 1995 and 2000) as the reference-year for the control sample.
That is, for the control group I collect data for all firms listed on the NASDAQ during the
second year before and second yeaz after the reference year.

~01 only include firms to the control group with a fiscal year ending in December.
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To control for changes in NASDAQ standards over time, I take two different years as
reference years for the control group. Using 1995 as a reference year, I find a statistically
significant exchange effect (at p- 0.013). The size of the treatment (control) group is 333
(93) firms (i.e., a total of 852 firm-yeaz observations). Using 2000 as a reference yeaz,
however, I do not find a statistically significant exchange effect at conventional significance
levels. For this reference year the number 6rms in the control group decreases to 79 (with 30
`new' firms, that is firms that were not previously listed on NASDAQ in 1997).'~ It is
noticeable that the ccefficient for the exchange effect has decreased from negative 0.0047 to
negative 0.0020 when using 2000 as a reference yeaz. Further analysis (unreported) of the
surviving firms from the control group (i.e., listed on NASDAQ both in 1993 and 2002)
shows that analyst forecast accuracy has improved over time from an average scaled forecast
error of negative 0.0081 in 1993 to negative 0.0026 in 2002 (this difference is statistically
significant at p ~ 0.05, employing a two-sided t-test).

4.5.6. Alternative Explanations

In this section, I discuss three altemative explanations to the findings documented in the
previous sections.

Endogenous Choice

Switching to the NYSE is a choice. NASDAQ firms (meeting NYSE's listing
requirements) can self-select to become listed on the NYSE in a nonrandom way on the basis
of economic arguments. If these arguments are unobserved and, hence, inadequately
controlled for in analysis, variables of interest can be endogenous (Wooldridge (2002)). I
attempt to control for potential endogeneity of the Market variable in four ways. First, Lang et
al. (2003) argues that analyzing time-series data is an alternate approach to assess whether
changes in information environments azound a certain event are due to self-selection. Leuz
and Verrecchia (2000) make a similar remark. If I simply document self-selection, I should
not observe significant changes in information production around the switching event.
Second, in cross-sectional analysis, Lang et al. (2003) control for potential self-selection
using a selection model with firm size, earnings growth, and industry membership as
instrumental variables. These variables capture a firm's capital structure and potential need
for (additional) financing, among other things. In section 5.5.3 I show that the observed
increase in disclosure levels following the switch to the NYSE can unlikely be explained by a
firm's decision to issue securities or new debt. In fact, I show that these corporate transactions
significantly decline following the switch. Third, a difference-in-difference test further
mitigates endogeneity concerns. Results discussed in section 5.4 suggest that inferences are
robust to this test. Finally, fixed effects panel estimation controls for constant unobserved

'~ That is, 2 years after 1995 (the reference year).
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firm heterogeneity. Inferences in this study are found robust to fixed effects estimation (not

reported in a table).

Analyst' Experience

Several studies show that analyst performance is determined by industry-specific and

general analyst experience (e.g., Mikhail et al. (1997), Maines et al. (1997), Jacob et al.

(1999)). In this paragraph I analyse whether this determinant of analyst performance can

explain the findings documented in this study. I collected the analyst code of the analysts

involved with the 147 firms (i.e., balanced panel) during the three years before and three years

after the switch from UBIEIS. Analysts are assigned code numbers in the Detail History file in

UBIFJS to mask the identities of the analysts (and the identity of the brokerage firms the

analyst is affiliated with). The code associated with any given analyst will not change over

time, even if, for example, an analyst changes their brokerage affiliation. Analysts whom

cannot be identified (UB~EIS assigns the code `000000' for these analysts) are excluded from

the analysis. For the 147 firms on average approximately 16 analysts are involved during the

NASDAQ-period, compared to approximately 18 analysts for the NYSE-period. This

difference is statistically significant at p ~ 0.10 (employing a two-sided t-test). For each

analyst involved with a firm during the NASDAQ-period I then examine whether this analyst

is still involved with this same firm during the subsequent NYSE-period (and vice versa). I

find that nearly 60 percent of the analysts fotmerly involved with a firm during the
NASDAQ-period are no longer involved once the firm changes exchange listing to the NYSE.

This implies that about 65qo (including the increase in the number of analysts following the

former NASDAQ firm) of the analysts analyzing the former NASDAQ (but now NYSE) firm

is less experienced (or even inexperienced) compared to the analysts involved with this firm
during the NASDAQ-period.7z This is an important observation since Mikhail et aL (1997)

document evidence that (firm-specific) experience is a determinant of analyst forecast

accuracy. Meaning, that this finding of a loss of (firm-specific) experience following the

switch to the NYSE works against finding an improvement in forecast accuracy associated

with a firm changing from NASDAQ to the NYSE. This suggests that increasing (firm-

specific) experience over time is unlikely to be an alternative explanation for the observed
improvement in forecast accuracy associated with the switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE.

Capital Markets Transaction Hypothesis

Economic theory suggests that a commitment by a fitm to increased levels of disclosure

lowers the information asymmetry component of a firm's cost of capital (e.g., Diamond and

n To benchmark these numbers to common analyst change rates in IBIFJS, I collected data for listed firms
included in UBIFJS during three years before and three years after 1995 and repeated the same analysis as
described in the text for NASDAQ and NYSE firms. I only include firms that are covered by IB~EIS during 7
subsequent years. 1 find that 40 percent of analysts involved with NASDAQ firms follow this firm over these 7
years. For NYSE firms this number is slightly higher, 43 percent.
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Verrecchia (1991)). Prior research suggests that disclosure policy is influenced by decisions
to issue securities (Gibbins et al. (1990)). For example, Frankel et al. (1995) find that
managers of firms that access the capital markets provide more frequent management
earnings forecasts. Healy et al. (1999) find that firms issuing public debt and equity also
increase their disclosure levels. Kedia and Panchapagesan (2004) study fitms that switched
from NASDAQ to the NYSE during 1986-1998. Information on debt and equity issues is
collected from the SDC database. For a sample of 237 former NASDAQ firms they document
that the number of debt issues (equity issues) drops from 58 to 52 (116 to 53) during two
years before compared to two years after the move to the NYSE (table 5). The decrease in the
number of equity issues is statistically significant at p ~ 0.01. Suggesting that it is unlikely
that changes in corporate transactions like debt issues and equity issues account for the
observed change in a fitm's information environment associated with a switch from
NASDAQ to the NYSE. Actually, observing a higher number of equity issues during the two
years before the switch (with theoretically an increased disclosure level during this period)
works against finding a significant improvement in a firm's information environment.

4.5.7. The Relation Between Market and Dispersion offorecasts

Another proxy for a firm's information environment is the dispersion of analyst forecasts.
Dispersion of estimates is computed as the standard deviation in analyst forecasts (provided
by UBIFJS) measured during the llth month of a firm's fiscal yeaz. Initially I did not
introduce this as an additional proxy, since it is not clear theoretically nor empirically how
forecast dispersion affects the information environment of a firm. Harris and Raviv (1993)
and Kandel and Pearson (1995) demonstrate that if analysts differ in terms of their
ínterpretation of public information, increased public disclosure could either increase or
decrease forecast dispersion. Unreported results (details are available from the author upon
request) suggest that the Market variable is negatively significantly (at p ~ 0.05) associated
with Dispersion offorecasts.73

4.5.8. Robustness and Specification Tests

Choice of Fiscal Year's Month

I alternatively computed the variables Forecastaccuracy and Analyst foUowing at the l Oth
month and 7th of a firm's fiscal year. Observe that some sample firms are ADRs and that
these firms are required to file their Form-lOK at latest within six months after their fiscal
year-end. Panel B of table 3 and table 4 show that inferences are robust to selecting either the
l lth or lOth month of a firm's fiscal year. When measuring Forecast accuracy (not reported
in a table) at the 7th month of the fiscal year, the Market dummy variable is no longer
statistically significant at conventional significance levels. This suggests that the inferences

T Regressions are estimated employing Newey-West estimation with an AR(1) factor using LSDV.
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are dependent on the choice of a firm's fiscal year's month at which the dependent variable is

measured. Analyst following computed at the 7th month of the fiscal year is, however, still

significantly positively associated with the Market dummy variable (reported in table 4). The

results with respect to the two information variables measured towazds the end of a firm's

fiscal year appear to be quite robust.
The finding of an insignificant market effect measured for the Forecast accuracy variable

computed at the 7th month of a firm's fiscal year is inconsistent (for the yeazs studied in this

paper, at least) with the argument provided in Grant (1980) and Atiase (1987) that the amount

of available interim information between NASDAQ and the NYSE differs. Both Grant (1980)

and Atiase (1987) build on this when hypo[hesizing that the information content of annual

earnings announcements for NASDAQ investors is higher than for NYSE investors. That is,

NASDAQ investors are expected to rely more heavily than NYSE investors on the annual

earnings announcement as the source of information for decision-making. If analysts (both

those involved wi[h NASDAQ- and those involved with NYSE-firms) systematically ignore
or fail to impound all available information in their forecasts during eazly periods compared to

later periods, this potentially explains this finding of the insignificant exchange effect when

measuring Forecast accuracy at the 7th month of a firm's fiscal year. Unfortunately, I cannot

examine this explanation using this dataset. The literature, however, shows that analysts do in

fact fail to impound all information available in their forecasts (e.g., Abarbanell (1991)), fail

to efficiently utilize available information when setting forecasts (e.g., Ali et al. (1992)), and

have a tendency to misinterpret new information (e.g., Elliott et al. (1995)).

Latest Analyst Forecast

Until now, findings reported with respect to analyst forecast accuracy are based on median

consensus analyst forecasts. To study whether the findings reported are robust against another

alternative measure, I collected for each firm-year the latest analyst forecast available at the

latest in the l lth month of a firm's fiscal yeaz. It is expected that this most recent forecast is
more accurate, for both the NASDAQ- and the NYSE-period, than the median consensus

forecast. This is because its review date is more close to the actual earnings announcement

and it is expected to be based upon the richest information set available (for example, all

previous forecasts made by the analyst him~herself and~or other colleague analysts).

Therefore, it is a priori not obvious whether the exchange effect documented so far can also

be expected when using the latest forecast available per fiscal yeaz. Panel C of table 3 reports

the findings. With a final sample of 150 firms (with 886 observations), I find that variation in

the forecast accuracy variable is no longer statistically significantly explained by the Market

dummy variable. The signs and significance levels for the control variables are materially

similar to those reported in panel A of table 3 for the l lth month of a firm's fiscal year. Only

firms with large(r) eamings surprises receive apparently more attention from analysts leading

to smaller forecast errors (the UE variable is statistically significant at p ~ 0.05 and positively

associated with Forecast accuracy).
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Unbalanced Panel

The results reported thus far are based on balanced panels only. This is because a priori it
is unlikely that missing observations are randomly missing (if so, estimates using unbalanced
panels may be biased due to attrition). An unbalanced panel (containing switches for which at
least all variables are available for the two years immediately before and two years directly
after the switch) comprises of 233 switching firms. Panel D of table 3 reports results from
using this unbalanced panel. As can be observed in panel D, inferences are robust to using this
type of unbalanced panel compared to the results based on the balanced panel reported in
panel A of table 3.

Estimation Procedure

Both OLS and random effects panel estimation assume independence between the
idiosyncratic error terms (which may include unobserved effects at firm level) and the
explanatory variables. However, as it is often the case that unobservables are correlated with
some elements of the regressors this may invalidate the estimation procedure. The quasi-fixed
effects estimation procedure (also called the Chamberlain (1984) estimator) allows for such
dependence. Results (not reported in a table) from multivariate regressions employing this
procedure (using average firm size as the additional regressor), while correcting for presence
of autocorrelation, show that inferences with respect to the Market dummy are not affected by
this alternative estimation procedure. Similar findings are documented when using fixed
effects models. Using a fixed effects model controls for static firm-specific characteristics that
affect analyst performance and behaviour.

Presence and Influence of Outliers

Although I already corrected the presented estimates up till now for presence of outliers, I
additionally perform median regressions with the standard errors bootstrapped (employing
100 replications) from the underlying distribution to control both for presence of
heteroskedasticity, serial correlation and for clustering effects. Using the balanced panel at the
l lth month of the fiscal year, I find that (findings are not reported in a table) the categorical
Market variable is posi[ively and significantly correlated with Forecast accuracy at p ~ 0.01.
The economic significance of the Market variable, however, is decreasing from 0.0021 (table
3, panel A) to approximately 0.0005. Overall, I conclude that although some observations
may be inflating the ccefficient of the Market dummy variable using either OLS estimation
with Newey and West (1987) corrected standard errors or the random-effects estimation
procedure correcting for presence of heteroskedasticity, they are not driving the results.
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Scaling

The Forecast accuracy variable is measured by scaling the negative of the absolute value

of the forecast error by stock price as of the beginning of the fiscal year. A simple t-test
between the stock prices as at the beginning of the fiscal year before the switch (i.e., the
NASDAQ-period) and after the switch (i.e., the NYSE-period, excluding the event year)

shows that this stock price is on average ~23.71 for the NASDAQ-period and ~28.46 for the

NYSE-period. The difference in means is statistically significant at p ~ 0.01 (two-sided t-test).

This finding suggests that by scaling the negative of the absolute value of the forecast error by
this stock price, the Forecast accuracy variable can be expected to be lower for the NYSE-
period, compared to the NASDAQ-period, by construction and this may have nothing to do

with a changing information environment of a firm following a switch from NASDAQ to the

NYSE." Instead of using stock price as of the beginning of the fiscal year, I alternatively use
two different scaling instruments: actual earnings and the logarithm of total assets as of the
beginning of the fiscal year. In both cases the Market dummy variable is statistically

significant at p ~ 0.05 and is positively associated with these alternative measures of Forecast

accuracy (not reported in a table). Finally, similar results (obviously with different ccefficient

values) are found when using unscaled forecast error as the dependent variable (not reported
in a table).

Signed Forecast Error

Several studies (e.g., Cooper et al. (2001), Ding et al. (2004)) use a signed version (i.e.,
using the actual value, negative or positive) of the Forecast accuracy variable. I examine how

this effects inferences by running the regression model separately for negative and positive

forecast errors, computed at the 1]th month of the fiscal year and scaled by stock price as at
the beginning of the fiscal year. Table 6 reports the results. I find that the Market variable is
significantly positively (negatively) associated with negative (positive) forecast errors, at p ~

0.10 or better. When excluding observations from the event-year and using OLS to estimate

ccefficients, the Market dummy is significantly different from zero at p- 0.107 (t-statistic --

0.62). These results support the evidence reported using the unsigned forecast error as the
dependent variable. Interestingly, in sharp contrast to periods with positive forecast errors, I
document an inverse relationship between UE and the magnitude of the negative forecast
error in periods with negative forecast errors. This suggests that analysts display asymmetric

behaviour towards positive and negative eamings growth, consistent with Ding et al. (2004).

Simultaneity

Alford and Berger (1999) suggest that analyst forecast accuracy and analyst following are

simultaneously determined.

" I thank Philip loos for making this observation.
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The pairwise correlation coefficients reported in panel B of table 2 clearly show that Forecast

accuracy and Analyst fo[lowing are positively and statistically significantly correlated. To

study the effect of the joint determination on the results reported in this study, I instrument

Analyst following by Ln(Size) and UE.75 Following Bound et al. (1995), I computed the F-

statistic and the partial R-squared from the first-stage regression. The F-statistic from the first-

stage regression is 135.66 (as a rule-of-thumb: if this F-statis[ic is less than 10, then this is a

set of weak instruments). The partial R-squared is approximately 24 percen[. The Hansen J-
statistic (which is basically a Sargan test for overidentification of all instruments, under the

assumption of conditional homoskedasticity) is 0.6820. The null hypothesis that the excluded

instruments are valid instruments (i.e., are uncorrelated with the error term, and that they are

cotrectly excluded from the estimated equation) cannot be rejected at p- 0.4087. Regression

estimates are reported in table 7. Results suggest that, while controlling for potential

simultaneity between analyst following and analyst forecast accuracy through two-stage least

squazes, the categorical Market variable is still statistically significant at p ~ 0.01 with a

positive coefficient of 0.0023. This finding suggest that the observed improvement in forecast

accuracy after a switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE is not so much caused by the coinciding

event of a larger number of analysts following the firm but possibly rather directly by changes
in a firm's disclosure practice.

4.6. Conclusions

In this paper I examine whether a NYSE listing ( and therefore, a commitment to the

stricter listing and disclosure standards at the NYSE) improves former NASDAQ firms'

information environments. The listing application is argued to provide the final credible

signal to investors that the firm has arrived as an established concern (Ying et al. (1977)).

Previous studies find that a NYSE listing is associated with a statistically significant increase
in share price surrounding the switch announcement. These studies, however, differ as to

whether and to what extent the stock price increase prior to listing can be attributed to the

event of switching. Using characteristics of analyst forecasts, I find former NASDAQ firms'

information environments improving sígnificantly over a short event window parallel with the

decision to commit to the NYSE disclosure standards. Results are found robust to

several sensitivity and specification checks, and alternative explanations. Valuation analysis

shows that increased disclosure surrounding the switch from NASDAQ to the NYSE

enhances firm value. The evidence documented is consistent with predictions in Dye and

Sridhar (1995) that one firm's disclosure propensity is endogenous to disclosure policies of

other firms in the same industry. In other words, noblesse oblige: with a NYSE status, former

NASDAQ firms are expected to meet the high standards of the NYSE, its investors, and to

adapt their former disclosure policies to that of other NYSE firms.

75 Similar results aze found when employing two-stage least squares for panel-data models (both inclu-ding and
excluding observations from the event-yeaz).
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Table 6
Analysis of simultaneity between Forecasraccuracy and Ann[ysr following

Dependent variable Forecast accuracy

Coefficient t-value

Intercept Yes

Analyst following - f(Ln(Size), UE) 0.0000 0.27
Market 0.0023~`~~ 2.66
Risk -0.0388~~` -2.51
REC 0.0007 ~` ~` ~ 3.06

Number of observations 871
Number of firms 147
Centered-RZ 0.0535
Uncentered-R~ 0.2230

Firrst-stage regression:
- Partial RZ
- F-statistic (p-value)

0.2388
135.66 (0.0000)

Overidentification test (p-value): 0.6820 (0.4087)
(Hansen J-statistic)

Forecast accuracy is defined as the negative of the absolute value of the analyst forecast error deflated by stock price at Ihe I Ith month of a
firm's fiscal year. Anal~~st following is defined as the number of estimates during the 11 th month of a firtn's fiscal year. V alues larger than -
0.1 for the Forecasr accumcy variable (also for the altemative variable, scaled by the logarithm of total assets as of beginning of fiscal year)
are marked as outlíers. Market is an indicaror variable equal to 1 if the firm is ttaded on the NYSE and equal to 0 if the firm is traded on
NASDAQ. Ln(Size) is the log of total assets in thousands of U.S. dollars. Risk is the standard deviation of monthly retums of the previous
two years. REC is the correlation betwcen retums and eamings over the previous two years. UF. is the diffetence between current eamings
per share and earnings per share from the previous year, divided by the firm's stock price. Risk. REC, and UE are winsorized at 25~k from
below and from above. Observations for the even[ year are excluded. Regressions are estimated with robust standard emors and cotrected for
clustering effec[s. Significance levels are indicated by '"' for p 5 0.01, " for p 5 0.05, and ' for p 5 0.10.

Previous studies document that NYSE firms compared to NASDAQ firms disclose news more
timely, more frequently, and more accurately. Second, simultaneity analysis indicates that the
observed exchange efj"ect is likely caused by a change in a firm's disclosure practice rather
than by information evolving from a larger number of analysts following this fitm. Finally,
consistent with major market reforms having taken place since the exchange effect was first
documented (using data from the late 1960s), I find that the exchange effect is not persistent.

These findings, however, are subject to a number of caveats. First, I am not able to
determine whether the observed improvement in a firm's information environment is due to
an increase in voluntary or mandatory ( i.e., based on certain specific NYSE rules) disclosure.
Second, I control for the effects of analyst biases in this study by using the raw value of UE
rather than the absolute value (following Ding et al. (2004)), by studying analyst performance
at different points in time (following Kang et al. ( 1994) and Richardson et al. (2004)), and
using one-year ahead earnings forecasts. However, it is not clear whether these procedures
correct for all differences in analysts' optimism or pessimism at either firm- andlor exchange-
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level. Third, unfortunately, a rather large number of firms had to be excluded from the final
sample and the firms that are included in the final sample are found not to be uniformly
distributed across industries. Together with the descriptives statistics indicating that the
sample firms are mature firms, this suggests that inferences likely cannot be generalized
directly. Fourth, employing a rather parsimonious set of variables always leaves room for
correlated-omitted variable bias. Finally, two alternative explanations to the findings
documented are being rebuted. However, several other coinciding events can potentially
alternatively explain the findings. For example, other analyst characteristics than general
experience can have evolved in association with a former NASDAQ firm's switch to the
NYSE (e.g., different financial incentives, reputation effects, et cetera). I leave this for future
research.
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